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FOREWORD

This volume had its genesis in an Australia and New Zealand School of
Government (ANZSOG) conference titled ‘Delivering under Pressure’. And that
is certainly what many public sector managers feel they are doing these days.
In a short space of time, many have gone from one extreme to another: from
having to expend vast sums quickly on infrastructural and other programs to
stem contagion from the Global Financial Crisis—and, in Australia, devising
large-scale social expenditure programs leveraged by the Mining Boom—to
having to do their bit to reduce resulting deficits and debt. In Australia at least,
this ongoing challenge appears to have been made harder politically by public
attitudes and expectations conditioned by the earlier largesse.
While only recently embraced, it would seem that public sector ‘austerity’ is
here to stay. The term has been used by some to denote overreaction to budgetary
pressure. But spending remains historically high, and in Australia (New Zealand
has done much better) the fiscal problems are big and will not be resolved
quickly. It is also clear that the magnitude of the necessary correction needs
something better than mere trimming of budgets and time-honoured, acrossthe-board efficiency dividends. There is a growing recognition that governments
must think more strategically about their roles in society and, in particular,
how much they should be doing and funding at taxpayers’ expense—on the
‘what’ question as well as the ‘how’. Doing more with less, and doing only what
the public sector can do best, have become dual imperatives—though arguably
they should have been so all along.
‘Productivity’ as an operational concept is most commonly associated with the
private sector, although it is just as relevant to the public sector. But the conduits
for productivity gains—innovation within organisations, and the ascendancy of
more productive or valued activities over others—do not come easily within
the public sector, not least because of the more muted incentive systems that
ix
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are obtained there. Moreover, measuring any gains is inherently problematic
for services that are delivered in non-market settings and motivated by ‘public
value’.
How do we best foster public sector innovation in the absence of competitive
pressure? How do we decide which activities are most valuable, or which are
better performed by or through other agents? And how do we know if we are
performing well according to the public value test? These are all important
questions for which there is no settled ‘theory’ and for which answers are still
emerging through observed practice.
The issues raised and the experiences related in this volume provide useful
guidance. If I were to summarise the key insights for me, they would be:
• Churchill’s maxim, ‘never waste a good crisis’, with the current need to
spend less being seized as an opportunity to actually serve the public better.
• ‘Frugal innovation’—changes in programs and processes that pay as much
attention to the costs to the taxpayer-cum-citizen as to the benefits.
• The value of experimentation, of ‘having a go’ and, even more importantly,
learning from the experience.
• Harnessing the advantages of the private and, especially, ‘third’ sectors, in
pursuing public purposes.
• The importance of measurement to the pursuit of cost-effective management
of scarce public resources.
• Promoting public understanding of both the ‘why?’ as well as the ‘what?’
questions in order to successfully implement reform initiatives.
ANZSOG is committed to assisting governments in all these areas. Its programs
of teaching, research and discussion for executives combine the best of
academia with the in-depth experience of top practitioners. For, in the end,
how successfully the public sector ‘delivers under pressure’ depends on the
capability and motivation of its leadership.
Professor Gary Banks AO
Chief Executive and Dean, ANZSOG
29 June 2015
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PART ONE: THE IMPERATIVE TO IMPROVE
PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE

1

DELIVERING UNDER PRESSURE: PUBLIC
SERVICE, PRODUCTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE
John Wanna

The Australian National University

We have no money. Economic circumstances are driving the imperatives for
change in government and the search for alternative approaches in behavioural
incentives.
—David Halpern, UK Cabinet Office, Behavioural Insights Team, 2013
Austerity should be used as a springboard to explore new models, productivity
and innovation.
—Director-General, Australian State Government, 2013
Productivity isn’t everything, but in the long-run it is almost everything.
—Nobel Prize Winner, Professor Paul Krugman, 1994, p. 11

This volume of essays is focused on public sector renewal in the context of
‘austerity’. Previous Australia and New Zealand School of Government
(ANZSOG) volumes have explored implementation and project management in
the public sector; collaborative governance and working collaboratively with the
non-government organisations (NGOs) and third sector; inter-jurisdictional and
intergovernmental policy relations; managing the Global Financial Crisis (GFC);
attracting political interest in delivering policy reform and making it ‘stick’;
citizen engagement and putting citizens first in service delivery; and learning
from disaster management to future-proof the state and society. In all of these
3
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books ANZSOG has striven to be relevant and engaging to governments, public
sector executives, policy practitioners and service deliverers. The latest edition
is no less aimed at relevance and engagement, but has a harder managerial edge.
It will examine in practical ways how governments can best respond to the
ongoing conditions of austerity. It is also an agenda with which most Western
societies will have to wrestle for some time: perhaps the ‘new normal’ for modern
government into the future.
At the onset of the GFC, most Western governments thought it would likely
be a short-term correction and that expedient Keynesian and regulatory
initiatives would avert global recession. However, the nature of the global crisis
kept changing, morphing from one type of crisis to another. It began as a subprime housing mortgage crisis, then became a banking credit freeze, leading
to a broader credit crisis, then a macro-economic crisis lowering investment,
confidence and creating higher unemployment and finally into a fiscal crisis
impacting on government budgets.
Today, most advanced nations are locked in various fiscal straitjackets that
have caused a near-universal resource squeeze on public sector provision and
government policy appetites. The resource squeeze is close to a worldwide
phenomenon. Governments are experiencing sustained structural deficits,
expenditure overhangs, increasing levels of debt and debt-servicing charges,
bringing in turn renewed pressures to privatise public services and increase
user-charging. There is growing concern that these austerity strategies
may perversely reinforce the economic downturn and continuing fiscal
crisis. Moreover, fiscal problems have also led to crises of confidence among
constituencies and increasing questions as to the sustainability of many areas of
public policy. The value, funding and management of policy and program areas
is widely coming under scrutiny with calls for circuit-breaking change and a
transformation in the ways of doing business. So how do we respond in such
circumstances?

Responding to the new fiscal context:
New pressures, new modes of governance
Governments worldwide have responded to their cash-strapped predicaments
in various ways: some political, some fiscal, some technical or managerial.
Some have tightened entitlements and eligibilities for selected constituencies;
or they have deferred spending on projects or programs. Many have
imposed severe budgetary disciplines across their own public sectors and
the services provided (including where possible broadening revenue bases).
Some governments have radically downsized.
4
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Australasian governments have not yet had to resort to the deep austerity
measures that many southern European nations have been forced to implement.
Nonetheless, our governments are still imposing expenditure reductions,
reducing the size of the public sectors, de-scaling activities in agencies, and
increasing revenues by using various forms of co-payment and special levies,
and exploring the possibilities of shifting areas of responsibility back to citizens
and communities themselves (shifting costs). And changes in government may
produce further edicts to reduce spending or implement agency cutbacks.
We are also seeing a reassessment of government itself. The mid-2010s may
be heralding in fundamentally new thinking about governments’ roles,
responsibilities and the ways of achieving its desired outcomes. We may be
transitioning into a new mode of governance, marking a distinct departure
with previous ways of thinking about the nature of government. Broadly, we
may characterise these previous eras as ones of leap-frogging providence and
managerial reform, whereas today we may be heading in a direction of radical
re-engineering, with innovation founded on frugality.
• The 1960s was an era of government expansion, programmatic investments
and seemingly endless policy possibilities (the so-called ‘great society’
reforms); governments still struggled to manage budgets.
• In the 1970s, expansionary governments hit the first wave of crises (oil shocks,
post-Vietnam debts, the end of Bretton Woods, stagflation); governments
talked of ‘hard times’ but often carried on business as usual.
• The 1980s was an era of structural reform and managerialism (new public
management (NPM)) within public agencies; budgetary surpluses were
produced across Australasia and in many other Organisation for Economic
Development (OECD) nations.
• In the 1990s reforms stalled, outsourcing and contact management were
increasingly favoured for services giving known ‘prices’ for program
delivery.
• By the 2000s revenue growth was considerable, and there were few internal
disciplines on government or pressures for reform; non-discretionary
spending became a very significant component of public finances (up to
80 per cent of expenses in some nations such as Australia).
• The 2010s—post-GFC and some fiscal stimuli; governments begin to
consolidate their fiscal position, belt-tightening, downsizing, allowing
programs to lapse; there is mounting pressure for significant innovation and
functional reforms.
Paradoxically, while embracing notions of austerity, there remains scant evidence
that governments have developed an appetite to be doing less. Governments
continue to want to intervene in society—formulate new programs and tackle
5
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new challenges—often with their own political survival in mind. Their political
instincts remain activist, interventionist and regulatory; and heightened
community expectations continue to impose pressures for additional services,
qualitatively improved services and spending augmentations. Whereas once
the rationale for government intervention was ‘market failure’, we are now also
addressing perceived new complex community failures in many areas of social
provision. This has become a present-day global conundrum of governance—
governments trying to do less but still wanting to do more, and becoming
more comprehensively enmeshed into new and emerging policy sectors
(e.g. aged care, vocational training, early childhood education, climate change,
and environmental issues).
Hence, in the current context and for the foreseeable future, governments
are going to have to manage more smartly, for improved efficiency and
greater productivity. Demands for better or additional services will require
governments (and the policy process more generally) to find improved ways of
doing business. This challenge will affect policy design, program management
and administration, and a reconsideration of processes and procedures.
To date, existing reform efforts in the public sector have tended to focus on
high-level reform blueprints, initiated from the centre and focused on policy,
accountabilities and system-wide changes. Often the capacity of the public
service to implement reform efforts is ignored or shown lip service. Many reform
initiatives have failed to acknowledge service delivery imperatives, and indeed
some have arguably disrupted operations, diverting attention away from
the efficacy and efficiency of service delivery. Various efficiency dividends,
ostensibly imposed to improve efficiencies, have reputedly eroded actual
capacities. A corresponding thickening of monitoring and oversight processes
has mired frontline personnel in red tape and compliance issues.
So, how do we improve productivity in public agencies and harness innovation
across policy areas, and what impediments stand in the way of better efficiencies?
How do we realistically and sustainably deliver better services for government
and the community? What practical and achievable ways can we pursue to
meet increasing expectations in a highly constrained environment? How can we
reposition ourselves internationally to meet global challenges, making ourselves
more adaptable, leaner and competitive? These are the fundamental questions
we are addressing in the latest ANZSOG collection of essays, Managing under
Austerity, Delivering under Pressure.
The volume will canvas such issues under six themes:
1. How should governments crystallise their core choices to maximise their
input and value for money?
6
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2. Why and how should we use the current era of austerity as an opportunity
or springboard to improve policy and delivery?
3. Can we find ways to enhance the adaptive capacities of government and its
delivery systems (adapting its provision), including new models of provision
(adopting models from other contexts or jurisdictions)?
4. How can the productivity of government providers and hybrid provider
networks be improved?
5. In what way can experimentalism and frugal innovation as ways to
improvement be encouraged?
6. How can we find ways to manage community expectations and make
expectations more realistic in the current austerity context?
Enabling governments to crystallise their core choices requires them to exercise
forms of self-discipline by asking a series of basic questions. For what purpose
does government wish to act or intervene? Where and how does government
seek to have an effect? Are governments forced to act through various market or
community failures or do they choose to act themselves? What roles or partial
roles do the government wish to fulfil? How can governments ensure effective
delivery systems especially involving complex value chains? Governments will
thus have to be far more explicit in defining and defending where they choose
to have an impact. They will need to articulate some overarching strategic
directions with long-term sustainability in mind, choosing their preferred scale
of responsibilities carefully. In many ways, and especially given our recent
histories, this represents a huge task for elected governments.
Austerity measures and downsizing are often deeply painful exercises; but
they are also opportunities for re-examining how we do business. Even as
governments impose such measures, they know that the present strictures will
be insufficient to rebalance the books as well as meet the new demands for
additional services. Maybe the old ways are no longer adequate or appropriate to
the new circumstances—especially given the combination of new technologies
and more educated and skilled communities. Limits on budgets or staffing in
public agencies are not necessarily limits on policy impacts, but searching
for alternative modes of provision will call for new thinking and more open
mindsets. The challenge for public managers is how to build a positive and
inventive culture contemporaneous to downsizing planning or after going
through the downsizing exercises. In many agencies this calls for new types of
leadership and managerial mentalities. The agenda of austerity makes imperative
a fundamental rethinking of the ways in which public services are delivered,
innovations are identified and adopted, outcomes are measured and the quality
and responsiveness of services are assessed.
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Going forward, governments will have to be less monolithic, hierarchic,
conservative, inertia-ridden, risk-averse and controlling, and explore new ways
to enhance the adaptive capacities of delivery systems. There are many viable
new models of provision and incentive structures (including greater involvement
from the community through social benefit investments, greater community
ownership, crowdsourcing, etc.). But such adaptive capacities cannot readily
prosper under traditional constraints and narrow accountabilities. Alternative
models will require sharing power and responsibilities, granting more autonomy
to providers, accepting more diversity and customisation in provision.
These qualities in turn raise new challenges for governments motivated by
conformity and standardisation.
There are major impediments to improved efficiencies and effectiveness in
program delivery in the existing public sector. Productivity improvements will
involve policy redesign and business re-engineering, not merely to improve
input ratios but to enhance service quality and the effectiveness of outcomes.
This is a complex iterative process involving allocative and technical efficiencies,
lowest cost, scale and specialisation, effectiveness indicators, and analysis of the
determining causes of net changes in performance. It will require the greater
involvement of hybrid provider networks, especially to deliver heterogeneous
services such as health, education, social services, defence and even
regulatory and public order services. Above all, an emphasis on productivity
involves governments being prepared to drive reform through ‘performance
accountability’ rather than remain preoccupied with ‘process accountability’.
Alongside the importance of productivity lies the capacity to innovate and
experiment. Innovation in the public sector is less motivated by the imperatives
to bring new commercial products to market, but rather to transform the nature
of production processes or service provision to radically change their form for
the better. Innovation is a process of discovering latent potential or hidden
possibilities, or a ‘perpetual search for new capabilities’. In public agencies,
innovation tends to rely on conducive cultures, supportive leadership, learning
and nurturing, autonomy and a preparedness to learn from failures, as well
as in responses to crises and major challenges. Innovation can occur with
the instruments used to deliver some value (e.g. technological developments,
software innovations, improved human resource management, budgetary
flexibilities), or with the output/services themselves (e.g. co-production, product
redesign, radical re-engineering).
We can also think of stimulating innovation in various phases of the public
service value chain (agenda-setting, formulation, consultation, implementation,
etc.). The vast majority of innovations are ‘new to business’ rather than ‘new
to world’ initiatives. In the current context of austerity, agencies may be
8
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encouraged to explore forms of learning from others (including frugal innovation,
experimentalism, contestable or randomised trials, forms of ‘nudging’ and other
behavioural incentives as ways to improvement).
In some cases, innovation can spur productivity improvements and create socalled ‘radical efficiencies’ (different services at much lower cost), but in others
innovations can create additional work or consume more resources (perhaps to
enhance an output or service, such as enhanced information technology (IT)
services). Hence, the challenge for governments today is to imagine service
systems that unleash the potential for innovation—harnessing the energy,
knowledge and networks of local providers to improve services, while also
ensuring high standards of accountability and appropriate risk management.
Our final theme concerns the gulf between what governments can sustainably
deliver and community expectations of what governments ought to deliver
(within prevailing fiscal parameters suggesting no increases in taxation and little
tax reform). Despite the GFC, it is not apparent that community expectations
have become more realistic or de-scaled—and, indeed, in new areas of policy
they have become more ambitious. Governments have not been good at
managing expectations and indeed have often contributed to their inflation.
Managing in the current context of austerity implies that expectations have to
be contained—not only for the legitimacy/credibility of elected governments
but also for the levels of satisfaction and trust in public delivery systems more
generally.

Practical and feasible strategies to deliver
better under pressure
These themes strike at the very core of the relations between government and
the community. As public officials what should we do in this challenging new
setting? Arguably, we need to think of ourselves as stewards of sustainable
public outcomes investing in more efficient and effective modes of delivery.
In addressing these themes Managing under Austerity, Delivering under Pressure
will explore four key strategies that are practicable and feasible in constrained
resource contexts, and which can be used to assist the necessary future
adaptations and transformations. These are:
1. Strategies to assist governments embrace smarter thinking to deliver better
value for money, offering alternative modes of delivery and involving an
array of incremental improvements to business practices (‘doing a thousand
things a bit better than yesterday’).
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2. Strategies to engage the real ‘doers’ in experimentation and innovation—
taking devolution seriously to empower the frontline providers and local
deliverers in producing innovation and making practical transformations
(including non-government deliverers).
3. Strategies to encourage bottom-up input and creative suggestions about how
greater productivities can be achieved (harnessing ‘great ideas’ from the
coalface or the frontline counter).
4. Strategies to test the appetite for more radical transformational change
in public policy delivery—asking how far governments are prepared to
reconceptualise or re-engineer their delivery options.
These strategies may not sound all that radical, but on closer inspection they
pose major challenges to many traditional government departments and public
organisations used to the incremental expansion of their roles and responsibilities,
working from standard operating procedures, displaying defensive cultures and
risk-adversity, as well as assuming that additional resources and staffing would
follow increased policy responsibility. Some of these challenges are inevitably
cultural in nature, some philosophical in origin, some confronting institutional
norms and conventions, and some involving threats to bureaucratic hierarchies
or executive power. For example, cutting across all of these domains are the
challenges of promoting local innovation and encouraging other areas to ‘adopt
or adapt’ acknowledged successes.
To progress these strategies we need to re-examine the question of what
distinctive contributions a plethora of institutions and actors can make to
deliver improved outcomes and where they can best make these contributions.
These institutional actors include government, the private sector, the not-forprofit organisations and voluntary organisations and various community bodies
and groups of citizens. They are all institutional forms of organisation made up
of people operating within incentive structures. This requires us to understand
the benefits and costs of new forms of service delivery, free of the historical
biases dictating which policy instrument has typically been given carriage of
delivery—public bureaucracies, markets or community associations. We will
need to re-examine our normative presumptions and choices, and begin with
a fresh look at possibilities guided by efficiencies and effectiveness.
Clearly, in some quarters we will need to overturn old cultures of ‘in-house’
autarky and complacency in public bureaucracies—in particular to gain a better
alignment between citizen expectations and service provision. This will impact
on incentive/disincentive exchanges between institutions and actors; managerial
discretion and initiatives; labour market flexibilities and the relaxation of
imposed rigidities; the exploration of forms of hybrid integration between
public and private providers in delivery chains; and collaborative partnering
10
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between complementary actors. We may also need to overturn the pervasive
community mindset that governments can and should be expected to solve
every passing problem society identifies, and in particular find ways to improve
communication between government and the community to enable a better
understanding of priorities, context, circumstance and mutual responsibilities.
The overriding intention of Managing Under Austerity, Delivering Under
Pressure is to find practical ways to gain more value from inputs and resources
in delivering effective outcomes across our various domains of public policy.
It is a challenge we hope to share with the reader, so they can take back these
concepts, ideas and practical ways of doing the business of government under
today’s more productive imperatives.

Reference
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GETTING LEANER, SMARTER AND MORE
EFFECTIVE: OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
FOR GOVERNMENTS UNDER AUSTERITY
Doug McTaggart

Queensland Commission of Audit
and Queensland Public Service

I would like to approach this topic both from my perspective as a Commissioner
of the Queensland Commission of Audit, and from my perspective as Chair of the
Queensland Public Service Commission, sitting on the Public Sector Renewal
Board. In these roles, I have been involved with my colleagues in trying to
drive reform and renewal in this sector. Unfortunately ‘trying’ is the right
word—because it is not easy, and because we are asking people to do some very
different things.

The economy and fiscal austerity in Queensland
Where do we start? We know that governments around the world and in all
Australian jurisdictions face two major problems, and I think these two problems
get conflated. The first is how to balance the budget in the short term, over the
next one to four years. The second and much more important problem is how to
keep the budget balanced in the longer term without drastically reducing the
quantum or quality of the services delivered.
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The first problem arose with the global fiscal profligacy fostered by an extended
period of strong economic growth, abruptly ending when the resulting financial
bubble burst and brought about the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in 2008–09.
Pre-GFC strong economic growth delivered strong revenue growth and with
the fiscal shackles removed government spending increased, the large part of it
being discretionary.
In Queensland in the decade to 2005–06, revenues were growing at 10 per cent
per annum on average, and expenses at 7 per cent—a happy place for a
government to be. In 2005–06 to 2010–11, this was reversed—revenues grew
at 7 per cent per annum and expenses at 10 per cent, resulting in unsustainable
deficits. And, of course, the ability of governments to fund deficits has met its
limits—there are limits to a government’s ability to tax, particularly in the states,
and the size of the accumulated deficits to be funded by borrowing pushes past
the tolerance of the markets. This has led to credit downgrades and subsequent
increases in funding costs.
Now you might ask whether it matters that governments borrow and/or run
deficits and that credit ratings get downgraded. As the Commissioner of Audit
noted in Queensland’s case, the interest bill paid on accumulated general
government debt rose from $173 million in 2005–06 to $1.9 billion seven years
later in 2012–13 (Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2013, Table 1). This is a
rate of increase of over 40 per cent per year and the bill is rising to approximately
$2.5 billion in 2015–16 (Queensland Commission of Audit 2012, Chart 1.6).
This is by far the fastest-growing component of general government expenses,
all of which must be paid from general revenue.
The opportunity cost (an economic concept, but a very important one) of this
debt payment to foregone government services is very large but is often not
questioned. As to the credit downgrade Queensland incurred in 2009, the
accumulated cost of the margin spread—that is, the difference between an
AAA and an AA rated borrower—has pushed past $330 million to date and is
increasing by about $150 million per annum (Queensland Commission of Audit
2012, Chart 2.9; see also Queensland Treasury updates). This is occurring in
a low interest rate environment that will not last, and while the Queensland
government remains on negative credit watch. Simply adding these up shows
that the cost of the credit downgrade alone will soon be more than half a billion
dollars. Again, what services could half a billion dollars fund?
In its June 2012 interim report, the Commission of Audit (2012) recommended
the Queensland government act quickly to stabilise the growth in debt and
deliver a fiscal surplus that met all operating expenses and all current and
planned general government capital expenditure in the budget timeframe. In an
accrual sense, this means an operating surplus sufficient to cover all operating
14
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capital expenditure. Consequently, of course, a period of fiscal repair—what
we call ‘austerity’ here in Queensland—was implemented, culminating in the
loss of 14,000 public sector positions in a short period of time. Looking at the
recent budget projections, the result of this fiscal repair is that the government
has accomplished an astonishing feat in bringing about a turnaround; expenses
that were growing at 10 per cent per annum now show almost no growth within
the current and forward estimates period. The expected rate of increase in
expenses in this most recent budget was the lowest since 1998. This brought
about an abrupt and painful episode of fiscal austerity. It was to some degree
indiscriminate, a blunt instrument—but it had to be done. The growth in debt
will be stabilised at a significantly lower figure than previously anticipated.
But let us not confuse fiscal repair or forced austerity with reform. It was costcutting, and in some cases cost-cutting can be inimical to productivity growth.
Still, it has set the platform and focused minds on the large-scale reform of
public service delivery that must lead to significant productivity increases.
This brings us to the second and more important problem. As the Commission
of Audit described, and as governments around the world are discovering, the
next decade almost certainly will not yield the revenue growth of the pre-GFC
decade. In Queensland’s case, lower economic growth caused by declining
interstate migration, an ageing population increasing demand for some services
and slowing growth in Commonwealth tax receipts (which of course flow
through all the states) are factors that put increasing pressure on the budget.
The audit report produced a chart showing that on a ‘no policy change’ basis,
or on a ‘business as usual’ basis, the expenditure gap manifesting a budget
deficit would be 3 to 4 per cent of gross state product (GSP) by 2025, rising
to around 15 per cent of GSP by 2050 (Queensland Commission of Audit 2013,
Volume 1, Chart 2). Of course, we will not get to that position because neither
markets nor the electorate will allow it: credit downgrades and election losses
would precipitate action through crisis management and fiscal repair, or forced
austerity would come into play long before such apocalyptic scenarios emerged.
Then Queensland would very quickly find itself in the same position as last
year, looking at equally draconian measures.
But this is precisely the point. Governments today have the opportunity, as
they have always had, to cut calmly and with forethought—to plan now for
a measured and reconsidered reform of the way services are being delivered.
The key message from the Audit Commission report is that ‘business as usual’ is
not an option. The report shows that productivity improvements in government
service delivery of 0.8–1.1 per cent per year will be required to maintain a
stable fiscal position, given the current and expected level of demand for public
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services. This is equivalent to reducing the unit cost of service delivery in
2050–51 by one third of what it would be on a ‘business as usual’ basis—that
is a big ask.

Improving public sector productivity
This is not just an issue for Queensland. Work produced by Accenture (2012)
in conjunction with Oxford Economics shows that by 2025, the expenditure
gap across a range of countries will be between 1.5–5 per cent of gross domestic
product (GDP), averaging around 3 per cent. In other words, the fiscal position
of many countries on a ‘business as usual’ basis is not sustainable. Accenture
notes that the average annual productivity or public sector efficiency increase
required to bring about fiscal sustainability is about 1 per cent each year. So there
is widespread agreement that ongoing efficiency and productivity improvement
is necessary in the delivery of public services, and this is the challenge.
Yet even here there are voices of dissent. One prominent critic dismissed
the recommendations for sustained productivity improvement as wishful
thinking, claiming that it’s been tried before on many occasions and failed
each time (Quiggin 2013). Moreover, there was a good theoretical reason as
to why, enunciated by William Baumol in the 1960s and now known as the
‘cost disease’ (see e.g. Baumol and Bowen 1966). As an example, it is difficult
to get productivity improvements out of a symphony orchestra—the orchestra
can only play so fast. Looked at another way, an orchestra might have four
trombones. It is not really feasible to dispose of trombones 2, 3 and 4, and say,
‘We are going to work trombone 1 harder and smarter’.
And so goes the argument—many if not most public services are similarly
delivered, therefore it is impossible to get productivity improvements in the
public sector, ergo the Commission of Audit was a waste of time. Even worse—
and here is where the ‘cost disease’ comes in—if wages are driven at the margin
by productivity growth in other, more flexible industries then not only will
productivity not rise in the public sector but wages will rise—the result of
an economy-wide labour market. So costs of public service delivery, and of
our philharmonic orchestra, will also inexorably rise without concomitant
productivity increase.
It all sounds too easy to simply accept the status quo with no other options but
to increase taxes or cut services. This is simply wrong because at a minimum
there are benchmarks available that indicate that productivity can improve.
The Commission of Audit report is replete with examples of where the private
sector is demonstrably more efficient than the public sector at delivering the
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same services. Gary Sturgess, in a speech to the Victorian Institute of Public
Administration, suggests that from what benchmarking and market testing data
we do have, the average increase in productivity available to the sector is in the
order of 20 per cent. He goes on to say that ‘a quarter of the national economy—
that is the public sector—is capable of making productivity gains of that order
over the short to medium term should be a national scandal. It isn’t’ (Sturgess
2013, 1). We know a significant proportion of public service delivery is already
provided by the non-government sector, but even here, with better and more
contestable outsourcing arrangements, we can improve efficiency.
If the above is debatable, the following fact is not: some jurisdictions are better
at some activities, or are more productive on average. This suggests that simply
learning from each other, picking the best means of production, will yield
benefits. On Commonwealth Grants Commission data, Queensland is 5 per cent
more costly in terms of service delivery than the national average, and 10 per cent
more costly on average than New South Wales (Queensland Commission of
Audit 2013, Volume 1, Chart 5). Using Australian hospital statistics from the
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW 2012), in 2010 Queensland
was 8.2 per cent more costly than the national average when it came to cost per
case with adjusted separations, and nearly 20 per cent more costly than Victoria
(Queensland Commission of Audit 2013, Volume 1, Chart 7). So without much
thought about new delivery methods, simply adopting existing best practice
should yield significant gains.
So, let me come back to ‘cost disease’ and test the underlying assumptions.
I think we recognise that the basic structure of a philharmonic orchestra is
a given. These are what an economist would call fixed coefficient processes—
the capital to labour ratio cannot change without a significantly diminished
quality of output. To produce more output requires proportionately more of
every input. Is this true for most public services? I don’t think so. Is the doctor
to nurse to equipment to administrator ratio for each patient in each medical
service fixed? Is a given class size the only determinant of education quality?
Do sworn police officers have to operate speed cameras? Is there only one way
to deliver the myriad of other services as mandated by the public sector?
Again, I don’t think so. This means there are different, perhaps more flexible,
production processes to get the necessary outputs into the hands of the public
who demand them.
Asking what the taxpayer actually wants is probably a good start; allowing the
purchaser some say in what they get will probably help. Catering for increased
demand by simply expanding current activities using current processes (as if
the production processes were fixed) will drive us to an unsustainable fiscal
outcome more quickly. This is what the Commission of Audit meant by its key
theme: ‘business as usual’ is not an option.
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By all means, every jurisdiction should avail itself of best practice from other
jurisdictions or the private sector. This will bring about a one-time reduction in
costs or increase in productivity. There is no excuse for not doing this. But this
will not deliver a sustained increase in productivity growth, and given all
jurisdictions are in the same long-run boat toward fiscal unsustainability, new
and different methods of service provision are required.
Perhaps the difference here is the following (and here I will slip into public
sector language): it is commonplace in the sector to think of inputs through a
production process as delivering measurable outputs. Outputs, we believe, have
a predictable effect on achieving desired outcomes, but outcomes themselves
are often hard to quantify. By adopting best known production processes from
other jurisdictions or the private sector, we get an increase in outputs per use
of given inputs. This is a one-time rise in productivity. We can then think about
changing and improving the production processes to get the same outputs for
fewer inputs, producing an improvement in productivity. This, I think, is what
Sturgess (2013) refers to as the ‘how’ of improving productivity. If this latter
activity can be sustained we have ongoing productivity growth, but I suspect
there are limits to how far any given production process can be pushed.
Now we come to the ‘what’. More radically, we can think about how to use our
inputs to get better outcomes by delivering different outputs. This is harder,
but it is true reform. For example, we might improve the operation of juvenile
detention centres, perhaps by outsourcing to the private sector to reduce costs
and thus getting better productivity. Or we might incentivise an operator
(public or private) to, while securely detaining juveniles, undertake appropriate
interventions or case management so that individuals are less likely to reoffend,
with repayment related to the rate of recidivism. How they do this may not be
rigorously prescribed, leaving the design and the operation of the centre with
the operator—but payment could be by outcome, which in this example would
be the reduced rate of recidivism. In a case such as this, we would need to think
about whether or not a public operator could deliver the same response as a
private operator. I think it would be harder for a public operator.

‘Business as usual’ versus public sector reform
This brings me to the big question: can the public sector, on its own account,
radically reform? I think this is also very hard. We know that governments and
the public sector exist to deliver outcomes when the market itself breaks down.
Because market failure arises from a variety of possible sources, the public sector
of necessity fills the gap. But this creates the sector as a monopoly provider
with no competitive discipline from the market. The monopoly provider is
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not under constant external pressure to reduce costs and so to innovate, and
it becomes very difficult for the sector to discipline itself on an ongoing basis.
As others have noted, it often takes a crisis or a threat of crisis to precipitate
action. However, threats and their crises eventually dissipate and the sector is
very good at outlasting crises. ‘Business as usual’ generally prevails.
This is what led the Commission of Audit to recommend much greater use of
the non-government sector in actually delivering services. The Commission
recommended that the public sector become a facilitator rather than a doer
wherever possible. If the public sector were accountable for ensuring that other
non-government providers deliver promised outcomes, it would be less likely to
be captured by its own investment in a particular way of delivering services. Of
course, government providers will always have a key role in providing services
that have large ‘public good’ components, where markets generally fail. But the
range of services that fall into that category is surely much more restricted today
than it was in even the recent past. Advances in contracting practices, effective
regulation, and risk management, mean that non-government providers can,
with confidence, be tasked to do more. This is especially true if the public sector
can direct its creative skills toward clever market design, thus ensuring that
outsourced activities continue to be subject to cost competition and innovation
(both to reduce costs and to yield better outcomes).
The key here is that the public sector, which has always had an administrative
approach, finds it hard to be at the same time commercial. What usually happens
is that commercial practices themselves become administrative and so fail to be
commercial. Even if the public sector periodically shakes itself up there is no
ongoing competitive or other pressure to continue to shake the sector. I think
there should be a conscious decision by the public sector to willingly step back
and commission others to do the work. The sector can then focus on designing
policy and administering the contractual basis of non-government provision
in accordance with that policy. The contracted providers can be constantly
subject to competitive pressures related to quality, cost and the effectiveness
of outcomes delivered. Competition will drive productivity growth through
innovation.

Improving ourselves out of a job
There are 60 recommendations in the Commission of Audit report, designed to
push the boundaries of public sector service delivery thinking. These cover the
entire gamut of government service delivery, including health and hospitals,
aged care, education, vocational training, disability services, police services and
corrective services. There are instances where more rather than less government
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involvement may be required. For example, suppose all bus services in a given
area were put out to tender for private provision. It might make sense for the
government to step in and buy all the depots so that none can be used as a source
of monopoly power. Alternatively, if a current government service competes in
the market with two private duopolists, it might make sense for the government
to encourage or facilitate a third private player into the market to promote
greater competition. Both these examples are what I would class as creative
market design—an area where the public service needs greater expertise.
The Commission of Audit implementation in Queensland has now been
combined with a public sector renewal process where agencies are being asked
to fundamentally re-evaluate their reason for existence. They are being asked to
consider the following: Who are our customers? What services have they been
promised? What is the best way of delivering on that promise? Beginning with
and embracing the customer is important. Embracing contestability of service
provision will drive much of this thinking.
Here, perhaps I disagree with those who maintain that we will always have large
government. Is it too far-fetched to imagine a sector that has become so creative
it actually works itself out of a job? Or something close to that, where a much
reduced public service facilitates the non-government sector in bearing the
delivery load while maintaining and improving quality and value for money?
To me, that would be a measure of success. As a chief executive officer (CEO),
I’ve always believed that a good CEO works himself or herself out of a job by
building processes and a senior management that can make the CEO redundant.
Perhaps that is how the public sector should think about itself. Engaging in
further program cutting, zero-based budgeting or other measures to reduce
inputs and therefore reduce costs might not be the best way to go, particularly
if we do not have a clear idea of what is the best way of delivering services to
the public. Agencies need to address the question of why they exist and what
they should do before they decide on how to do it.

Difficulties in the reform of public sector delivery
Let me address the difficulties and obstacles to reform I have noted over the past
12 to 18 months.
First, the capacity and capability constraints within the sector: moving from
doing to facilitating and overseeing requires different skill sets and capabilities,
which have been poorly developed in the past. Queensland has committed to
buy, borrow and build the requisite skills in procurement, contract negotiation,
contract management and innovative market design to progress its agenda.
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It has also become apparent that the capability of the non-government sectors
needs improvement. Although willing, NGOs and the private sector are still
building capability and capacity and cannot currently handle the full extent of
government outsourcing that could emerge. Growing capability will be a joint
endeavour.
Second, and equally importantly in the public sector, is creating the capacity
to think about planned implementation of change. In an austerity environment
it is easy for an agency to say, ‘We simply don’t have the resources’. But is
it really credible, in a sector with around 220,000 people (as in Queensland),
where performance management has not been exercised for decades, that people
or funds cannot be found or released from other duties to undertake the task?
If we do not create the capacity to seriously think about reform then it will
be relegated and squeezed into ‘business as usual’ activities, as I think we are
seeing in Queensland. ‘Business as usual reform’ is an oxymoron.
Third, we are discovering that we really do not know how to specify many
of the outcomes, and the outputs that deliver these outcomes, with sufficient
clarity for the purposes of contracting. This is not an excuse for not introducing
contestability and outsourcing, nor is it a reason to not engage in recommissioning
services that are already outsourced. But it is an indication of just how poorly
defined many current in-house activities are if they cannot be quantified.
If they cannot be quantified, how can we ever measure productivity or value
for money? Here, I think, is an area where the Australia and New Zealand School
of Government (ANZSOG) can significantly contribute by helping to define and
build the tools that enable us to measure the compendium of services currently
provided to the public.
Fourth, reform must come from the centre. It is a whole-of-government activity.
Trying to think about and implement reform within any given agency setup
would limit the extent of reform because so much actual service delivery
cuts across well-defended agency boundaries. The Queensland government
recently set up a social services subdivision of cabinet as one way of dealing
with this issue, requiring the respective directors-general to similarly
interact. There needs to be more of this. In Queensland, every agency—from
police to emergency services, health and disabilities, and housing—operates
under a different regional breakdown of the state. Each goes about piloting
new activities in different regions. With a consistent regional structure and a
consistent implementation of pilot studies we would get a much better picture
of the overall outcomes because we would internalise the mutual dependencies
that are currently largely ignored. At the centre, we ourselves are still learning
how to promote, encourage and direct the task of approaching reform.
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Fifth, we need a new approach to risk-taking. If ‘business as usual’ is not an
option then innovation must prevail. However, innovation requires taking
risks, which is not something that sits easily within the current culture of the
sector. The perceived approach of auditors-general also needs to change. I am
advocating for the development of a risk framework that encourages sensible
risk-taking, and it would be helpful for auditors-general to provide guidelines on
sensible, managed risk-taking that allows, under very measured circumstances,
for the prospect that innovation might not work.
More generally and more importantly, we must actively prepare the hearts and
minds of the sector to embrace a culture of reform. If all public sector employees
do not accept the need for reform they will not actively participate and may
well passively resist. While it is vital to have CEOs and senior management
on board—which I think is largely the case in Queensland—we also need the
people at the coalface. This requires a massive change in culture and values, and
we know this does not happen spontaneously.
As an example, we have produced a manual for introducing contestability into
the Queensland public sector. It is 40 pages long and I was aghast when I heard
this. Having read it and recognised the low base we come in on, I now believe
that in the hands of a passionate advocate for reform this is a powerful and
comprehensive tool. However, in the hands of someone not committed to reform
it is 40 pages of reasons why contestability cannot and will not work.
Culture change must be driven within a believable context, an all-encompassing
narrative. In the public sector—an industry with one of the highest labour-tocapital ratios of all industries, and which professes constantly that people are
its most important asset—the complete absence of a strategic human resources
capability across the sector and in most agencies astonishes me. How will we
effect the necessary change to bring about sustained productivity increases and
enhance value for money outcomes if we cannot equip our people to do so?
I see little evidence that we have made much progress in this direction, and
it must occur now. If it doesn’t, all the measures we peddle about reform, all
the processes we push out to encourage reform, will be seen as just that—new
processes to be put alongside all the others we have dreamed up over the years.
To conclude, there is a dire need to generate sustainable productivity growth
in the delivery of public services. This cannot come from doing things the way
we have always done them. Short-term gains should be accessed by adopting
best practice from other jurisdictions and the private sector, but sustainable
productivity growth can only come from doing things differently. This requires
a fundamental introspective analysis of why the sector exists, at an agency and
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a whole-of-government level, as well as a search for the best way to deliver the
defined services. Moving from a doing role to a facilitative role will be a good
start.
This will not be easy and many challenges need to be addressed along the way.
The public sector needs to be prepared to embrace and chase change to deliver
productivity growth, and I think ANZSOG has a very important role in helping
lead that chase.
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PUBLIC SECTOR PRODUCTIVITY:
PUZZLES, CONUNDRUMS, DILEMMAS
AND THEIR SOLUTIONS
Patrick Dunleavy

London School of Economics

This chapter will discuss four aspects of productivity in the public sector. First,
why do we have so little public sector productivity information? After all,
productivity has been an important concept in the private sector for approximately
80 years, and has been much talked about since the early 1970s when President
Nixon set up a Productivity Council in the US. However, what we have known
about it up until now has been relatively restricted.
I want to try and explain why, on the whole, a lot of people in society—
mostly economists and the right-wing press—tend to think of productivity
as being completely flat in the public sector, and sometimes even declining.
I will argue that we have no evidence for that. In fact, I will show that public
sector productivity can grow spectacularly—and quickly—in some cases; and
it can be flat, or even declining, in other cases. We need to look at this in a
consistent way, and I will use three narratives running through some very big
UK departments to tell these different stories.
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Then I will pull together content from my book with Leandro Carrera (Dunleavy
and Carrera 2013), as well as the academic literature on factors that shape
government productivity. Many people have faith-based views of this—they
say that the private sector is more productive than the public sector, and
consequently they assume that we need more contestability and competition.
There is zero evidence that competition and contestability make any difference
to the public sector’s productivity, for very good and strong reasons. I believe
that rather than making faith-based decisions on how we set up the public
services, we should look at the empirical evidence.
Finally, to round off our discussion, I will look at eight steps that our book
suggests are important; four of them are rather immediate, and four are more
long-term.

Productivity and the public sector—what
is ‘productivity’?
I am a conservative minimalist when it comes to how we define public
sector productivity. It is a really simple concept and we should keep it that
way: productivity is outputs divided by inputs. Outputs are not the same as
outcomes—they do not include all the things we are trying to achieve in life,
or the social transformation or public value that we may be trying to achieve,
but rather they are the things that are relatively easy to measure and under
our own control. An output would be a teacher delivering a lesson, or a fire
service answering an emergency call. We could limit them to activities, but
fundamentally outputs are things that an organisation provides and controls.
To measure productivity, we do not have to cover all of these outputs; it is usually
sufficient to look at just a few of them. For example, for our research we looked
at the productivity of the tax agency in the UK, Her Majesty’s Revenue and
Customs (HMRC). One of the biggest agencies in the UK government, it comprises
a quarter of the staff in the entire UK civil service, and we needed to measure 14
different indicators to understand HMRC’s productivity. In contrast, in studying
most organisations we can obtain sufficient information by examining just two
or three indicators of primary outputs or kinds of activities.
The next issue is measuring the value of outputs. In the private sector, when
we have a firm that is producing lots of widgets, and an industry that is also
producing lots of widgets, we can see how much they sell for, and we can weigh
the overall output of the organisation by the prices that they sell for in the
market. That is a very easy way of determining an overall level of output for
the firm.
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We cannot do that in the public sector, where we have a sizable problem
determining the value of outputs. If our private sector firm produces a
‘super widget’ compared to last year’s widget, and then sells it at a higher price,
we can draw the welfare implication that somebody felt it was worth paying
that extra price (or they would not have bought it). This means that in the
private sector we can cope with technological and other types of change, and
we can think about the welfare implications more easily. We cannot do any of
that in the public sector, and consequently for the best part of the last 80 years,
economists and national statisticians have treated government productivity as
completely flat. They have reasoned that we cannot measure outputs, so instead
of outputs we use inputs, and we divide inputs by inputs—with predictable
results. This sounds very crude, but that is the way national statistics have been
done and are still being done over most of the world.
Some progress on this matter can be attributed to economist Sir Tony Atkinson,
who in a nutshell argued that we can get to grips with the overall output of a
public sector organisation by looking at the things that it does and weighting
them in relation to administrative costs rather than prices (Atkinson 2005).
For example, if it is 10 times more expensive to collect Tax A than Tax B, then
Tax A must count more in the overall output weight of the organisation.
Another problem in the public sector is that when somebody says ‘productivity’,
everybody says, ‘Yes, that’s a great buzzword, I like that. Productivity means
basically everything good.’ So we tend to take this useful concept and inflate it.
Productivity is a small concept that is part and parcel of what every organisation
is doing—but it is not the whole story. If anybody says something like, ‘We’re
looking at the social productivity of an organisation’, it does not actually mean
anything at all.

Issues in measuring public sector productivity
The next set of problems with public sector productivity relate to the fact that it
is difficult to measure. It would be ideal to measure public sector productivity at
a local level, or at a state level in a big federation like the USA, and so compare
different sorts of units; hopefully the units would be doing pretty much the
same sorts of things. That kind of data would be very useful. Unfortunately,
if something has been done at the local level, or even at the state level, it is
usually because it is not easy to standardise—it may be a personalised service,
or needs to be delivered directly to people, because quality makes an enormous
difference to whether the service is delivered correctly.
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We could, for example, easily get perverse effects. Imagine a patient checks into
Hospital A, and is treated very well. He/she is kept in hospital for just the right
amount of time (e.g. four days), is released upon improvement and recovers.
That counts as one unit of output. On the other hand, another patient suffering
a similar complaint checks into Hospital B and is treated badly, discharged after
only two days, and needs to be readmitted later on. Hospital B can then claim
two units of output, even though they are doing a worse job than Hospital
A. So we should be aware of possible perverse effects, and should also think
about what we are trying to do. If one fire service answers a lot of fire calls, and
another answers fewer fire calls because it does better fire prevention work, it
is easy to misread the data and get the wrong signals. As a result, although it
would be best to study productivity comparatively, it is often quite difficult
to do.
At the national level, we often have just one agency—one defence agency, one
tax agency, one social security agency, and so on. It is consequently hard to
make comparisons, and the international data on productivity is substandard,
despite years of work by the UN and OECD and other bodies. We do not have
big N data sets; we have this single organisation. So the question is how can we
measure productivity here?
It is also difficult to think about productivity patterns over time. Sometimes
productivity will go up or down for reasons that are not under our control.
If demand goes up, most organisations can cope with that for a year or two
by cramming in more people and working the staff hard. But this is not really
sustainable. Sometimes demand goes down—for example, we might roster extra
staff to assess passports, but if fewer than expected foreign visitors come in then
productivity drops before we can de-roster some of our staff.
There tends to be a very high level of resistance towards measuring productivity
by politicians and civil servants at the national level or the state level. People
dream up lots of excuses about why we should avoid measurement, many of
which are based on the idea that the public service is really complicated. But I
disagree—I do not think that public sector organisations are more complicated
than private sector organisations.
As you can see, there are a lot of problems with measuring productivity, which
is another reason not to get into things like outcomes. Keep it simple—it is hard
enough to assess productivity correctly in the first place without bringing in
extraneous elements.
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Three case studies from the UK
In our five-year study, Leandro Carrera looked at six big agencies in Britain.
This chapter will discuss three of them. I will focus primarily on some of the
‘over time’ evolution of productivity: if we want to know how an organisation
is doing, and we can assemble some data that goes back even five years, we will
begin to see patterns. We can then begin to think about why certain things
are moving in particular ways, and why the ratio of outputs divided by inputs
changes.
In our study, we focused on the big departments, but also ones with fairly
standard outputs so that we had access to consistent, reliable data. We did not
really look at effectiveness, or at the issue of how a department responds to a
new government. Instead, we examined issues like how many tax forms were
returned, how many staff there were, and so on—we kept it fairly simple. We also
did not want to introduce quality changes unless necessary. For example, at the
start of the period we were studying, only about 10 per cent of people were
filling in their tax forms online. Now it is 84 per cent, and public servants
at HMRC argued that this increase should count as a quality improvement.
We decided that this does not count as a quality improvement because the
rest of society has changed—filling in a 50-page paper form is no longer what
anybody is doing anywhere else in society. Everybody is doing it online, so
there is no extra quality credit for doing the same thing that everybody else is
doing, and somewhat behind the pack at that.
What we need to do then is look at a detailed narrative for each agency.
We suggest agency leaders should do this, because they know a lot about their
own agencies, and where all the outputs and inputs are—they will know how
many people are on staff, how much capital has been invested, the number of
intermediate outputs they are getting from contractors, and so on. From this
data, we can create an overall measure of output, weigh that output by the
cost of doing different things, and so start to obtain an overall measure of
productivity by dividing these figures by our inputs.
I will use three case studies to illustrate how these techniques can be useful:
• British Customs;
• HMRC, our new integrated tax agency created in 2005; and,
• Department of Work and Pensions (WAP), which handles social security.
HMRC and WAP between them account for half of the British civil service.
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British Customs

Figure 3.1. Total factor productivity in the UK Customs regulation on trade,
1997 to 2008
Source: Patrick Dunleavy.

Figure 3.1 shows Customs regulating imports and exports. The volume of output
is shown by the dark blue line, the volume of input is shown by the pink line,
and the overall productivity index is shown by the thick green line. Over this
period there was not much staff growth until 2005—so for 10 years the staff
was constant. Meanwhile, the amount of containers coming into the UK, that
is the amount of trade to be looked at (the green line), went up significantly
because of the boom years before the Global Financial Crisis. When outputs
are going up but there is no increase in inputs, productivity rises—and it rises
very dramatically. If you looked at the USA you would see the same pattern in
US Customs.
How did that happen? Firstly, Customs made a very big decision in the mid1990s to introduce a computerised system. A pre-internet system for tracking all
imports and exports, where everything was done online, this allowed Customs
to make huge steps forward throughout the next 10 years without increasing
their staff numbers—they were simply able to get more done. Of course,
technology on its own does not really help unless you make other kinds of
changes. British Customs used to operate on a volumetric basis; the general
practice was to open up every 20th or 50th container to see what was in it.
The containers were opened blind, and sometimes problems were found, and
sometimes they were not. It was not a very sophisticated way of doing things.
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Over time, British Customs more than any other customs organisation in the
world transformed its processes into a risk-based and intelligence-based way of
looking at import and export trade—despite the fact that they open far fewer
containers now than any other country in the European Union.
One reason they managed to achieve this huge change is the technological
investment discussed earlier, and the other is the managerial changes that made
a significantly more effective use of the same number of people. Even here we
can see in Figure 3.1 that towards the end of the period, there is a bit of an
increase in inputs, and productivity begins to tail off a little. But the overall
change is very dramatic—any private sector organisation would be very pleased
to achieve the same threefold increase in productivity over time.

Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs

Figure 3.2. Labour and intermediate inputs productivity, UK taxation,
1997 to 2008, using tax collection activity data
Source: Patrick Dunleavy.

Unfortunately, we do not have complete data on the capital investments for
HMRC, so we used a measure looking only at staff and contractors—there is no
capital investment reflected in the charts. While this is a bit of a limitation, we
can still observe in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 that there is a more complicated pattern
with HMRC.
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Figure 3.3. The ratio of the deflated amount of tax collected to labour and
intermediate outputs for HMRC and predecessor departments, 1997 to 2008
Source: Patrick Dunleavy.

The volume of tax demand had been steadily increasing, but for a long time
the green line indicating productivity hovered at just around 100, and had not
quite reached 100 in 2001. There was quite a big increase in staff from 1997
to the middle of the Blair Government period (1997–2007), but subsequently
a reorganisation of the tax agencies in Britain resulted in a merging of Inland
Revenue and Her Majesty’s Customs and Excise to create HMRC. At that point,
we can observe the staff savings being accumulated and the inputs coming
down. Staff numbers, which had totalled about 115,000, were reduced to about
70,000 at the time of the merger.
During this period, the tax agency became a lot more successful in getting
people to use online forms, and made some other big technological changes.
These took a long time to come properly into effect, but eventually led to a
sharp increase in productivity. The increases caused by the merger and the new
technology continued until about 2011.
By 2011, there had been overcutting. The tax agency failed to answer 44 per cent
of phone calls made to it, which had a negative effect on public legitimacy.
So there was a period of long stagnation (which became a big growth period),
there was continued growth for a few years, and then a few problems emerged.
If we look at this in relation to tax raised per staff member, or staff input and
contractor input (Figure 3.3), we see essentially the same pattern—the green
line remained static near the productivity line for quite a long time, and then
following the reorganisation and the IT developments, it began to significantly
improve.
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Department for Work and Pensions (WAP)

Figure 3.4. Total factor productivity in UK social security, 1997 to 2008
Source: Patrick Dunleavy.

The third agency I will discuss is the Department for Work and Pensions, which
is responsible for all the UK’s social security. Figure 3.4 indicates that output
throughout this period was fairly static, only going down a little as Britain
came out of recession. However, there was a big increase in inputs (staff and
contractors), and as a result the overall productivity slumped significantly in
the period from 1999 to 2003–04.
This stemmed from two big decisions. First, there was a merger in 2001 (primarily a
combination of the Department of Social Security and the Employment Service),
after which the agency decided to fundamentally change the way in which it
did technology. It moved away from paper, but not towards online services—the
departmental leadership did not believe that welfare clients would ever use the
internet, so they built the whole department around a telephone-based model.
This tripled the number of phone calls it received. Unfortunately, however,
most of these phone calls were not useful—they were just cluttering up the call
centres. Clients were complaining about things, while staff did not know what
was happening and could not help. The department made a very good effort to
cut the number of phone calls over the next three years but, as can be seen in
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Figure 3.5, it consequently used more postal services and more paper forms than
it had in the beginning (although it did save some money by cutting face-to-face
contacts).

Figure 3.5. The changing pattern of the WAP’s customer contacts,
2005 to 2008
Source: Patrick Dunleavy.

Note the online story shown in Figure 3.5; only 0.5 per cent of customer
transactions were done online in 2005, and the same in 2008. By the time
we conducted our study for the National Audit Office, 51 per cent of UK
welfare recipients had broadband access, yet only 0.5 per cent were doing
online transactions. Subsequently, the department has made a huge change in
policy, moving towards what is called ‘digital by default’—the vast majority
of transactions to be conducted online. It was a belated move, but at least
the department has now come into the twenty-first century. Fundamentally,
the decision not to go digital was a strategic ‘mis‑decision’: management
miscalculated where society was going to go, made the wrong decision, and put
a lot of effort into what was a doomed strategy.
Second, the Labour Government wanted to overhaul and modernise welfare
benefits. They may have had very good reasons for that, and they certainly
improved the flow of money to various disadvantaged groups, especially the
elderly. However, the introduction of new policy requires more staff; and when
the policy does not work terribly well, more people need to be hired. As a result,
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policy change is associated with a large increase in staff inputs. The productivity
measure does not tell us that it was not a good idea socially, but it does indicate
that in simple productivity terms there was a big slump.

Factors influencing productivity
So what shapes productivity? What things work? What things don’t work?
One thing that clearly works is going digital—taking it seriously, recognising
that society is going digital and that 10 years from now we need to have
essentially digital public services, born digital, delivered to citizens who are
digital natives. It is not enough to layer a little bit of digital on top of paperbased or pre-existing twentieth-century systems. We must think about how we
can do digital in a really radical way.
In the same vein, the second thing that works is thinking about restructuring
services, really studying our services, really understanding them, really seizing
control of them, really trying to change them and deliver public value as cheaply
and as effectively as we can—including making major investments.
What does not work is bringing in consultants who do not adequately know the
agency’s service, and so give them off-the-cuff solutions that worked somewhere
else but may not be appropriate for that agency. On its own, outsourcing does
not do anything for productivity. An agency might try outsourcing for one of
any number of reasons—because the minister tells them to, because they have
faith in economic solutions, because they want more diversity—but we cannot
expect it to improve productivity.

Going digital
It was very difficult and time-consuming to get enough good data on investment
in IT—it took my co-author and me three or four years just to get the data and
we have not got many data points. Figure 3.6 is not as good a graph as we would
like, but it does provide some idea of how IT investment affects productivity.
It shows a positive association between investing in IT now as a percentage of
administrative costs, and what happens to productivity two years from now.
The graph does not display very strong clustering but there is nonetheless
evidence that it is working. Dunleavy and Carerra (2013) contains more detailed
descriptions of this dynamic, including at the local level.
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Figure 3.6. Productivity versus lagged ICT spending across UK welfare,
tax and customs, 1999 to 2008
Source: Patrick Dunleavy.

Restructuring
The second thing that works is a major think-through and restructure of what
an organisation is doing. The measure used in Figure 3.7 is investment in Private
Finance Initiative (PFI) projects; when the Blair government came to power there
was a lot of investment in new offices, new processes and new work processes.
When we build or open a new building, we tend to reorganise the staff a lot more
fundamentally than we would otherwise. Again, there is a positive relationship
here—on the whole, the more new construction there is, the more we reorganise
our work processes, the more our productivity tends to go up. There are a few
troubling outliers here, but it is quite a strong clustering otherwise.
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Figure 3.7. Productivity versus lagged construction PFI spending as proxy
variable for major reorganisation; UK welfare, tax and customs, 1999 to 2008
Source: Patrick Dunleavy.

Consultants and outsourcing
We also looked at the impact of consultants, and it is very inconsistent
(see Figure 3.8). There is no relationship between spending on consultants and
productivity. If there is a relationship, it is negative.
So, why does outsourcing not work? It is because government service offices are
highly imperfect and they are not going to stop being highly imperfect if two
or three contractors are brought in. The markets created are oligopolistic. In
Britain we have large problems with our IT sector—62 per cent of the market is
dominated by the top contractor, and the top five contractors have 95 per cent of
the market. There are usually only two or three tenders for any given contract,
and the tenders are very expensive. The idea that more firms can bid is not
feasible, because a firm needs to have a large governmental relations unit and a
contracting unit just to understand the e-procurement system; this will always
be the case. Contract specification works directly against productivity because
an organisation needs to specify what it wants the contractor to do. It has to fix
a whole service specification and then as needs change, and demand changes,
and society changes, it has to go back to the contractor and renegotiate.
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Figure 3.8. Productivity versus lagged consulting spending; UK welfare,
tax and customs, 1999 to 2008
Source: Patrick Dunleavy.

In the British government IT market, the famous rule was ‘six for one’, meaning
that if you had open competition for £1 million worth of business, you knew
that over the life of the contract you would in reality get six times as much
because of the renegotiation that would be forced by political or social changes.
There are some outrageous examples of contract fixing. The current IT contract
for British tax is an 18-year contract for IT services—and IT changes five times
faster than normal life, so it is the equivalent of a century-long contract for a
normal area of business.
Public servants also tend to use outsourcing in a very rational way—if we have
better business to be attending to and there is something that we really hate
doing, we tend to outsource it. This means that nothing changes in that area.
The contractor will not want to change—as soon as we outsource it to them, they
will want to freeze the technology and keep things exactly the same. This may
seem irrational, because at the end of the contract they will have to re-tender,
but it is actually cheaper for contractors to work that way.
When we have genuine cost reductions, it is likely to be a signal that lower
contractor prices require a sacrifice in performance. For example, the UK
progressively outsourced all its hospital cleaning. Fifteen years later, the UK had a
hospital-acquired infection rate 15 times greater than the European average, and
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40 times greater than field-leader Denmark. We then had to re-internalise this
area and also reallocate work back to a few expensive, oligopolistic contractors,
in order to fix the problem.
One final note—contestability is a great word, and it may do some good when
trying to introduce product diversity, or when attempting to engage different
kinds of contractors. The arrival of mutuals might make a difference, but keep in
mind that mutuals only have 1/70th of the outsourcing market in the UK, so they
are not a serious threat to the big outsourcers yet. On the whole, outsourcing
contestability will not grow government productivity.

Eight steps to improving public sector
productivity
So what can we do? From our recent book and the work we have been doing
for the last 20 years, we can draw four immediate steps and four longer-term
steps.

Short-term recommendations
1. Talk about it, look at it, measure it, and try to improve it. If we are not doing
that with our organisation, we’re not in the game. We need to have a viable
minimal definition of productivity; we need to keep it simple. Perhaps as
we get better we can make it more elaborate by bringing in more quality
weights and starting to think about outcomes. But that’s optional, and my
recommendation is to keep it simple, try to get some measured productivity
going in our organisation, and then build it up over time. Keep the definition
stable, rather than constantly changing how we define everything. Try to
obtain a time series and then build up a narrative about what it is that drives
productivity in our organisation.
2. Public sector innovation is the lifeblood of productivity. Early private sector
estimates said that 60 to 70 per cent of productivity gain in an industry was
produced by displacement—that is, by customers leaving a firm that was
less efficient or had an inferior product and moving to a firm that was more
efficient and had a better product. That ratio has come down over time, and
nowadays home-grown innovation is far more important in private sector
productivity gain. But 50 per cent of all productivity gain still comes from
people moving from the worst firms to better firms, while the bad firms go
out of business.
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This is an effect that cannot be reproduced in the public sector. People have
been trying to produce supplier succession in the new public management
period for the last 25 years. These efforts are feeble because there can be
no supplier succession, and most public sector agencies are immortal, and
will continue to be immortal—that is the good news for public servants.
Consequently, the public sector will not see the same displacement as the
private sector, certainly not in the short term under current arrangements.
This means that home-grown innovation produced by managers—
particularly medium managers, lower managers and staff themselves—is the
lifeblood of change in the improvement of productivity.
3. Take digital seriously. I know everybody thinks they are taking digital
seriously, but government websites across the world are vastly out of date,
few are using blogs or Skype, and Twitter use is still rare. The IT world
changes constantly; government has to be proactive and stick with what
citizens and companies are doing. We should be thinking about moving to a
future in which digital services are the core of what we are doing, and other
things are add-ons. In the area of personal services, or professional services
at the local or state levels, there must still be a lot of digital enhancement
occurring.
4. Bring the workers with us. The people who know how to improve things are
the people who are doing the job. But why do they not now tell us how to
improve things? My feeling is that they do not trust us. There is a concern
that if they offer up information, management will say, ‘Thanks very much!
Okay that’s a great idea. We’ll start doing that, and then we’ll fire one of you,
or we’ll speed up the work process.’
This is the fundamental problem inside public sector organisations. I have
been to organisations where consultants have found that staff are using two
different computer systems—an old one and a new one. The new one is much
more time-consuming than the old one, but management are really dependent
on their expert workers, who are doing it on the old system in unrecognised
ways. And this is the only way that things are being done. These are large
organisations that have spent a lot of money on change, but they have spent it
poorly because they have not talked to their workforce.
Management consultants will tell you their job is to go into organisations, talk
to the managers who do not really know how the organisation is working, then
talk to the workers that the managers have not bothered to consult (or feel that
they cannot because it is ‘beneath their dignity’ to go and spend time with the
workforce). The consultants then write down what the workers tell them, and
tell it to the managers—that is what management consultancy is all about, in a
nutshell.
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Longer-term recommendations
1. The question is, can we have genuine demand transfers across suppliers?
Can we get genuine supplier succession, genuine competition or contestability?
I think we could if we had public sector suppliers who could scale up their
services; who could move from one area to another and enlarge. More mixed
public/private competition could also improve the situation, and mutuals
may help in a small way here.
2. We must try to persuade the public to stop supporting big state policies from
the late twentieth century that really are not working anymore, and to have
enough trust in politicians and managers to embrace the new kinds of service
patterns that would work better.
3. We need to exploit digital to focus public services, again, on free services.
We can get free services from a company like Google—but can we get a
genuinely free service from the state? There is a lot of potential to develop
this area in the next few years.
4. Citizen co-production: we have tended to focus on producing a fully specified,
very finished public sector product—one which is fully controlled. We need
to move towards producing more part products that citizens can use for their
own purposes.
But these are all longer-run changes. Nevertheless, there is enormous potential
in them, especially in difficult areas such as health, social care and education.
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MEASURING AND IMPROVING
GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE: LEARNING
FROM RECENT US EXPERIENCE
Shelley H. Metzenbaum

President of The Volcker Alliance

In late September 2009, about 10 months into President Barack Obama’s first
term, I started work as the Associate Director for Performance and Personnel
Management in the White House Office of Management and Budget (OMB).
In this position, I was responsible for setting and implementing the Obama
Administration’s policy governing management practices that US federal
government agencies (Cabinet departments, their components, and other
organisations reporting to the President) would use to improve performance on
their mission-focused objectives. I held this position until May 2013 when I left
government to launch The Volcker Alliance, a new organisation dedicated to
working for more effective and trusted government.1

1
The Volcker Alliance was launched by former US Federal Reserve Chairman Paul A. Volcker in 2013 to
rekindle intellectual, practical, political and academic interest in the implementation of policy—in the ‘nuts
and bolts’ and, increasingly, the ‘electrons’ of government. The Alliance seeks to be a catalyst for change—
encouraging public, private and educational institutions to give sustained attention to excellence in the
execution of federal, state and local policies in the US and abroad. The author would like to thank Kaeleigh R.
Forsyth and Peter D. Morrissey for assistance in writing this chapter.
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The Obama Administration’s performance objective was straightforward—help
the federal government improve along multiple clearly identified dimensions.
The ones on which my office focused were to increase the positive impact
of government action on the outcomes that touch people’s lives (missionrelated objectives); improve return on spending and the quality of people’s
interaction with government; and strengthen accountability. To strengthen
accountability, we aimed to improve transparency and public understanding
of what government was trying to accomplish, why, how (strategies chosen to
make progress on a goal and why those strategies were chosen), how well they
were doing, and adjustments made to planned actions as experience was gained.
Other management offices within OMB focused on improving performance
relative to mission-support, including acquisition, financial management and
information management.
This chapter explains the approach taken, why it was selected, what worked,
and what issues were encountered. It also suggests next steps and identifies
challenges that could threaten future progress. These lessons should be helpful
for both national and sub-national governments in Australia, New Zealand,
the United States, and elsewhere in the world. Further, this chapter will, it is
hoped, spark ideas about opportunities for cross-government collaboration and
co-investment and for cross-country research, education and learning, including
benchmarking, to find ways to improve.
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. The next section
describes the Obama Administration’s approach to performance improvement
and why this approach was chosen. A review of how the approach worked
follows. The final section of this chapter offers recommendations for further
improvement. An Appendix elaborates on the experiences and evidence that
informed the approach with an in-depth look at two cases: crime reduction in
New York City and water quality improvement in Massachusetts.

Blueprint for action
I was hired as the Associate Director for Performance and Personnel Management
at the US Office of Management and Budget because of a report I had written,
‘Performance Management Recommendations for the New Administration’
(Metzenbaum 2009). This report, which reviewed past US federal government
efforts using performance goals and measurement, recommended which past US
federal governments’ current performance practices to continue and which to
change. It also looked at noteworthy developments around the world to identify
new practices worth adopting. The report served as our blueprint for action.
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The IBM Center for the Business of Government had asked me to write this
report because of my prior work as executive director of the Harvard Kennedy
School’s Executive Session on Public Sector Performance Management and as
the author of two Center-published studies on the subject (Metzenbaum 2006;
Metzenbaum 2003). The Executive Session produced an Open Memorandum
for New Executives on public sector performance management, ‘Get Results
through Performance Management’ (Executive Session on Public Sector
Performance Management n.d.), which had caught the attention of key leaders
in the Bush Administration.
Drafts of my report were shared with the Obama campaign and transition team.
Even before I joined the Administration, the Administration was moving some
of the report’s recommendations forward, such as the recommendation that
Cabinet secretaries and other agency heads set priority targets.2

Resetting the mindset: Improvement,
not punishment
Learning from the Clinton and Bush years, state and local governments, and other
countries, the Obama Administration aimed to reset the performance3 mindset
of US federal agencies. We wanted people across the US federal government
focused on improving performance, not on getting higher ratings from budget
examiners, attaining a higher percentage of targets met, or complying with
reporting requirements for the sake of compliance.
Successful efforts to reduce crime in New York City and improve water quality
in Massachusetts, as well as experience from the United Kingdom, New Zealand
and multiple US state and local governments, all informed the Obama
Administration’s approach. Some of these experiences are described in greater
detail in the Appendix.
US government agencies made progress setting outcome-focused goals and
measuring performance during the Clinton and Bush Administrations, following
passage of the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 which required
all federal agencies to set goals and measure performance, starting in 1997.

2
President Obama was already moving fast to implement his priorities, most notably stabilising the
financial system, resetting American policy in the Middle East, and healthcare reform.
3
After starting work in the federal government, I stopped using the term ‘performance management’ as
the primary way of describing the work we did because it became apparent that, for most federal employees,
the term ‘performance management’ brought to mind the employee appraisal system that affects annual
awards, a system that is badly broken and needs fixing.
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In compliance with the law, agencies set strategic and annual performance goals,
and included them in strategic and annual plans. They also prepared annual
performance reports.
Few agencies, however, used the goals and measurement in the reports to
improve. They did not tap the power of ambitious, outcome-focused goals to
motivate, inspire innovation and enlist goal allies—all demonstrated benefits
of effective goal-setting (Metzenbaum 2006, 15–21). Nor did they use frequent
analysis and data-rich discussions to find promising practices worth promoting
for broader adoption, nor problematic practices in need of fixing.
One reason for this was the Bush Administration’s adoption of the Program
Assessment Rating Tool (PART) as its primary means to motivate missionfocused improvement. OMB budget examiners used the 25-question rubric
of the PART to score every government program with the intention of rating
each program once every five years. While PART questions were by and large
good questions and the rating effort was well-intentioned, PART reviews
created numerous problems in practice. Reviewer bias was inevitable (Lavertu,
Lewis and Moynihan 2013), for example, because a single reviewer rated each
program, a problem that the Olympics and other scoring systems long ago
recognised and addressed by using multiple reviewers. Additionally, the rating
system penalised programs for problems beyond their control; no mechanism
existed to encourage high-scoring programs to continue to improve; individual
program ratings undermined cross-program management of problems needing
cross-program attention; and a five-year review cycle for all but low-rated
programs created a long-range planning mindset rather than an orientation
toward immediate action based on experience. Perhaps most seriously, OMB’s
emphasis on PART caused agencies to devote their time to earning a good PART
score rather than to finding ways to improve outcomes, return on spending, and
the quality of people’s interaction with government.4
Exacerbating problems associated with PART ratings, OMB had identified as a
model a few agency performance reports summarising performance by using
the percentage of targets met, which proved problematic. While focusing on
target attainment rates can be useful for a manager intimately familiar with
all of the targets and the reasons those targets were set, it does not work well
as a public reporting mechanism. One report OMB spotlighted as a model, for
example, showed an upward trend in the percentage of targets met, implying
4 During the Bush Administration, the Office of Management and Budget also issued a companion scorecard
every quarter that graded agencies on their adoption of prescribed acquisition, information technology,
financial management and human resource practices. Where the scorecard encouraged the adoption of
practices backed by evidence of the value of those practices, it contributed to positive outcomes. In many
cases, the scorecard suffered from problems similar to the PART; agencies report they learned how to game the
system to ‘get to green’.
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that performance on the measured indicators was improving when, in fact, the
underlying targets had become easier over time and actual performance was
getting worse. Publicly reporting the percentage of targets met as an indicator
of overall performance may tempt organisations to adopt timid targets that they
know they can meet. Sometimes, it can also tempt them to add easy targets to
the total number of targets reported so they offset those they are not likely to
meet. A far better public reporting practice, also useful for internal reporting
and management, is showing whether key indicators are trending in the right
direction (US Department of Commerce 2011, 7; US Department of Commerce
2013, 9).5
To shift the emphasis from punishment to continuous (and sometimes
breakthrough) improvement, the Obama Administration required federal
government agencies to adopt several distinct but complementary performance
measurement and improvement practices:
• Priority outcome-focused goals with stretch targets selected by leaders.
Cabinet members and the heads of other large agencies were required to
set outcome-focused goals, including a few ambitious, priority goals they
would try to accomplish within two years without additional increments of
funding or new legislation. We asked the 16 Cabinet members and heads of
eight other large government organisations to set priority goals to make sure
they thought about, communicated, and managed their delivery priorities.6
Goals were set in consultation with OMB and White House policy offices;
agencies were also expected to consult with key stakeholders.
• Leaders named for each goal. Agency leaders were required to designate
a single accountable official, the goal leader who would be responsible for
managing progress on each priority goal and be identified on Performance.gov.
• Frequent data-rich, constructive performance reviews. No less than once
a quarter, the Deputy Secretary (or equivalent) was expected to conduct
data-rich constructive performance reviews, examining with each goal
leader progress on each priority goal, opportunities for improvement and
risks. These meetings were intended to keep the pressure on the goal leader,

5
Getting agencies to stop focusing on the percentage of targets met proved easier said than done. Several
years into the Obama Administration, one Cabinet department, the Department of Commerce, summarised
its progress for fiscal year 2011 using a chart that suggested steadily improving trends over time. A closer
look at the chart revealed that what the agency was actually counting, which seemed to be trending steadily
upward, was the number of key performance indicators. By FY2013, the Commerce Department corrected this
confusion by showing indicators trending in the right direction and those trending in the wrong direction.
6 Leaders of other organisational units, such as the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, were encouraged
but not required to set priority goals initially, although they were expected to adopt priority goals in later
years.
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not function as ‘gotcha’ sessions.7 Rather, we urged data-rich discussions
to find what worked and was worth continuing and possibly promoting for
broader adoption, as well as what did not work and needed a ‘deeper dive’
to identify root causes. In addition, we urged brainstorming and field testing
of new practices to accomplish more with available funds, inviting people
inside and outside an agency working to accomplish the same or a similar
goal to join the reviews, and allowing other agencies to attend reviews to
learn from one another’s experience and coordinate on shared goals.
Quarterly public progress reporting. Agencies were required to report
progress on their priority goals every quarter to OMB and to the public via
Performance.gov.
Complementary evaluation and measured trials. Agencies were
expected to complement ongoing performance measurement with occasional,
appropriately rigorous retrospective evaluations to isolate the impact of
agency action from other factors influencing trends of interest. They were
also encouraged to run prospective evaluations—measured trials with a
control group or other adequately rigorous benchmark—to test new ways to
achieve unprecedented performance gains.
Single performance portal. A new website, Performance.gov, was created:
to communicate to people in the federal government; to facilitate public
understanding of agency goals, strategies, and performance; and to motivate
adoption of this new way of doing business. In addition, Performance.gov
was designed to support cross-organisational cooperation on shared goals, as
well as cross-agency learning, investment, transparency and accountability
to the public.
Accountability for improvement and cogent strategies rather than
target attainment. Accountability expectations were changed from meeting
targets and earning a high score from OMB budget examiners to using
stretch targets to inspire and encourage innovation; knowing whether key
performance indicators were trending in the right direction and, if not,
why; having a plan to address trends heading in the wrong direction;
using data, measured trials, and other evidence to find ways to improve;
and communicating to the public why a goal and strategies were chosen,
progress, problems, their causes and proposed next steps.

OMB budget examiners were no longer expected to give programs PART
scores but were expected to ask questions and address concerns when they
reviewed proposed budgets. Budget submissions were to be accompanied by
proposed annual goals for the budget year and updated prior-year goals, plans
7 To explain this approach across the government and to the public, Performance.gov provided an example
of one Agency’s approach to these data-rich constructive performance reviews. See HUDSTAT ca 2011.
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for achieving the goals, proposed measurements to track progress and planned
evaluations. Agencies also shared draft annual performance reports showing
and discussing past trends. Every other year, agencies proposed a small set of
goals with their budget submissions to be two-year implementation-focused
priority goals. After the budget was finalised, budget examiners were also asked
to review and assess that agencies’ proposed action plans for implementing
priority goals, quarterly progress updates, and planned next steps.
In addition, the Performance Improvement Council (PIC), composed of the
Performance Improvement Officers of every federal agency and supported by a
small staff, provided feedback on goals, how progress was being reported, and
each agency’s performance review and improvement process. The PIC reviews
not only provided useful feedback to the agency being reviewed, but also helped
those doing the goal-focused performance reviews to learn from other agencies’
experiences. The PIC worked closely with OMB’s Office of Performance and
Personnel Management on these reviews.
We wanted outcomes. We wanted agencies, wherever possible, to measure,
manage and improve the conditions and events affecting people’s lives. Focusing
on outcomes requires agencies to try to influence the actions of others, not just
the actions of government. This requires agencies to choose indicators and
other ways to gauge progress to achieve better outcomes and higher returns on
spending, not default to indicators that are easy to measure.8
We also wanted agencies to track whether key performance indicators were
trending in the right direction. When they were not improving or improving
too slowly, we wanted them to analyse relevant data to find ways to improve,
ferret out root causes of problems that could be prevented, and think more
strategically about where to focus government efforts.
Similarly, we wanted people in government to communicate their organisational
goals and explain why they were important to their workforce, other parts of
government (including Congress), and the public. We wanted them to invite
discussion about goal framing (were the goals understandable and ‘actionable’
and were they framed to encourage and inform action?) and goal appropriateness
(was a goal sufficiently ambitious relative to prior and peer performance and
did it make sense in the context of competing needs and limited resources?).
We wanted agencies to communicate their strategies and why they were
chosen to encourage suggestions about better options that might exist (did the
strategies make sense in the context of evidence about relevant past experience,

8
It is not possible to gauge progress on all types of activities using performance indicators. For areas such
as investment in basic research and development, agencies could propose alternative methods for gauging
progress to inform future decisions and actions.
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the operating environment, evolving technologies and other developments?).
In addition, we wanted government officials to communicate their goals and
share their data to enlist assistance and expertise from others with the potential
to contribute to performance gains on specific goals.
The Obama Administration introduced these changes with the FY2011 budget
(Office of Management and Budget 2010) and incorporated them into budget
guidance (Metzenbaum 2010). The US Congress subsequently adopted the
approach into law, the Government Performance and Results Modernization Act
of 2010 (Results Act). The Results Act added a few additional requirements,
including requiring the adoption of cross-agency priority goals and Congressional
consultation.

Progress
This section briefly describes how this approach worked. It spotlights two of
the five two-year, implementation-focused priority goals set by the Department
of the Interior for FY2011: one to increase renewable energy and one to reduce
violent crime on Indian reservations. A brief discussion of progress on other
priority goals and the process follows, including a brief introduction to the US
federal government’s performance reporting website, Performance.gov.

US Department of the Interior renewable energy goal
The US Department of the Interior (DOI) manages one fifth of the landmass of
the United States and 1.7 billion acres of the outer continental shelf. Leaders
at DOI realised that with so much land under management, they could help
America produce more energy at home, support a growing economy and job
creation, reduce dependence on foreign oil and reduce greenhouse gas emissions
(Department of the Interior 2013). Concurrent with the release of the President’s
Fiscal Year 2011 budget in early 2010 (along with the release of the priority
goals of all major federal agencies), DOI announced that one of its two-year
implementation-focused priority goals would be to:
Increase approved capacity for production of renewable (solar, wind, and
geothermal) energy resources on Department of the Interior managed lands,
while ensuring full environmental review, by at least 9,000 megawatts through
2011 (Office of Management and Budget 2010, 43–90).9

9
The first set of agency priority goals and the performance improvement approach was announced in
the President’s FY2011 budget, Chapter 7 of the Analytical Perspectives (Office of Management and Budget
2010, 43–90). DOI’s goals can be found on printed p. 82. For progress on DOI’s FY2011 performance goals see
US Department of the Interior 2012.
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DOI’s goal was not to produce renewable energy itself, but to expedite permitting
to facilitate private sector development. To appreciate how much of a stretch
this target was, over the prior 20-year period, DOI had authorised capacity to
produce 1,500 megawatts of renewable energy on Interior land.
To reach its stretch target, DOI had to move quickly down a steep learning curve
to figure out how to approve requests more quickly without compromising
environmental quality. Through the first year, DOI authorised less than
200 megawatts. By year two, though, it had clearly worked out the kinks in its
review system and approved nearly 4,000-megawatt capacity (US Department of
the Interior 2013, see the Data & Explanation button at the Indicator List tab).
DOI did not meet the 9,000-megawatt stretch target by the end of FY2011. It did,
however, permit 6,064 megawatts of renewable production capacity, enough to
power over 1 million homes.
OMB did not chastise DOI for failing to meet its target; the goal had clearly
achieved its motivational intent. Instead, OMB celebrated the progress DOI made
by spotlighting this goal as an example of success. We wanted to signal that OMB
would not attack agencies that did not meet all of their ambitious targets if they
were clearly making progress at a healthy pace and were aggressively trying
new strategies, assessing their impact, and adjusting agency action quickly
based on what they were learning. Further, OMB explicitly warned agencies
that if they met all their targets all the time, it would prompt OMB to ask if
the agency was setting sufficiently ambitious targets. OMB guidance explained
that OMB review of agency progress would focus on whether performance was
trending in the right direction at a strong pace, not whether the agency was
meeting all of its targets (Office of Management and Budget 2013).
Despite its failure to meet its target by the end of FY2011, DOI did not get
discouraged. In the President’s FY2013 budget, DOI renewed its commitment
to this goal by setting a new two-year implementation-focused goal of
11,000 megawatts (cumulative from 2009) by the end of FY2013 on 30 September
2013. Having figured out how to get the job done, DOI was able to beat this
target, approving cumulative capacity of 12,573 megawatts. DOI again renewed
its commitment to this target for FY2015, setting a goal of 16,500 megawatts of
renewable energy permitted since 2009 (Kornze n.d.).

US Department of the Interior goal to reduce violent crime
in Indian communities
Another DOI priority goal for FY2011 and FY2013 was reducing violent crime
on four, and subsequently six, high-crime reservations in Indian country.
While focusing on such a small number of reservations may seem like a timid
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target considering the hundreds of tribal communities nationwide, it was in fact
an ambitious goal because when it was set, DOI did not know how to reduce
violent crime on even one reservation.
DOI began this crime reduction effort by building a better measurement system
and teaching tribal members how to collect and report crime data. It then
initiated weekly phone calls and data-driven reviews.
Double-digit crime reduction was accomplished, but not without some problems,
as the goal leader reported on Performance.gov at the end of the goal period,
30 September 2013 (Washburn 2013):
• The strategy employed with this priority goal has been effective, achieving
an overall 38 in violent crime incidents in four tribal communities with longstanding community policing programs, and a reduction of 8 per cent in
one of two new communities. These experiences have been documented in
a Crime-Reduction Best Practices Handbook (Bureau of Indian Affairs, Office
of Justice Services 2012a), which has been distributed throughout Indian
country. The members and officers of the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ Office of
Justice Services were using this handbook.
• Progress was hampered by limited housing resources available for officers.
• Progress was also impeded by an inability to secure full engagement in one
of the new sites.
To help other federal managers learn from this experience, the US Office of
Personnel Management created a training video in which the goal leader talks
about the power of this priority goal for bringing about change (Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Office of Justice Services 2012b). A retrospective review of the ups and
downs involved with managing the crime reduction goal was nicely captured in
an article written in late 2013 (Lunney 2013).

Progress on other priority goals
The experience of the US Department of the Interior was not unique. It was,
in fact, more the rule than the exception. By the end of FY2013, US agencies
made progress on most of the 117 agency and cross-agency implementationfocused priority goals for that period, documented in the archived section
of Performance.gov (‘Clear goals: Using goals to improve performance and
accountability’). For example, exports increased (‘Cross agency priority goals:
Exports. FY2013 Q4 Status Update’), energy efficiency improved (Utech 2013),
the patent application backlog and wait times declined (although the goal was
not met) (Rea 2013), nearly 1.7 million homes were weatherised with projected
savings of $16.4 billion in energy costs and reduction in greenhouse gases of
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85 million tons (Poticha 2013), and an additional 120,000 families were served
in US government-supported affordable housing without additional funding,
bringing to just over 5.4 million the total number of families served (Kolluri
2013). In addition, the US Department of Treasury reduced paper benefit
payments from 131 million in 2010 to 39 million in 2013, getting money out to
beneficiaries and into the economy faster, and raised electronic collections from
85 per cent of total collections in 2010 to 97 per cent in 2013 (Gregg 2013). Social
security similarly increased online applications, with more than 2.2 million
retirement and disability applications submitted online during FY2012,
an increase of 55 per cent over FY2009 with 1.4 million online submissions
(Snyder 2013). For both Treasury and the Social Security Administration, the
rate of improvement (slope of the curve) accelerated after the priority goal
was set.
Tentative yet promising progress was evident elsewhere as well. For example,
the US Education Department (ED) aimed to turn around the 500 persistently
lowest performing schools (Delisle 2013). This goal was very challenging because
ED first had to determine how to define these schools, then identify effective
turnaround practices, and, after that, successfully promote adoption of these
practices in 500 schools—not a simple undertaking in the US system where
local governments, not the federal government and not even the states, manage
schools. Other goals that seem to be moving in the right direction, but where
progress was not yet certain at the end of FY2013 because of reporting lag times,
include goals to reduce foodborne illness (Wagner 2015)10 and hospital-acquired
infections (Tavenner 2013).11
There were, of course, goals where progress was not trending in the right
direction or trending too slowly as of the end of September 2013. Performance.gov
shows, for example, that the US Department of Defense was not doing well
procuring a higher proportion of its energy from renewable sources (Sikes 2013),
and that the US Department of Transportation was wrestling to find effective
ways to bring down general aviation fatalities (Gillian 2013) and reverse a
one-year uptick in roadway fatalities following a steady decline since 2005

10 For FY2015 goals, see Wagner 2015; and Almanza 2013.
11 See, for example, the Partnership for Patients led by the Department of Health and Human Services to
reduce hospital-acquired infections and hospital readmission rates. See Tavenner 2013; ‘A partnership to save
thousands of lives and billions of dollars.’ n.d. Since this is an archived site, some of the links are dead. For
updated information as of November 2014, see Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 2015.
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(Friedman 2013).12 Similarly, the Veteran’s Administration was clearly struggling
to bring down the backlog of disability and pension claims. While it was
successful in improving the accuracy rate of determinations, it did not show
progress in reducing average days for claims until the last two quarters of
FY2013, following a steady rise in backlogged claims in prior quarters (Rubens
2013).

Progress on goal-setting and measurement
Many agencies struggled to frame their goals in meaningful ways. The US
Department of Agriculture (USDA), for example, sought to protect water resources
and wanted to measure the effectiveness of its conservation investments. In the
first round of priority goal-setting for FY2011, the USDA set a goal of increasing
the number of acres agreeing to adopt high impact targeted practices to improve
water quality rather than a goal of improving water quality affected by those
lands. But the USDA did not have a robust evidence base about the impact of the
treatments it was promoting. To address this problem, for FY2013, it updated its
priority goal to be the identification of a better way to measure the impact of the
treatments it was promoting (Mills 2013).
The US Office of Personnel Management (OPM) similarly needed to find a better
way to measure progress on one of its priority goals—reducing the large backlog
of pending retirement claims from former federal employees. Wait times were
so long that it provoked Congressional ire (Lapin 2012). Accordingly, the OPM
set as one of its FY2013 priority goals: ‘By July 31, 2013, Retirement Services
will have reduced its case inventory so that 90 per cent of all claims will be
adjudicated within 60 days’ (Zawodny 2013a).
While this goal was sensibly framed as an outcome (the number of days each
claimant would have to wait to get a claim amount determined and full payment
started), OPM did not have an inventory management (ageing) system that
allowed it to calculate the age of claims in the system at the time this goal was set.
It therefore started by measuring what it could measure: claims received, claims
processed, and claims pending in the system. By measuring and managing these
indicators, and using overtime and other management tools, OPM was able to
reduce the claims backlog from over 61,000 pending claims in January 2012
12 In 2012, as DOT reported on Performance.gov, ‘An estimated 34,080 people died in roadway crashes.
This represents an increase of about 5.3 per cent compared to the 32,367 fatalities that occurred in 2011. It is
the first year with a year-to-year increase in fatalities since 2005. Traffic fatalities had declined steadily over
the previous six years by about 26 per cent from 2005 to 2011. It is too soon to speculate on the contributing
factors of any increase in deaths on our roadways, however the historic downward trend in traffic fatalities in
the past several years means any comparison today will be to an unprecedented low baseline figure. This also
fits the pattern of previous economic cycles, where as the economy improved, so did traffic fatalities, likely
due in part to higher levels of discretionary and recreational travel’ (Friedman 2013).
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to 36,000 in January 2013 to 14,000 in October 2014 (Zawodny 2013a, 2013b,
n.d.). By its own projection, however, OPM expected the backlog to start to
rise again because of the normal January–February seasonal surge in incoming
claims (Office of Personnel Management 2015).
OPM did not, however, have any way to manage progress on the goal itself—
reducing claimant wait times. It fixed that problem in May 2014 when OPM
started to measure the ‘age’ of pending claims, a better outcome indicator of
progress than the numbers of claims pending because it captures the claimants’
experiences. In May 2014, OPM processed 76.6 per cent of all claims received
within 60 days. Between then and October 2014, the number of pending claims
processed within the target time frame steadily improved. As of October 2014,
OPM improved the percentage of claims processed in 60 days to 83.2 per cent,
short of its 90 per cent goal but moving in the right direction.
It is interesting to note that the key indicator OPM had previously used as its
primary metric—claims pending—might show a worsening trend in months
when the number of claims received surges. OPM needs to track claims received,
processed and pending to help it anticipate and prepare for variations in the
number of claims, but measuring and managing claimant’s wait times is a more
appropriate key outcome indicator that captures the claimant’s experience.
Over time, OPM would be well-advised to complement this indicator, showing
wait times for all claimants, with wait times for different claimant categories.
More complicated claims, such as those for claimants who worked in multiple
federal government personnel systems or those involved in contested divorces,
tend to take longer to process. Sharing information about these distinctions
would help claimants plan better and OPM manage better. In addition, to make
sure claims older than 60 days do not get cast aside because they are already
over target, the average and distribution of times for claims that missed the
target should be tracked and managed as well.
The US Department of Justice (Justice) has similarly made progress, not just in
developing more meaningful measures but also in setting more focus on goals.
Still, it struggles to find more meaningful ways to measure progress on those
goals. As with traffic fatalities, Justice often wants to prevent bad things from
happening and keep their costs as low as possible when they do. However, the
unwanted incidents Justice wants to reduce, such as drug trafficking, human
trafficking and civil rights violations, are harder to count than traffic fatalities
or fires because crime perpetrators work hard to hide the incidents they create.
For its FY2011 goal, Justice started counting the size of its caseload in different
areas and the percentage of cases resolved in targeted areas where it was using
enforcement to try to deter crime. For FY2013, it added greater specificity about
the categories of crimes it was pursuing (Gannon 2013). For FY2015, Justice
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added a more outcomes-focused indicator for its effort to protect vulnerable
people. In addition to counting the number of cases, it is tracking and trying
to increase the percentage of children recovered within 72 hours of an (Amber)
alert.

Progress on constructive performance reviews
Another area where progress was made is in the conduct of constructive
performance reviews, which must occur at least once a quarter. As a way to
promote this practice to other parts of the federal government, the promising
approach used by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
was described in detail on Performance.gov (HUDSTAT ca 2011). In addition,
Performance Improvement Officers started annual peer reviews, providing
feedback to other agencies on their review processes. In doing this, they also
accelerate the peer reviewers’ learning.

Progress linking performance measurement and other
evidence-based management tools
Another area where progress was made was integrating performance
measurement and other evidence-based management tools, such as regression
analyses, randomised control trials and matched samples.13 The US Department of
Labor hired a chief evaluation officer to work closely with the Deputy Secretary
and the performance improvement office to identify relevant past research and
support program offices in identifying and designing future research (United
States Department of Labor n.d.). HUD experimented with a matched sample
to compare how residential vacancy rates in neighbourhoods hit hardest by
foreclosure receiving help from the department compared to those that did
not receive assistance (Chavez 2013), while the US Internal Revenue Service
explored a number of ‘test and learn’ measured trials in areas as diverse as
reducing improper payments associated with paid Earned Income Tax Credit
preparers, small business income under-reporting, and fraudulent returns.14

13 Discussion of the need for and approach to integration was first set out in the Analytical Perspectives to
the President’s FY2013 Budget, see Office of Management and Budget 2013.
14 Personal correspondence with Dean Silverman, Senior Advisor to the Commissioner in the IRS’s Office of
Compliance Analytics, 29 December 2014.
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Progress on transparency
Performance.gov was created as a single website to report performance on US
federal government goals for current and past agency goals,15 as well as for crossagency priority goals. Performance.gov also introduced the key elements of the
Obama Administration performance improvement approach to people in the
federal government.16 As at the end of 2014, each of the 16 Cabinet departments
and eight other large US government federal agencies report on four different
types of goals on Performance.gov: longer term strategic goals; strategic
objectives supporting each strategic goal; two-year priority goals for the goals
that agency leaders designated for near-term performance acceleration and
focused senior leadership attention; and annual performance goals.
Each agency’s strategic goals and objectives can be found in its strategic plan,
accessible from Performance.gov. The strategic goals and objectives can also be
seen on the site itself in three locations: the Performance.gov home page, the
agency ‘home page’, and by sorting on budget themes (e.g. energy, national
defence, health).
Agencies’ annual performance goals can be found in their annual performance
reports, again available via Performance.gov. All agencies release their annual
performance plan with their budget request and justification, laying out the
goals they hope to accomplish with their requested budget. Many combine
budget justifications and annual performance plans into a single document.
Agencies report progress on their annual performance goals in their annual
performance reports. Some, but not all, combine their annual performance
reports with their annual performance plan. Performance.gov makes all of this
information readily accessible, although improvements are needed to make
goals, trends and strategies easier to find and interpret in context.
Performance.gov provides more detail on agencies’ two-year priority goals
and a small set of cross-agency priority goals. Progress on both sets of priority
goals is updated no less than once per quarter.
Each priority goal has its own ‘home page’ with the following information:
• Goal leader: identifies the ‘goal leader’, designated by the agency Secretary
or chief operating officer (COO), who is responsible for driving progress on

15 Progress on FY2013 priority goals can be found at the archived section: ‘Using goals to improve
performance and accountability.’ Performance.gov. Online: archive-goals.performance.gov/goals_2013
(accessed 15 June 2015).
16 To see the original public site introducing the key components of the Obama Administration approach, see
‘Delivering a high-performing government.’ 2013. A non-public beta version of Performance.gov introduced
the key concepts to all federal employees in advance of the public site launch.
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each priority goal and appropriately adjusting planned actions if problems
or new opportunities arise.
Overview: explains why the agency selected this goal.
Strategies: describes strategies chosen to achieve the goal and explains why
they were chosen. Agencies are encouraged to discuss relevant evidence,
such as past evaluations and insights from peer benchmarking in this section.
Progress: discusses progress made since the goal was set and for the most
recent quarter, including trends and milestones completed during the
quarter, and likely reasons for progress and for problems.
Next steps: describes the next set of actions planned to achieve the goal,
updated as experience is gained and lessons learned.
Indicators: shows trends on the key performance indicators for each goal,
as well as for other indicators. All agencies must have performance indicators,
but can also show other indicators. Other indicators could include whatever
measures the agency found useful and wanted to share with the public, such
as demand-side indicators of incoming claims or applications, productivity
indicators, precursor indicators that can act as a warning sign, unwanted or
beneficial side effect indicators, or outcomes indicators that lag agency action.
The ‘Data & Explanation’ button in this section shows quarterly targets
and allows more detailed explanations of each quarter’s performance.
The ‘Indicator Details’ button provides the metadata.
Contributing programs tab: shows programs contributing to the goal’s
accomplishment. Agencies can list programs within the agency or in other
parts of government, as well as external delivery partners. This tab makes
it possible for goal leaders to show the reality and complexity of managing
across organisational boundaries.
Learn more: agencies have the option to add ‘Learn More’ buttons wherever
they choose. For example, for its renewable energy goal, the Department of
the Interior used the ‘Learn More’ button to link to a list of active renewable
energy projects and a list of projects approved since the beginning of the
calendar year of 2009. DOI also used the ‘Learn More’ button to share a
handbook on crime reduction in Indian communities based on lessons
learned from working with the initial four Indian communities to reduce
violent crime.
Feedback: the public can click on this button and offer suggestions for
improvement using a ‘Feedback’ button.
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Factors contributing to progress
I made the case in the preceding section that the Obama Administration’s
approach to performance measurement and management achieved noteworthy
and, in some cases, breakthrough progress on goals, with progress on priority
goals most readily apparent. We also made significant progress on key processes
such as outcomes-focused goal-setting, measurement, data analysis, data-rich
performance reviews, and complementing measurement with evaluations and
measured trials to find ways to improve. In addition, we put in a place a system
designed to strengthen accountability by making more readily transparent
agency and cross-agency priority goals, progress, problems encountered,
two‑year strategies, near-term planned actions and accountable officials.
Perhaps this progress is not surprising because the approach was based on a careful
look at lessons learned during the Clinton and Bush Administrations, and from
other governments in the United States and abroad. That look identified a common
set of practices contributing to progress: setting ambitious outcome-focused
goals; measuring frequently to get timely intelligence; analysing the data to look
for problems and promising practices; searching for root causes contributing
to progress and problems; applying insights from analysis to improve practice;
complementing retrospective analysis with occasional measured trials to find
more effective new practices; clearly designating responsibility for managing
progress on each goal; frequent, constructive performance reviews with each
‘goal leader’ led by a senior person in each department; and accountability for
significant improvement and cogent strategies rather than for target attainment.
Other likely reasons for this progress include a shift in the emphasis of central
office oversight from punishment in the form of a potential bad rating (and fear
of consequent funding reduction) to encouragement for improvement along
multiple dimensions (outcomes, return on the taxpayer’s spending, government’s
interaction quality and accountability). Budget examiners remained involved
with the process, but not as graders. They were, however, given multiple
opportunities to raise concerns and encourage new practices.
Likely reasons for progress also include strengthening the community of
performance improvement leaders across government, engaging them more
aggressively in identifying and sharing better practices, providing specific
feedback on agency performance measurement and management processes, and
developing common performance improvement tools needed by many agencies.
In addition, likely reasons include tapping the power of two key tools used
during the Bush Administration—goals and measurement—not just to meet
reporting requirements but also to enlist ideas and assistance from across and
outside an agency to speed progress on goals.
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Finally, an attitude change about accountability expectations may have
contributed to progress. We tried to move away from a ‘gotcha’ attitude, implying
that those who did not meet all their targets would be punished, to expecting
every goal leader to know if key performance indicators were all trending in the
right direction at rapid speed and, if not, to know why and have a cogent plan
to deal with the problem.
Observers may appropriately question whether the progress described here,
especially on the goals, would have occurred in the absence of the changes
described here. It is an important question to ask and a good question to
study. Such studies would help government determine which management and
communication practices make a difference. It would also help identify which
practices, in isolation or with others, make the most difference. It is worth
noting, however, that several of the practices worthy of study, most notably
goal-setting and measurement, don’t just contribute to better outcomes but also
facilitate objective analysis by academics and others.

Future challenges and opportunities
While progress was made, problems did arise and more progress is needed.
Ten recommendations for near-term improvement are:
1. Link organisational goals to social indicators. The President’s Budget
(Analytical Perspectives) has long included a chapter on social indicators.
The value of this information would be greatly enhanced if Performance.
gov was updated to show trends in social indicators and link agencies’ goals,
strategies and programs to them. Performance.gov already links the strategic
goals and objectives and the priority goals to budget themes. Linking to social
indicators is an obvious next step and should not be too costly or difficult.
2. Communicate and consider long-term trends. Performance.gov gives
agencies the option to show long-term historic trends for priority, annual and
strategic goals, but few take advantage of this option. This is unfortunate for
several reasons. First, long-term trend lines provide a quick sense of directional
and rate changes. Also, and perhaps more importantly, government spending
and action long ago contributed to dramatic improvements in a variety of
policy areas such as public health, public safety and transportation. Continued
funding is often needed to sustain past progress, but the public no longer
remembers many of those gains. Whenever possible, trend lines should start
early enough to show key performance indicators starting from ‘before’ key
government actions were initiated, noting on the trend line when significant
government actions took place and what they were (Bloomberg 2008, 17).
When displayed with information about dates of government action, this
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5.

6.

provides a sense of whether government action had the intended effect, even
though it cannot control for other factors possibly influencing what is being
measured. Complementary analysis and evaluation is needed for that.
Link to relevant studies and evaluations. Performance measurement and
program evaluation are complementary tools, each enhancing the value of the
other. Performance measures are essential to ongoing, real-time continuous
improvement, but often cannot answer key questions that independent
evaluations can, such as whether changes in performance measures were
likely to have occurred in the absence of government action. The Overview
section for each priority goal on Performance.gov should clearly describe
data and other research about problems (and opportunities) that informed
priority setting, while the Strategy section should discuss evaluations and
other information that informed strategy selection. Some agencies provide
this information in their narrative discussions on Performance.gov. Others,
such as the US Department of Labor, have created dedicated websites to
facilitate access to relevant evaluations (United States Department of Labor
n.d.). Both practices should become standard practice for all agencies.
Link to relevant data sets. The Obama Administration made ‘open data’
a priority, opening over 100,000 data sets to the public (‘The home of the
US Government’s Open Data’ n.d.). It also opened up opportunities for the
private sector to create new economic ventures with ‘Datapaloozas’ (White
House Office of Science & Technology Policy 2014). A next logical step would
be to create a link between the social indicators in the budget, and the goals
and indicators on Performance.gov, and relevant data sets to make it easier
for researchers to find relevant data and amplify government’s analysis about
priorities and effective practices. In addition, an effective but safe way to
expedite researcher access to government data is needed.
Invite constructive feedback. Performance.gov includes a feedback
button. In the era of social media, however, the government should test new
ways to get constructive feedback from the field, from current and potential
delivery partners, and from outside experts. It could start by asking targeted
audiences the kinds of questions addressed in PART questions. Some of the
starter questions might be: Are the goals outcome-focused enough? Is it clear
why the goals were chosen? Are they sufficiently specific and ambitious? Are
there better ways to measure progress? Is there relevant research or related
experience that could accelerate outcome and productivity gains? Most PART
questions touched on important issues, but asked them in a yes/no format
without suggesting ways to improve and, as noted earlier, were limited
in value because they reflected the views of only a single rater. PART-like
questions should be asked and answered, but by a larger group of experts.
Enlist and engage national and local partners. Government seldom
improves outcomes through its own actions. It usually needs to collaborate with
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others for that purpose, whether through formal or informal collaborations.
Goal-focused partnerships, supported by data to inform everyone’s decisions,
should be the norm rather than the exception. Recently, the Department of
Health and Human Services used specific goals to enlist organisations and
individuals to join its Partnership for Patients to reduce hospital-acquired
infections and readmission rates. It has long done this with its decennial
Healthy People effort. Other agencies should do the same, and experiment
with better ways to share data and crowdsource improvements.
7. Support continuous learning and improvement communities and
build frontline intelligence. Structured, managed continuous learning
and improvement communities should be created and financially supported
for common mission-support functions, for similar program types, and for
mission-focused goals. Leaders for these improvement communities should
be clearly designated and supported. This has already started to happen for
common mission-support functions, such as human resources and information
technology management, with cross-agency priority goals (‘Cross-agency
priority goals’ n.d.). Sporadic progress has been made creating improvement
networks for similar program types, such as benefits processing, permit
approvals, grants management, and research and development, but far more
is needed.17 Similarly, some progress has been made creating continuous
learning and improvement communities on mission-focused objectives,
but not enough, especially in federal grant-giving agencies that depend
on state and local governments or non-profit organisations to accomplish
their objectives. These agencies and their grant-giving programs should be
authorised, and arguably mandated by law, to support structured, managed
continuous learning and improvement communities that fully engage the
frontline delivery agents (Metzenbaum 2008, 209–42).18
8. Use constructive comparison. The private sector has long used comparison
to peers running similar processes and comparisons across similar field units
to find more effective, efficient practices. Some federal agencies routinely

17 During the Clinton Administration, as part of the National Performance Review, communities of practice
evolved around some similar program types, such as regulatory programs, research and development and
programs dependent on states and locals. Change agents from different agencies came together to learn from
and share each other’s experience and work on similar problems, such as finding effective measurement
methods. The Bush Administration established a set of program types for PART reviews (listed in Metzenbaum
2009, 56), which provide a good starting point for creating these communities. During the first term of
the Obama Administration, a benefits processing working group was supported that decided to focus on
reducing improper payments. The Obama Administration subsequently devoted significant work to speeding
infrastructure permit processing building on lessons learned by the Interior Department with its renewable
energy goal. See Cobert 2015.
18 This describes early federal learning leadership efforts at mission-focused agencies, such as the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Anthony Bryk (2010) at the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching has recently developed the concept much further, building networked improvement communities
to improve community college education.
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compare with others to find better practices and to motivate,19 but not
enough. More systematic attention should be given to identifying agencies
and programs that would benefit from more sophisticated internal and
external comparisons and benchmarking.
9. Promote effective, evidence-based accountability structures. Continued
efforts are needed to reinforce accountability expectations likely to encourage
continuous improvement, with breakthrough progress in a few areas.
Evidence on effective individual and organisational incentive systems with
minimal dysfunctional responses should be shared, used and strengthened
in grant programs, contracts and personnel reviews. Often, the most effective
incentive systems do not involve financial incentives. In fact, motivational
systems with financial incentives often backfire, leading to measurement
manipulation or the selection of timid targets.
10. Add other agencies and major components to Performance.gov. When
Performance.gov was launched, it included performance information for 16
Cabinet and eight other US federal agencies, but not for smaller agencies such
as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation. It is time to add performance information, including priority
goals, for all but the smallest federal agencies and pilot ways to show the
priorities, progress and practices for the largest components of the 16
Cabinet departments already reporting, such as for the Federal Aviation
Administration, the Centers for Disease Control, and the US Coast Guard, and
for some regional offices.

Appendix
Experience informing our performance improvement
approach
A large body of experience informed our thinking in the Obama Administration
about what to do and what not to do. Tony Blair’s Prime Minister’s Delivery
Unit, for example, showed that intensive data analysis brought into discussions
with program managers can lead to dramatic reductions in hospital wait times
(without compromising medical care) as well as better health outcomes (Kelman
2006; Kelman and Friedman 2009; Barber 2007, 380–89). New Zealand’s earliest
ventures into performance measurement and management warned us that linking

19 See, for example, HUD’s comparison of voucher use to serve veterans (HUDSTAT ‘Using data to
understand the problem to be solved: Where are these homeless veterans located?’).
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senior executive pay to target attainment can cause a retreat to output (rather
than outcome) targets, making it less likely that conditions will improve and
that the cost and consequence of unwanted incidents will decline (James 1998).
At the state and local level in the United States, DC Mayor Tony Williams
showed how public posting of agency scorecards can be used to motivate
department heads to set comprehensible goals and manage progress on them.
He also used web-based scorecards to enlist public assistance in identifying
community (e.g. pothole) priorities and data problems (Scott 2002; Winkler
2001). Other departments in New York under Mayor Rudy Guiliani and
Baltimore Mayor and subsequently Maryland Governor Martin O’Malley
demonstrated that ‘Stat’ meetings, modelled after New York Police Department
CompStat sessions described below, also work well in other parts of government
(Behn 2014). Washington State Governor Christine Gregoire built on the
performance measurement foundation established by her predecessor, Gary
Locke (Washington State Office of the Governor 2004), and added to that
televised, taped, data-rich program performance reviews (Krieger 2005). At the
beginning of her second term, Gregoire pioneered a statewide outreach effort to
invite the public to inform the state’s goal-setting process (Patton 2006). Virginia
Governor Mark Warner, term-limited by law to one four-year term, enlisted
the assistance of the university to create a single performance portal, Virginia
Performs, which survived his tenure and has been used by several successive
governors (‘Virginia Performs’ 2015). Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels, fresh off
his experience running the US Office of Management and Budget during the first
term of President George W. Bush, created a counterpart Indiana OMB, which
adopted a more sophisticated approach to performance-informed budgeting,
including encouragement of cross-agency management of problems, such as
rising methamphetamine use (Horst 2005).
Several agencies pioneered goal-focused, data-rich management in the US
federal government, producing steadily improved results. The US National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration system adopted an injury epidemiology
framework, often referred to as the Haddon matrix that helped drive down both
the traffic fatality rate and fatality numbers (Maddox n.d.; Sleet 2011). The US
Department of Health and Human Services adopted the goal-focused, datasupported Healthy People campaign to enlist state and local partners in setting
national, state and local health goals and using them to inspire improvement
(Metzenbaum 2008). The Coast Guard, too, has long made effective use of
goals and risk management for better results (United States Coast Guard 2010
and n.d.).
The following two cases, pertaining to crime reduction in New York City and
water quality improvement in Massachusetts, illustrate in more detail some of
the practices we prescribed.
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Case 1: New York City policing and CompStat to
reduce crime
In 1994, New York Police Commissioner William Bratton created the CompStat
(computerised statistics) program to reduce crime in New York City (Bratton with
Knobler 1998; Smith with Bratton 2001; Henry n.d.). He publicly announced a
specific outcome-focused goal (a 25 per cent reduction in crime in two years,
with a 10 per cent reduction in year one); made clear that precinct commanders
were accountable for managing progress on the crime reduction goal in their
precinct; increased the frequency of crime reporting; and convened frequent
data-rich reviews with each precinct captain to discuss strategies,20 progress,
problems and future plans.
After setting the goal, Bratton needed to find data to gauge progress and decide
next steps. He discovered that the New York Police Department (NYPD) collected
data about police response primarily to submit in quarterly reports to the US
government, a condition of its federal funding. These data were due six months
after the close of the quarter, so could be as much as nine months old and
seldom fewer than six.
Bratton wanted more actionable information and these data were too dated
to be useful. He wanted crime statistics collected, reviewed and delivered
to headquarters weekly. At the time, before the days of near-instantaneous
electronic transmission, this meant someone from each precinct had to drive a
floppy disk containing a Lotus 123 spreadsheet of crime data into headquarters
each week.
Bratton used the data for what he called CompStat sessions, a frequent process
of in-person reviews of precinct-level data. Before each CompStat session, an
analytics team would review the data to look for interesting or unexplained
patterns and relationships, and suggest questions to be asked of the precinct

20 One of the most well-known theories informing Bratton’s choice of strategies is referred to as the
‘broken windows’ theory, based on the writings of respected scholar James Q. Wilson. The name comes
from the theory that broken windows and other signs of neighbourhood disorder create citizen fear and that
inattention to these signs indicates that no one cares, leading to more disorder. Bratton felt that these kinds
of small problems need to be reduced in highly visible ways, relying on citizens for legitimacy and assistance.
For further discussion of Bratton’s view on ‘broken windows’, see Bratton and Knobler 1998, 152. See also
Nagy and Podolny 2008.
The ‘broken windows’ theory and police use of ‘stop and frisk’ practices, which became an issue during the
New York City 2014 mayoral campaign as a cause of police abuse, are sometimes erroneously equated. While
stop-and-frisk may be one tactic for reducing ‘broken windows’, it is not the only one nor necessarily as
effective over time as it might be originally. See Rose 2014; and Golding 2014.
To make sure that police abuse did not rise as efforts to reduce broken windows did, the NYPD introduced
statistics about civilian complaints and patterns of police misconduct into CompStat review meetings. See
Smith with Bratton 2001, 453–82, 463.
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commander. Questions might be general, such as: ‘What’s going on with crime
in your community? If crime is up, why and what are your plans to deal with it?
If it is down, why and did you take an action others might want to take, too?’
They could also be much more specific, such as ‘What is happening in this area?’
The precinct commander was accountable for knowing his or her statistics and
for having well-informed plans to address problems and make improvements.
During the meetings, other precinct commanders and departmental experts
with relevant experience might offer suggestions. In addition, the meetings
afforded a convenient venue that savvy precinct commanders could use to seek
assistance from those they did not directly supervise, such as detectives, and to
get fast feedback on ideas.
Penalties and rewards were not directly linked to crime reduction or target
attainment. Deputy Commission for Crime Control Strategy, Jack Maple, who
worked closely with Bratton to develop CompStat, would say, ‘Nobody ever got
in trouble because crime numbers on their watch went up.… [T]rouble arose
only if the commanders didn’t know why the numbers were up or didn’t have
a plan to address the problems’ (Maple and Mitchell 1999, 33; Godown 2015).
Still, precinct commanders who did not like this way of doing business tended
to look for other work or left the department of their own volition, while those
who liked to use the data to make more informed decisions found opportunities
to advance their careers.
Prior to the introduction of CompStat, the person responsible for bringing crime
rates down in different locations was unclear. Was it the borough chief or the
precinct commander? CompStat clarified the answer: the precinct commander
was on the line.
In fact, prior to the introduction of CompStat, when Bratton talked to the police
about crime reduction, most argued that they should not be held accountable
for outcomes—for reducing the crime rate—because they could not control it.
They could only influence it, so felt they should only be held accountable for
what they could control: response times.21
Bratton disagreed. He felt the police were responsible for public safety, and made
clear that under his command the objective of the police force was to reduce
crime. While this does not seem controversial today, it was then. Response times
can be important for customer perceptions and public safety, but they are a
means and not an objective. It is better to explain to a resident that the police
21 According to Smith with Bratton (2001), long before he offered the ‘broken windows’ theory, James Q.
Wilson argued that police could not assess the impact of their actions to reduce crime, likely lowering the
police’s own expectations regarding what they could accomplish. Bratton clearly did not subscribe to this
theory when he chose to measure and manage crime reduction.
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might be delayed if more pressing incidents demand immediate attention than
to respond to less pressing calls that will keep response time indicators looking
good. Bratton wanted his police force to focus on reducing crime.
CompStat, focused on a crime reduction goal, helped him shift the focus. Not only
was the goal met, but the CompStat approach has spread across policing in the
United States and the world. It also spread to other parts of city government,
including the management of city parks and correctional facilities.
In a separate chapter in this book, Gary Sturgess writes about fire services
spending less time fighting fires. This is because, years ago, firefighters similarly
focused on an outcome as their objective: reducing fires and their cost and
consequence. They also gathered and analysed data from past fires to find ways
to prevent future ones. In the United States and I presume across the world,
many of the outcome-focused, data-rich aspects of CompStat have long been
applied to fire reduction. In the US, the National Fire Protection Association
and other national organisations collect data about every significant fire, their
characteristics, their costs and their causes. They analyse frequency, patterns
and causes to identify the most common and consequential causes of fires and
to inform recommendations for model codes, such as mandating the preventive
practice of installing sprinkler systems in large buildings. Thanks to this
disciplined, data-rich approach to understanding the problem, firefighters have
almost been put out of business (Metzenbaum 2007). At least in US communities,
this has allowed them to change the nature of their work, picking up emergency
response responsibilities. This dual responsibility works well because it allows
firefighters to maintain capacity distributed geographically across many
different locations to be ready to respond to the increasingly rare fires that do
occur and to continue, through inspections and other means, to prevent future
fires (Bloomberg and Flowers 2013).

Case 2: The US Environmental Protection Agency and
cleaning up the Charles River
In 1995, during the presidential term of Bill Clinton, the regional administrator
of the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) New England regional office,
John DeVillars, initiated a variation of what Bratton had done in New York
City. He set a public goal, designated someone to manage progress on the goal,
and made clear he expected progress on the goal as well as public reporting
about that progress. His team also quickly discovered the value of frequently
gathering and analysing data (Metzenbaum 2002).
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On the eve of the Head of the Charles Regatta, a major event that at the time
brought a quarter of a million people to the Boston metropolitan area, DeVillars
announced an ambitious, outcome-focused goal: the lower Charles River
(running between the cities of Cambridge and Boston in Massachusetts) would
be swimmable in 10 years. To give you an idea of how ambitious that goal was,
rowers who fell into the river at the time of the announcement were advised to
get a tetanus shot.
DeVillars’ announcement won front-page news coverage. Six months later, on
Earth Day, he gave the river a grade, once again garnering media attention.
By picking a recurring annual event to announce the first grade, DeVillars
signalled his intent that the initial goal announcement not be a one-time media
story but something EPA actively managed and for which it would publicly
report progress at least once a year.
DeVillars also designated a lead accountable official, Ken Moraff. A staff lawyer,
Ken reached out to two of his engineering colleagues and, together, the three
of them, all working part-time on this assignment, assumed responsibility for
getting the Charles River to achieve swimmable status within 10 years.
Moraff and his colleagues started this effort by looking for useful data to inform
their actions and to achieve measurable improvement in water quality before
the next Earth Day. Finding useful data proved harder than expected. The state,
long considered a national leader in using a watershed management approach to
improve water quality, gathered water quality data for the watershed once every
five years. Local governments also lacked water quality data EPA could use to
find new ways to accelerate progress on the goal. Local governments collected
data frequently to make sure there were no permit violations, but only about the
quality of the discharge water released by permit holders, not about the quality
of the receiving water. Fortunately, the Charles River Watershed Association
had begun gathering data more frequently. Every month, volunteers collected
faecal coliform and dissolved oxygen samples at 37 points along the 80-mile
stretch of the river, posting the data online for all 37 locations. Moraff and his
colleagues wisely decided to look at this information and found it useful for
triggering focused follow-up questions that not only pointed them to problems
needing attention but allowed them to gauge progress more often than once
every five years.
Every month, the EPA team could quickly scan the watershed association data
to look for anomalies in the data. When a downstream reading was worse than
an upstream reading and could not be explained by a permitted discharger
between the two sampling locations, it naturally prompted the question ‘Why?’
and focused the EPA on trying to understand the causes of the unexpected
readings.
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In the case of one anomaly, EPA called the state Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) to ask if the state knew why water quality was worse in that
particular area. The DEP did not, nor did the local government (the Boston
Water and Sewer Commission). So EPA called colleagues at the Boston Water
and Sewer Commission and asked them to grab their maps and, with EPA, ‘walk
the pipes’. This revealed an illicit hook-up to the storm sewer system sending
untreated contaminated water that should have been flowing into the sanitary
sewer system for treatment directly into the river.
This example illustrates why setting outcome-focused goals and measuring
changes in outcomes, not just measuring and managing activities and outputs
believed to affect outcomes, is so important. To improve water quality, the
staff of EPA and other regulatory agencies issue permits establishing allowable
conditions for permitted discharge. Inspectors check if permit holders are
in compliance with permit conditions. When non-compliance is suspected,
enforcement staff follow up and levy penalties where warranted. These are
all sensible activities and tracking them is helpful; trying to improve their
productivity can also be useful.
EPA also receives complaints and needs to determine those warranting further
attention. It had heard from rowers that disgusting stuff was flowing from pipes
into the river but chose to put those complaints aside, thinking they were not as
important as the other cases on which they were working. It was only after EPA
set a specific outcome-focused goal, and started using frequent measurement to
manage water quality, that EPA detected arguably some of the most egregious
violators in its regulatory system, those who had not bothered to get a permit
in the first place.
To accelerate progress on the goal, the EPA team embraced data-rich
brainstorming. It looked for data anomalies and asked why they were happening.
When it found an answer—illicit hook-ups—the team wanted to look for other
illicit hook-ups. Someone suggested lifting manhole covers on days when it was
not raining to look for water running through storm sewers. EPA instructed local
governments across the states to do this and search up-pipe for sources when
they found running water on dry days. One illicit hook-up detected this way
was a 90-bed dormitory, sending untreated outflows directly into the Charles.
Through this data-rich decision-making process, EPA and local governments
were able to improve the water quality from being swimmable 19 per cent of the
time in 1995 to being swimmable 59 per cent of the time in 2000, five years later.
The EPA team did not meet its goal of a swimmable Charles River by 2005, nor
had it attained the goal by 2013. But through three different presidents and even
more politically appointed regional administrators, EPA’s New England regional
office has continued pressing for and making progress toward a swimmable
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Charles River (‘Region 1. EPA New England. Charles River Report Cards’
2014). In September 2014, EPA reported that the Charles River was swimmable
70 per cent of the time in 2013 (United States Environmental Protection Agency
n.d.).
One interesting note of special import for those who fear that public adoption
of a specific, ambitious goal will provide fodder for those eager to attack
government: the EPA has not come under serious attack for missing its target.
One possible reason for this is that EPA updates the community on progress
made, problems encountered, and plans for further improvement every year
(‘Charles River 2013 Report Card Reflects Cleanest Water in Decades’ 2014).
It also uses the goal to enlist assistance and expertise from others—including
other governments and the private sector—to make progress on the goal.
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Anxiety about the evaluation of performance in the Australian Public Service
(APS) affects both supervisors and those being assessed. We will explore some
of the reasons for this anxiety, how it affects these organisations and the gap
between the ideal of performance management and the more complex reality
of practice. Our research suggests that we need a substantial change in the way
we think about performance management conceptually and the way in which it
should be implemented across the APS.
We believe that performance management systems could be reoriented to enable
high performance across individual, group, organisation and system levels, rather
than following a more typical focus on underperformance. The preoccupation
with underperformance in practice has, we argue, contributed to performance
management being used as a pejorative term—something that is ‘done to me’,
something I am going to ‘do’ to people, which leads to higher levels of anxiety
in both employees and managers (see Kahneman and Tversky 1979 in Alford
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and O’Flynn 2012, 78; de Vos et al. 2003). Instead we will argue that by framing
performance management as being about the more positive notion of high
performance, we can reduce the associated anxiety.
Performance anxiety emerges when an individual is concerned about something
to do with their employment and this affects the way that they perform. In an
ideal situation, performance management systems are focused on encouraging
high performance and supporting innovation through setting clear goals
and identifying learning and development needs. This enables individuals
to undertake more challenging work, thereby increasing the capacity of a
workforce and reducing anxiety. However, in practice the processes involved in
performance management systems could, in themselves, create anxiety.
The tensions between these points are important as they reflect the promise
and pitfalls of performance management systems, enabling us to discuss the
source of performance anxiety in organisations. We observed several sources of
anxiety, including a lack of clear performance expectations, over-measurement,
and a focus on process compliance rather than outcomes.
In the first part of this chapter we outline our research project,1 explaining how
it was established and the aims. In the second part we set out the data collection
processes. The third part explains the reconceptualisation of performance
management which developed from the project. In the fourth part we set out
the key elements of the new performance management framework the project
team developed, explaining how these can be used to manage and, potentially,
reduce performance anxiety. In the final part we make the case that focusing on
high performance and aligning individual and organisational goals can reduce
anxiety and increase innovation in practice.

Why this project?
The project developed as part of the implementation of the Ahead of the Game:
Blueprint for Reform of Australian Government Administration (AGRAGA 2010)
report. The Blueprint set out a program of reforms, including attention to
strengthening the performance framework and developing more collaborative
relationships between academic and practitioner experts. A key driver for
1
This chapter is based upon a partnership between The Australian National University, the Australian
Public Service Commission, the University of Canberra and the University of New South Wales, Canberra,
which led to a new performance framework for the Australian Public Service. A partnership approach was
seen as important to enable the partners to learn from each other and develop strong links between theory and
practice. The three-year time frame enabled deep exploration of the literature, rigorous data collection and
analysis, and ongoing interaction between academics and practitioners to develop a framework with practical
implications.
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the focus on performance management was emerging evidence—from both
Australian Public Service Commission (APSC) (2012) research and scholarly
literature (Grumana and Saks 2011; Truss et al. 2013)—linking notions of
employee engagement with performance.
The APSC (2012), through its Employee Census (n=87,214), identified that
performance management has a substantial influence on employee engagement.
It observed a relationship between employees receiving quality feedback
and other forms of support, including coaching on the one hand, and higher
engagement, commitment and performance levels on the other. In Figures 5.1
and 5.2, the graph on the top shows that higher performance is associated with
simply receiving feedback; the graph on the bottom demonstrates that higher
engagement is achieved by receiving feedback that the employee views as
positive or constructive (see APSC 2012a).

Did you receive formal individual
performance feedback?

10.00

Engagement Score (0–10)

9.00
8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
No

Yes

Job

Team

Supervisor

6.08

6.07

6.25

6.58

6.55

6.85

Agency
5.36

5.70

Figure 5.1. Responses on performance feedback
Source: State of the Service Report (APSC 2012a).
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Do you agree that is was useful?

10.00
Engagement Score (0–10)

9.00
8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00

Job

Team

Supervisor

Agency

Str Agree

7.93

7.85

8.48

7.03

Agree

7.14

7.11

7.54

6.26

Neither

6.25

6.24

6.46

5.38

Disagree

5.49

5.47

5.45

4.62

Str Disagree

4.65

4.57

4.49

3.83

Figure 5.2. Responses on performance feedback
Source: State of the Service Report (APSC 2012a).

Findings from the Employee Census also emphasised the need for employees
to receive feedback and support, with the return being greater engagement,
performance and intention to stay (APSC 2012a).
These findings support those in the scholarly literature which illustrate the
relationship between human resource systems and practices more broadly
(beyond simple performance management), and employee engagement and
performance (Alfes et al. 2013; Barbier et al. 2013). For example, some have found
that trust felt by the employee in the organisation mediates the link between
Human Resources (HR) practices and organisational performance (Patel et al.
2013; Mone et al. 2011). This highlights the importance of a productive
employee–supervisor relationship and the provision of fair, regular and
quality feedback, as these both affect and are affected by trust. Unfortunately,
performance management is a tool that is not being used effectively for achieving
productivity and performance gains in the APS, as demonstrated by ongoing
reports that identify long-standing problems with the way performance is being
managed (Blackman et al. 2012; Cheng et al. 2007; GAO 2004).
Research undertaken by the APSC and other organisations demonstrates that
performance management is a long-standing issue for the APS (see, for example,
ANAO 2004; APSC 2012a). The majority of organisations require all employees
to have a performance agreement and most employees report receiving some
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form of performance feedback over the annual performance management cycle.
Unfortunately, fewer than half of them report that this feedback will help
improve their performance (see Figure 5.3).
Questions

2009–10

2010–11

2011–12

Agencies require employees to have performance agreement

93%

90%

92%

Employees receive formal performance feedback

88%

88%

79%

Percentage of employees who agreed that most recent
performance review would help them improve their
performance

51%

50%

48%

Percentage of employees who agreed that their agency deals
effectively with underperformance

24%

23%

21%

HOWEVER …

Figure 5.3. State of the Service Report findings regarding performance
management
Source: State of the Service Report (APSC 2012a).

This is one of the most concerning statistics for the APSC, particularly when
other research identifies that most managers—there are between 30,000 and
40,000 in the APS—rate their own performance management abilities quite
highly, but most employees rate their managers’ ability to undertake effective
performance management as quite low:
The 2012 employee census showed that 80% of managers said they were
confident in managing the performance of others. This is in sharp contrast to
the virtually 80% of APS employees who did not respond positively when asked
if they perceived their agency manages underperformance well. Managers who
said they were not confident in managing performance agreed they would be
helped through access to training on performance management (51%), improved
guidelines on the performance management process (46%) and improved access
to advice within their agency (51%) (APSC 2012a, 193).

Another issue which emerges in research undertaken by the APSC is the
inconsistent implementation of performance management across the APS.
The percentage of employees who report receiving feedback varied from just
over 10 per cent to approximately 96 per cent. The variable implementation
of performance management may be explained by additional research that
demonstrates variability in managers’ spans of control (i.e. the number of people
they have to manage). This research demonstrates that the wider a manager’s
span of control, the more likely that they will report not having enough time to
manage performance (see Figure 5.4).
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45

I do not have sufficient time to manage the
performance of employees

40
35

Per cent

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
1–2 employees
3–5 employees
6–10 employees

11 or more

Str Agree

Agree

Neither

Disagree

Str Disagree

10.18

27.45

25.47

30.99

5.92

3.8
5.39
6.8

19.99
23.69
26.73

28.54
26.48
25.00

41.34
38.24
35.74

6.34
6.2
5.64

Figure 5.4. Management responses to time availability for performance
management
Source: APSC 2012b.

The APSC has recently completed 20 capability reviews of large APS
organisations (APSC 2013), and its results reaffirm findings from the survey
research discussed earlier. It is becoming clear that the implementation—not
the design—of performance management systems is the critical problem. While
many of the processes reflect current good practice, the implementation stage
is where the promise of performance management dissipates. Here is the crux
of the performance anxiety issue: many employees are not concerned about
performance management per se, but rather the implementation of these systems,
which creates uncertainty, confusion and stress. All of these have the potential
to create anxiety around performance management practices and reduce their
efficacy in organisations.
The issues discussed above led to three critical questions for the APSC in
thinking about how to create an effective performance management framework
and encourage a high performance culture:
1. Is people management valued appropriately if insufficient time is devoted to it?
2. Is performance management a managerial capability issue?
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3. Is the potential of performance management more of a reflection of the way
that management work is structured, rather than the competence of the
individual manager?
These questions on performance management and engagement provided
the impetus for the ‘Strengthening the Performance Framework’ project. To
answer them, a team of practitioners and academics was formed. The team
was to develop a new research foundation for performance management that
would focus on developing high performance and implementing processes and
procedures effectively. If a new perspective could be developed which would
change the accepted norms in place, performance should improve and anxiety
reduce. The co-production model was adopted in order to trigger innovation;
since the more traditional models of consultancy had not delivered novelty, the
research model itself needed to be different.

Revisiting the theory: Developing a new
conceptual model of high performance
The first stage of this project was an in-depth review of the general performance
management literature, with a specific focus on the high performance
organisation, individual and work systems literature. We also looked at current
practice in the Canadian Public Service, the United States Federal Public
Service and reviewed studies undertaken by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) to establish what was happening globally.
We noted that the majority of the focus in the performance management
literature is on the individual, with organisational performance as a secondary
concern. There was fairly little literature that substantively considered these two
levels of performance in a meaningful way and there was nothing (that we could
identify) which then linked this more broadly to the overall system performance.
Our first proposition was, therefore, that performance management needed to
be reconceptualised as a four-tier model, with HR practices being used at each
level to achieve high performance outcomes (see Figure 5.5).
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High Performance
Outcomes

High Performance
Governance

High Performance
Group

High Performance
Individual

High Performance Practices

High Performance
Organisation

• Strategic orientation
• Outcome and Citizen
Orientated
• Cooperative
• Capabilities and
Competences
• High Employee
Engagement
• Adaptable
• Continuous
Improvement
• Vertical and
Horizontal System
Alignment
• Walking the Talk

Figure 5.5. Achieving high performance outcomes through four levels
of performance
Source: Blackman et al. 2012, 8.

The first level of our model is the individual, who is usually the focus of any
conversation—we always talk about individual performance management, about
agreements, about measurement. However, we considered that perhaps the gap
between apparently good process and poor outcomes was related to the levels
of analysis (for more details on this section of the work please see Blackman et
al. 2012). We were struck by an example of a US organisation where everybody
got a rating of 4 or 5 out of 5 for their individual performance agreement, yet
the organisation was not achieving its outcomes. This confirmed that focusing
solely on the individual is not a magic bullet for performance. In the US case it
was apparent that there needed to be a clearer link between the individual goals
and tasks, and the organisational imperatives; thus, the organisation became
another level of the framework to ensure that there would be consideration of
alignment.
The second level of the model was confirmed and clarified as we conducted
the empirical research. The literature stresses the importance of teams and
the relationships between rewards and team outcomes, but there is very little
literature about performance management of groups more generally. It became
increasingly clear that the group level is an important mediating factor between
the individual and their organisation, even when an individual’s work was
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not reliant upon other members of the group. So the second element of the
model emerged as requiring performance to be at least harmonious with, and
preferably supportive of, the group level.
The third level is that of the organisation. In the literature there are key outcomes
that can be identified with high-performing organisations (Blackman et al. 2012).
The performance management system needs to be designed (in conjunction with
other HR practices) to enable the alignment of individual with organisational
goals in order to achieve those goals. This is because the stated organisational
outcomes and the ways they are to be measured will have a strong impact on
performance management outcomes.
The fourth level—which we did not find in the literature—is about high
performance governance. This links to ideas discussed by Glyn Davis in the
Australia and New Zealand School of Government’s (ANZSOG) Paterson Oration
on 6 August 2013, when he raised the impact of the Dawkins Report: the related
change in governance structure had a huge impact on all the universities because
it changed the overarching system in which they worked. A high performance
governance system is aimed at setting the system-wide architecture which
enables high performance across a whole system, such as the public service.
One reason for performance systems failing is that there are systemic issues
inhibiting the changes needed for effective implementation. When governance
is conceived of in this way, the orchestration of connections and actions between
multiple actors becomes central.
The development of the four-tiered model highlighted several possible
areas which could create performance anxiety. These include a mismatch of
expectations between the individual and the organisation; tensions created
within a group when performance systems are seen as unfair or creating
competition within teams; structures which prevent performance from having
the desired effect; or systems which either prevent the levels working together
or create actual tension between them.
There is substantial literature about high performance work practices
(see Becker and Gerhart 1996; Bullera and McEvoy 2012; de Waal 2012; Huselid
1995; Sung and Ashton 2005), almost all of which is targeted at the individual,
despite being apparently relevant to the organisation. While there is some focus
on the organisational level, most of the high performance work practices are
geared toward establishing targets for the individuals in the expectation that
they will change the organisation. This seems rather hit-and-miss, leading the
research team to argue for something a bit more focused—this might be where
performance management implementation was failing.
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Faced with areas of potential performance anxiety, poor implementation and
lack of system coherence, the researchers set out to consider empirically what
could be done to support high performance in an ongoing way.

Data collection
The team undertook seven case studies. These were selected to ensure a
range of small, medium and large organisations, as well as varying degrees of
performance management effectiveness (according to State of the Service Report
data; see APSC 2012a).
In case study research, multiple sources of evidence are collected (Yin 2003) to
gain a deeper understanding of the studied phenomenon. This study employed
semi-structured interviews to ensure consistency across interviews as well as
adherence to the areas of interest, but still allow for sufficient flexibility for the
participant to respond (Bryman 2004). Ninety participants were interviewed
between August and November 2012. Exploratory focus groups (Dahlin-Ivanoff
and Hultberg 2006) were also conducted, with 136 participants taking part in
22 discussions.
Interview and focus group participants were selected through a stratified
purposive sampling technique, which involved the selection of participants
from particular subgroups of interest (‘strata’) that were fairly homogenous.
This facilitated comparisons across groups, enabling the researchers to capture
variations and commonalities (Patton 1990). Invitations were sent to public
servants within each case study based on their hierarchical level (senior
manager, middle manager, operational staff) and geographical location (national
office, selected state and regional offices). This led to an overall sample of 226
participants (see Table 3). Seventy-one were employees at the operational level,
113 at the middle management level, and 42 at the senior management level.
The primary qualitative data were complemented by:
• documentary analysis from agency reports and information about government
processes;
• analysis of secondary data from the SOSR reports undertaken by the APSC;
and
• an analysis of international systems gathered though interviews undertaken
with senior government, ex-practitioner, think tank and international
organisation officials in Washington (World Bank; IBM Center for the Business
of Government), Ottawa and Paris (OECD) in 2012. All those interviewed were
involved with advising on, developing and/or implementing performance
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management policy and systems in public sector organisations. The objective
was to establish global trends, good practice and challenges.

Empirical findings: What is going on in practice?
What is high performance?
One of the most important findings was the lack of shared understanding of
what constituted high performance within organisations. When we coded our
data, we could identify 125 different definitions of what high performance
meant, with remarkably little agreement within or across organisations. Often
during the interviews, we asked participants: ‘Do you have conversations
about what high performance in your organisation looks like if it is working?’
‘No’ was a common response. Many participants reported a focus on problems
but limited attention on what denoted high performance in their individual,
group or organisational setting.
So why does that matter? This lack of clarity about what high performance
is has implications for performance measurement, evaluation and anxiety.
It severely impedes the ability to establish clear performance expectations and
this flows through to important aspects of performance systems, such as rating
schemes. In our research, we found that people didn’t know what was required
to achieve high ratings, what differentiated the levels in the ratings scheme
and how decisions were made regarding the allocation of ratings. The practice
of performance management, therefore, resulted in considerable levels of
performance anxiety amongst employees. For example: ‘I’m given a 3 or a 4 but
it’s not clear to me why I’m a 3 or a 4. It’s not effectively communicated to me
how I become a 5’; and, ‘I’ve had different ratings throughout time even though
I’ve done nothing different’.
This lack of clarity extended beyond the individual to groups where, in some
cases, generic performance agreements were put in place. We found instances
where whole sections (groups) had identical agreements, because that was
the approach their manager preferred. We also found instances where job
descriptions were essentially ‘cut and pasted’ into the performance agreement.
We argue that both of these examples, neither of which is an isolated incident,
reflect a ‘compliance’ approach in practice: although the forms were completed
on time and could be reported as an operational success, they were unlikely to
lead to meaningful discussions or improvements in performance. Practices such
as these create performance anxiety for both those completing the agreements
and those undertaking the performance management discussions.
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According to participants, anxiety also emerged because those involved did
not feel equipped to undertake the process effectively. The reasons for this,
which interviewees all thought were linked to the lack of clarity about high
performance and/or clarity of desired outcomes, included:
• Supervisors were not sure how to rate employee performance, leading
to tensions around the measurement systems.
• Capability of employees and managers to undertake effective performance
management was low because nobody was sure what high performance
meant at all levels of the model.
• Evaluation was difficult with no clarity regarding desired outcomes.
• Innovation was difficult, because the focus was on tasks and measuring the
task as it was listed in the agreement.
• Performance agreements might, but often did not, link to the required
outcomes.
Our empirical work also shed light on the narrowness of what constitutes
performance management: there is an overemphasis on performance agreement
writing and appraisals as a compliance exercise, but a lack of integration between
performance management activities and other people management activities,
such as recruitment, selection, probation and development. There is also a lack of
integration more substantially into the other levels of the conceptual framework
we developed—from individual to group to organisation to system. Hence, our
identification of role clarity as being crucial for articulation and management
of expectations. We argue that this is one of the critical aspects of performance
management and a key driver for high performance (see Blackman et al. 2013).

The role of informal feedback
Despite initial assessments of performance management effectiveness at the
organisational level implying that we should find better practices in some cases,
the empirical work showed that both good and poor practice occurred in all the
case study organisations. This was very much in evidence when considering
the disconnection between managers’ and employees’ perceptions of informal
feedback.
The importance of regular (often informal) feedback was widely discussed.
Participants often focused on the importance of the informal conversations
between managers and employees about various facets of the employee’s work,
what was required of them, how they were going and the provision of feedback
on specific tasks. Interviewees emphasised how much this ongoing feedback
helped to guide employees’ on-the-job behaviour. Said one senior manager:
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I think when [performance is] managed well there’s no surprises for the
individual, they understand how they’re tracking because it’s not waiting until
a six-month performance cycle to tell them that they’re not achieving whatever
goal or benchmark they’re expected to perform at.

Many managers claimed to provide employees with informal feedback on
a regular basis, yet employees often did not appear to recognise informal
conversations as a form of feedback. This led to the perception amongst some
employees that they were not provided with regular feedback. A positive
example came from one manager we interviewed, who was cited as an example
of achieving good practice by several other interviewees. When a new employee
arrived, this manager established what the desired group outcomes were,
discussed them with the employee’s group and changed the work patterns for
all group members so that the right people were undertaking the right work
and every employee was learning and growing. In this case they were receiving
clear feedback, which they recognised, with no mismatch emerging between
the manager’s perception and that of the employees. This demonstrates the need
to align the different levels of the model.
This type of practice was quite rare, despite general agreement that increased
levels of informal feedback could reduce anxiety and increase high performance.
The research highlighted the importance of informal performance conversations
(rather than compliance activity), which provide timely and ongoing feedback
and can link together the various levels of performance management.

Performance management is hard
The majority of participants, regardless of hierarchical position, thought that
performance management offered great potential for organisational improvement
and high performance. However, we found that for the most part it has developed
into a largely negative, value-laden term, synonymous with ‘underperformance’
management. Many managers did not consider that performance management
was core to their roles and found that it was overly time-consuming. This was
partly because performance management was seen as something that was hard,
involving ‘difficult conversations’, and often led to anxiety because of a perceived
lack of support when addressing underperformance. Managers reported feeling
‘abandoned’ and unprepared to undertake such a process again. This led to a
focus on compliance, rather than using the performance management system in
a more positive and potentially performance-enhancing fashion.
The separation of performance management and core business appears to have
been strengthened as a result of the over-focus on compliance with a performance
management system and formal processes, rather than on performance
management itself. We saw many examples of organisations focusing on
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‘improving’ information technology (IT) systems, designing new forms and
instituting extra conversations in the formal process, leading to the expectation
that a new system might solve ingrained problems. We also heard about
training and development on how to navigate the IT system, rather than how to
implement it more effectively through better conversation, better feedback or
greater clarity of the desired outcomes. In our US research, we observed a very
large organisation spending half a billion US dollars on installing a new system
and training people how to use the IT system, but providing no training on how
using it could actually develop better performance.
These findings demonstrate some of the challenges associated with the effective
implementation of performance management. If not addressed, these challenges
can lead to increased performance anxiety, which can in turn impede the
achievement of high performance. Conversely, good performance management
can attenuate anxiety. To achieve this, performance management must have
a clear purpose and be meaningful to employees.
From the findings discussed above, we established that for performance
management to lead to high performance:
• There needs to be a shared understanding of what high performance means
for the organisation.
• Performance measurements and ratings need to reflect the high performance
definitions.
• There should be a shared understanding of what behaviours and attributes
are required to achieve particular ratings.
• Performance management must enable alignment between organisational,
group and employee goals.
• Performance management should help to establish role and goal clarity,
enabling the articulation and management of expectations.
• Performance management must be integrated with other management
practices, including rewards mechanisms and learning and development.
• Performance management should be used as a mechanism for monitoring
and reviewing performance, in particular progress against performance
expectations and goals.
• Performance feedback should relate to individual, group and organisational
outcomes and be clearly articulated and understood.
• Performance management processes should be seen as core business.
• All those involved need to know how to make the performance process
useful for themselves.
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A new framework
As a result of our findings, and to assist this list of recommendations, the project
team developed a new performance management framework. It is derived
from both our empirical research and key ideas from the conceptual model.
The new framework (see Figure 5.6) is designed to assist in the implementation
of performance management approaches rather than set out a universal system
to be adopted. In this way it is a flexible, system-wide framework that can guide
tailored approaches at the organisational or sub-organisational levels.

Figure 5.6. A framework for high performance
Source: Blackman et al. 2013, 5.

Our framework is designed to ‘wrap around’ the performance management
process. We see it as the mediating level between the processes and systems
that an organisation adopts and the emergence of outcomes. The objective is to
focus on an outcome—high performance—rather than the inputs of processes,
measurements or agreements for the sake of compliance. By concentrating on
the implementation, not the process, the focus of both employees and managers
can be on achieving the outcome of high performance. Stability of processes
should reduce change anxiety. In addition, the attention to high performance
should support a positive orientation that enables innovation through being
clearly aligned with the organisational goals—and thus disposed to outcome
rather than process aspirations.
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The framework comprises seven components: four principles and three
foundation elements. We argue that every performance management system
requires these components in order to be implemented effectively. The four
principles reflect what the framework needs to achieve, whereas we consider the
three foundation elements to be critical factors underpinning the implementation
of the principles. Any performance management system can be analysed against
the framework to determine whether or not it fulfils each component. In the
following discussion, we set out the principles and foundations and the key
findings that emerged from them.

Framework principles
Clarity and purpose
A key factor that enables high performance relies on organisations, groups and
employees having both role and goal clarity. Through our research, we found
that many people did not feel their goals and roles were as clear as they could be.
The risk with goal and role ambiguity is that it may contribute to increased levels
of anxiety; hence the importance of providing clarity. Therefore, this principle
focuses on the following questions: Is there a shared understanding of what
constitutes high performance in different contexts? Does the organisation have
a strategy comprising clear and simple goals, framed around the achievement of
high performance? Do people understand what their specific role is about and
how it contributes to the goals? Do they know what high performance means
for them?

Alignment and integration
This principle focuses on illustrating why the work undertaken by groups and
employees is important for achieving the organisation’s goals. It was surprising
how many of our participants did not really understand the relationship
between what they did on an individual level and their organisation’s priorities
and outcomes. This can create real tensions, including inefficient prioritisation
of work, thereby increasing performance anxiety levels. An example of the
difference made when the goals are clear came from one of our case study
organisations, demonstrating ‘why the mail matters’. In this particular
organisation, the manager explained to employees in the mailroom how what
they did enabled the organisation—and more broadly the government—to
achieve its desired outcomes. In doing so, employees learned why processing
the mail in a timely manner was pivotal to organisational success, and thus why
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their individual roles were important. Performance increased and individuals
not only knew the goal, but also how their individual tasks fitted into the
bigger picture.
This principle also focuses on utilising HR and management practices in a
complementary way to enable alignment and high performance. The right people
should be in the right jobs at the right time, undertaking the right work in
order to achieve organisational goals. In order to manage and control the growth
of an organisation, there is a tendency to develop new policies and procedures
to manage new parts of the system. But if the remainder of the system is not
amended to fit the changes, or if the new part is not set up to be in harmony with
the current system, effectiveness will decrease. One form of anxiety emerges
when different practices or people are asking for apparently inconsistent or
competing outcomes (for example, when a target for increased numbers and
speeds of outputs is seemingly causing problems with an alternative call for
increased quality). By seeing the organisation and the way that it is managed
in a holistic way there will be less disconnection between new initiatives and
ideas.
Thus, this principle focuses around the alignment and integration of the
systems, both vertically and horizontally across the levels identified earlier in
Figure 5.4. The questions here are as follows: Do groups and employees know
how their role aligns with the organisational goals? Are organisational goals
cascaded throughout the organisation? Do individuals and/or groups know
how they align with the rest of the organisation? Are different parts of the
organisation in alignment with other parts?

Mutuality and motivation
In our research, people talked about being performance managed—seeing
performance management as something that was done to them—and stressed
that, for the majority, the term was seen to mean underperformance management.
The language indicated performance anxiety, uncertainty and often a rather
adversarial view of the manager undertaking something negative. Yet the ability
to motivate performance requires both employees and management to engage
with performance management in a positive way. Mutuality means that there is
a shared view that the outcomes will be of benefit to both the individual and
the organisation. To achieve this there needs to be a common view on what is
needed or wanted by the employee and the organisation.
However, one of the issues that came out strongly from management was:
‘Well, if we can’t reward people with money, we can’t do anything’. At the
same time the employees were saying: ‘It’s not about money. I want to know
how my work is affecting other people’. It was apparent that these disconnected
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ideas meant that many organisations were not harnessing employee motivation:
management thought financial rewards would increase employee motivation,
overlooking techniques of alignment and ensuring that employees know why
their job is important.
The key is that all those involved in performance management willingly engage
in the process, meaning nothing is ‘done’ to anybody else and employees
feel sufficiently in control so that anxiety levels are reduced. This principle
emphasises the importance of employees taking ownership over their own
performance and managers being held accountable for enabling employee
performance.

Adaptability and progress
Our research suggests that the ability of organisations, groups and employees
to adapt to change is critical for high performance. This is also important for
reducing the anxiety commonly associated with change; employees must be
supported in this process to reduce their anxiety and enable them to perform.
The ability to track progress against performance targets is important for
supporting the adaptability to change, however, it is difficult as performance
agreements are often very static and reflect a particular moment in time.
In addition, progress needs to be measured in ways that do not kill innovation,
create fear or lead to undesirable results.
The first thing is to recognise what would be the ideal and what is likely; just
because something has not yet been achieved does not mean it is a failure.
The importance of establishing stretch goals at the organisational level was
evident in the United States, where some organisations set themselves a very
big stretch goal with the recognition that they were not necessarily going to
achieve it. Crucial to this was a change in the way achievements were measured.
For example, in one organisation a senior manager reported that progress had
been facilitated by moving from having ‘255 measurements … [and spending]
every senior management meeting checking if we were getting there’ to
focusing on three key questions: ‘Do we know where we’re going? Are we there
yet? … If not, how are we doing?’ This was argued to be ‘a much more useful
conversation’, which helped the senior manager to progress.
This highlights the importance of focusing on fewer, but critical, performance
measures in order to facilitate adaptability to change, progress and high
performance. The key for individual performance management would be to
identify the stretch goal and then to clarify what would be acceptable progress
that can be charted and recognised as an achievement while still working
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toward the overall goal. All of this should also help to reduce performance
anxiety as it helps to clarify what employees need to focus on, particularly
when priorities change.

Foundation elements
Evidence and data
Our findings suggest that the move toward high performance can be facilitated
through the collection and provision of performance data that is directly relevant
to goal attainment. This performance information can then be used to inform
strategic and operational decision-making. In most case study organisations,
however, participants highlighted that a myriad of data was collected and not
necessarily used to inform decision-making. For example, the State of the Service
Report provides rich data and the key is to establish which bits really add value
in this context. In other words, what is the evidence that will help organisations
understand what will support more effective performance?
In a similar way, once organisations and/or managers have identified specific
targets, they will need to consider which questions or measures provide real
evidence of progress. Evidence from the literature suggests that individuals will
work to achieve whatever goal is set (Blackman 2006; Knight 1999; Norreklit
et al. 2008). Participants agreed that they would focus upon the things that
they knew were being assessed, as this would enable them to demonstrate
good performance, thereby reducing one form of anxiety. Hence the choice of
evidence is critical both for achieving goals and managing anxiety. However,
what is measured is often just what is measurable, rather than what needs to
be measured. Thus, those involved in implementing performance management
need to consider what high performance will look like and what evidence will
enable progress to be charted in a meaningful way.

Capabilities
Interviewees in Canada revealed that historically there had been so much focus
on leadership that fundamental management skills needed by people were not
being developed. Yet over time, managers’ spans of control had been increasing,
their resources were diminishing, the systems were becoming more complex and
their teams needed more support and direction. Therefore, the Canadian Public
Service decided that all managers would require certification before taking on
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managerial responsibilities. They also supported the development of managerial
competencies through instituting a community of practice to support managers
and ensure they had access to a support network.
Through ensuring employees, managers and leaders have adequate
competencies, organisations can facilitate self-efficacy and reduce performance
anxiety. This foundational element emphasises the importance of developing
the capabilities necessary to achieve organisational goals. It highlights the
importance of leveraging organisational resources, routines, structures, systems
and processes to support high performance. It also highlights the importance
of developing employee, manager and leader competencies—one of which is
actually being able to undertake effective performance management.

Pragmatism
A common issue for the case study organisations was increased levels of
performance anxiety and stress as a result of trying to do ‘more with less’,
rather than reprioritising responsibilities as goals change. This is particularly
important in times of austerity, highlighting the importance of questions such
as: ‘What is likely? What is possible? What is achievable?’
Another common problem was that of managers’ and employees’ identifying
formal development opportunities in their performance agreement when the
learning and development budget had diminished considerably. When formal
development opportunities are identified but not taken up due to budgetary
constraints, employees’ expectations are not met, leading to cynicism regarding
the performance management process. Thus this foundational element
emphasises the importance of being realistic about what is happening and what
is possible and, in particular, what can be achieved with the resources available.

Conclusion
In this chapter we have made a link between performance anxiety and
performance management, arguing that poorly designed or implemented
performance management systems will create or encourage performance anxiety.
Such anxiety may emerge from measuring or focusing on the wrong things; overfocusing on what can be measured rather than developing alternative metrics
to encourage desired outcomes; feeling unable to undertake the performance
management system effectively; lack of transparency within a system; or a lack
of understanding about what is actually required. We argue that focusing on
high performance requires the development of a shared understanding of what
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is meant by good performance at different levels of the model throughout the
organisation. This creates a more positive perspective, which can thus reduce
performance anxiety.
However, we have presented data that highlights serious problems with the
capacity of all employees and managers to undertake effective performance
management. High performance is often not articulated clearly, feedback does
not achieve the intended outcomes, and many managers and employees find
performance management to be challenging and difficult. Indeed, performance
management is often perceived as a negative thing. These findings supported
our contention that the problem is with the implementation of performance
management systems rather the systems themselves.
To overcome some of the problems we have presented a new performance
framework which acts as a guide for implementing performance management
systems. The framework is designed to enable organisations to self-evaluate:
a) whether their systems will achieve the desired performance outcomes; and
b) whether they have set in place foundations to support these outcomes.
Our contention is that using the framework enables a more outcome-oriented
approach. This should increase transparency, enable goal clarity and clarify
what should be measured—and will thus reduce performance anxiety for
both employees and managers, while supporting the development of high
performance.
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REVIEWING PERFORMANCE TO IMPROVE
DELIVERY: KEY INSIGHTS FROM TWO
AUDITORS‑GENERAL
Andrew Greaves

Auditor-General of Queensland

Peter Achterstraat

Auditor-General of New South Wales

Andrew Greaves
In order to continually improve performance, we need first to understand what
we mean by performance, what actually is performance, and what is public
sector performance in particular? This chapter will review what AuditorsGeneral have been saying about public sector performance, and in particular
performance reporting over the last decade. Some lessons and consistent themes
can be drawn from these reports. We will then apply those lessons to several
case studies.
At its core, ‘performance’ is about how well an entity or program is accomplishing
what is intended, as measured against defined goals, standards or criteria.
More broadly, performance may also relate to efforts, capabilities and intent
(CCAF 2002).
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In most jurisdictions, the performance management focus these days tends
to be on outcomes and outputs. We need to appreciate and understand the
importance of achieving our outcomes against the objectives that we set for
ourselves as organisations. However, when trying to improve performance it
is not only the outcome, quality, timeliness or cost of the outputs that need to
improve—in many respects the activities and processes also need to improve so
that the outcomes can actually be achieved.
Thus, we should not constrain ourselves to focusing solely on outcomes and to
some extent outputs (the goods and services we produce)—we must have regard
to our inputs and our processes as well.

What is public performance reporting?
‘Public performance reporting’ refers to the formal mechanisms that a government
uses to communicate with the public and legislatures in accordance with agreed
guidelines (CCAF 2002).

I see public performance reporting not as an end in itself. There are two
dimensions. Certainly there is a key accountability dimension—asking where
public sector monies are being used, and being accountable for the use of those
public sector monies. Auditors-General are fond of saying that when you look
at a set of public sector financial statements, they tell you how much, but they
never tell you how well. We need to report non-financial information about our
performance in order to discharge the accountability that we as public servants
have for the expenditure of those monies.
But ultimately, reporting must help us improve our operational performance.
The performance information we report publicly must be part of a suite of
performance information we are generating internally to use and apply in our
business, to understand how we are performing and how we can improve this
performance.
In setting out what is good public performance reporting, the guide produced
by the Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation (CCAF 2002) endorses
some core principles of best practice, including:
• Focus on the few critical aspects of performance—centre on core objectives
and commitments.
• Look forward as well as back—track achievement against established
expectations, and inform how short-term achievements affect longer-term
prospects.
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• Explain key risk considerations—identify key risks as viewed by
management, explain the influence of risk on choices and directions and
relate achievements to levels of risk accepted.
• Explain key capacity considerations—inform about capacity factors that
affect, at a strategic level, the ability to sustain or improve results or meet
expectations, and apprise of plans to bring expectations and capacity into
alignment.
• Explain other factors critical to performance—help users to understand
them and their impacts.
• Integrate financial and non-financial information—public reporting should
address this relationship. It should explain how management views the link
between activities and desired results, show how much is being spent on key
strategies and explain how changes in spending affect results.
• Provide comparative information—when it would significantly help to
understand or use the report, and when relevant, reliable and consistent
information is or can be reasonably available.
• Present credible information, fairly interpreted—embody characteristics
of consistency, fairness, relevance, reliability and, most especially,
understandability.
• Disclose the basis for reporting—including the definition of the reporting
unit; the selection of certain aspects of performance as critical; and decisions
to change the way performance is measured or presented.
I consider the first one to be particularly important—focusing on a few critical
aspects of performance. A trap we often fall into is to try to measure too much;
we get overloaded and side-tracked from the main issues. We need to instead
understand which things are the most important to measure.

Reviewing reports of public performance in the last
decade—far from best practice
Many of the states and territories have publicly reviewed performance with
varying degrees of effectiveness. In the late 1990s, the Victorian government
introduced an output/outcomes framework and three tiers of performance
reporting at a strategic level and at an organisational and output level. In 2001,
a report by the Victorian Auditor-General was definitely not necessarily pleasant
reading; things were still under development and there were key components
missing, particularly outcomes that had not at that stage been thought through
well enough. There was an absence of clear linkages between outcomes and
performance indicators (Victorian Auditor-General’s Office 2001).
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The next report to discuss was produced by the NSW Audit Office (2006). It too
was not very positive about performance reporting and provided an interesting
critique of the limitations of not having verifiable sound information on which
to base performance judgements. The NSW agencies that were examined in 2006
by the Auditor-General could not tell whether their services actually made a
difference to their customers. They had no way of knowing and, as a result, they
did not have information about the impact of their services.
What was the root cause of these examples of poor reporting? What was
underlying some of the problems with performance information and performance
reporting back in the early and mid-2000s in Victoria and New South Wales?
Essentially there was a general lack of awareness about the importance of good
informative information, and many agencies were merely collecting data on
their activities rather than on outputs or outcomes. There were also associated
systems limitations—that is, information systems were not in place to capture
the data that were required to monitor performance. After years of experience,
I still often wonder about the fact that public servants measure things that
are easy to measure, rather than things that need to be measured. Much of
that experience is driven by the systems that are in place—or perhaps, more
accurately, by the systems that are not in place.
In 2008, the Tasmanian Auditor-General also released a report critical of poorly
defined policy objectives (Tasmanian Audit Office 2008). He found again a
recurring theme—that activity measures were counted rather than evidence
of progress towards output/outcome measures. Remember that this is in the
context of external public reporting, so the question is: does the public really
want to know how busy you claim you are, or do they want to know what you
are actually achieving for them? When auditors criticise plain activity measures
produced by agencies, we are not criticising them for not being useful to the
internal management of an organisation, but rather we are criticising from the
perspective of external accountability to the public sector.
Nine years after the first report from the Victorian Auditor-General, there was
still a lack of effective outcomes performance reporting in that state (Victorian
Auditor-General’s Office 2010). It was the same type of problem, and once again
framed in the following way: Is what we’re doing helping? How is it contributing
to the achievement of targets? And are our clients satisfied?
Finally, at the Commonwealth level, Auditor-General Ian McPhee has been
running some pilot programs on performance reporting, particularly outcomes/
outputs reporting (ANAO 2013). Interestingly, McPhee’s most recent comments
highlighted a most pertinent concern: namely, while we are still struggling
to develop effectiveness indicators (which I equate to outcomes and the
achievement of objectives), we have also lost sight of efficiency indicators.
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McPhee also remarked on the paucity of the administrative frameworks used
by departments, that is, the systems and processes for actually developing
and auditing these performance indicators. Similarly, in the various Reports on
Government Services, produced by the Productivity Commission, quite often
there is a focus on ‘effectiveness, equity and efficiency’, but there are not many
efficiency indicators obviously apparent in the policy sectors they evaluate,
at least in the Commonwealth jurisdiction.
The lesson that I take from that quick survey of Auditors-General’s reports
is that if we are going to improve performance, we have to understand
performance. In order to understand performance, we cannot afford to become
lost in a morass of information—we need to identify the important qualitative
and quantitative indicators. As the Auditors-General have commented over the
last decade, there should be less focus on activities and more focus on outcomes
and outputs, as well as a balance between effectiveness, efficiency and equity.
But we cannot achieve that unless we have the necessary underlying systems.
We need to start thinking about our enterprise architecture, and design our
information systems with the performance information we need at the forefront
of our minds. In Queensland, we still have many legacy systems that have a long
way to go in generating effective performance information.

A study of performance gone awry—the right of private
practice in Queensland public hospitals
A recent audit that we tabled in the Queensland parliament was an investigation
into the right of private practice in Queensland public hospitals conducted
by doctors, specialists and nursing staff (Queensland Audit Office 2013). On
admission to a Queensland public hospital, one question patients may be asked
is, ‘Would you like to use your private health insurance?’ This allows the
hospital to bill the federal government for Medicare and get some unsourced
revenue into the system. But we needed to ask why did hospitals in Queensland
introduce private practice? What were the objectives? What were they trying
to achieve? Certainly uppermost in their minds was being able to attract and
retain the services of senior medical officers (SMOs) in the public health system.
At the same time, the initial objective expressed was that this should be cost
neutral and, of course, have no adverse health outcomes for public patients in
the public health system.
So, what was the performance like against those three objectives? There was
an improvement in the availability of SMOs, but it cost $800 million more than
they thought it would. This is an important consideration, especially when a
cost neutral target had been set by Queensland Health. There was also some
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indication that Category 2 (elective surgery patients) electing to be treated as
public patients would suffer a disadvantage compared to those who elected to
go private. Of the three scheme objectives, arguably two failed.
The first objective was arguably successful because there are now approximately
2,200 SMOs in the public hospital system—a significant increase. But crucially,
Hospital and Health Services (HHS) had not set employment targets. We cannot
be sure whether or not this initiative was actually successful, because HHS
did not set a target number of SMOs. Good performance is not just about the
outcome but also the target against which you can compare performance.
Why then did the system not work as intended? In Figure 6.1, the big red
slice represents the proportion of all the SMOs in the public health system who
generated no revenue under their right of private practice. In other words,
SMOs were supposed to generate revenue under right of private practice, but
almost half of them generated nothing. We found some of them cannot generate
income, some because they do not have Medicare numbers to do so, some
because they actually work in administration rather than in the hospitals.
2.2%

3.1%

5.1%
9.0%

46.7%

14.2%

19.7%
Nil
$25 001 – $50 000
$100 000+

$1 – $10 000
$50 001 – $75 000

$10 001 – $25 000
$75 001 – $100 000

Figure 6.1. Distribution of amounts billed, Queensland public hospitals, 2011–12

Source: Queensland Audit Office using data extracted from Queensland Health billing and payroll systems.

It is possible, therefore, that there was some poor design in the implementation
of the right of private practice arrangements. Looking at Category 2 elective
surgery patients in Figure 6.2, it is apparent that there was a huge disparity
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between public and private in the five hospital and health services listed, and
this was a statewide issue. This finding indicates some potentially adverse
outcomes for public patients in the public health system.
Category 2 (within 90 days)
Hospital and Health Service

Public

Private

Per cent seen
in time

Total
patients

Per cent seen
in time

Total
patients

Children’s Health Queensland

75%

1 127

92%

121

Metro North

71%

8 002

90%

933

Metro South

83%

7 872

91%

303

Sunshine Coast

67%

2 548

84%

207

Townsville

66%

3 131

81%

140

Listed HHS

74%

22 680

88%

1 704

Statewide patients (SMOs)1

72%

38 756

88%

2 210

Statewide patients (all)2

69%

78 547

97%

20 404

1. Statewide (SMOs) includes all category 2 elective surgery performed during 2010–11 and 2011–12 including HHSs not listed.
2. Statewide (all) includes all surgeries performed, including those by registrars and VMOs and in HHSs not listed.

Figure 6.2. Category 2 elective surgery, Queensland public hospitals

Source: Queensland Audit Office using data extracted from Queensland Health clinical and payroll systems.

Our analysis of the data we obtained during the audit uncovered other
performance issues, especially in relation to administrative activity measures
(note that this now focused on efficiency issues not our assessment of output/
outcome performance). Figure 6.3 shows that across the health system it took
some hospitals and HHS an inordinately long time to bill for the activity they
undertake. In some cases it took HHS up to 650 days to eventually bill the
Commonwealth for the activity that was undertaken, a delay that resulted
in missing revenue opportunities. We found that through their existing
administrative systems, there was an opportunity for HHS to generate more
revenue simply by improving administrative practice. This is all part of
performance, because one of the performance criteria was to be cost neutral
and to maximise their source revenue. We calculated that they were failing to
generate approximately $22 million additional revenue a year through inefficient
administrative processes.
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Figure 6.3. In-patient billing by system, Queensland public hospitals

Source: Queensland Audit Office using data extracted from Queensland Health billing system.

We also examined how much HHS was paying SMOs. With an increase in the
number of available SMOs, overtime in theory should have gone down. Instead,
as Figure 6.4 indicates, it went up. We started asking why—surely activity
had also gone up? When we examined the records, activity per SMO had in
fact dropped, and thus productivity was falling. In addition, we mapped the
days of the week when SMO activity happened in the public health system;
normal activities occurred mainly on Monday to Thursdays, but almost all the
overtime was taken on Fridays. It was then we first encountered the concept of
‘rostered overtime’ on a Friday—SMOs regarded the entire last day of the week
as incurring overtime payment.
Much of this was news to Queensland Health. They could not tell us how much
SMOs were being paid, or how much overtime they were doing. Why did they
not know this? It was partly because of their legacy systems. Queensland Health
had not joined their computing and information systems together, they had not
integrated their patient billing systems with their administration systems and
their payroll systems. They were unable to generate meaningful information
to produce the findings we generated as represented in Figures 6.3 and 6.4;
they wanted to know the information, but they could not generate it. This goes
back to my earlier point about having systems to support the performance
information.
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0

Total overtime paid to SMOs (RHS)

Figure 6.4. Total and average overtime paid to SMOs, Queensland public
hospitals, 2003–12
Source: Queensland Audit Office using data extracted from Queensland Health payroll system.

So, to conclude, if governments want to improve their performance, they must
set the right measures and collect meaningful data to chart progress. In this
case, a health department wanted to increase the availability of SMOs, but they
needed a target to work towards, and some measurement of levels of activity.
They wanted to be cost neutral, but they could not adequately measure whether
they were achieving this in a timely manner. And they wanted to improve
patient outcomes but could not demonstrate that they had achieved this, and
our reading of the situation tended to imply that at least some patients had been
disadvantaged.

Peter Achterstraat
In this section of the chapter I will look, in particular, at case studies in the
project sphere and in the operations sphere. I will then discuss the lessons we
have learned from our audits and how we might improve delivery. For instance,
there are tactical responses available to managers to improve performance,
but there are also two key strategic responses which have been successful in
New South Wales.
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Problems with managing the project sphere
I will discuss problems we discovered with three projects: the Sydney Metro,
the solar bonus scheme, and some IT projects. With the Sydney Metro,
I unfortunately had to report that the government spent $500 million on this
project, and when they cancelled it they had to write off $428 million—that is,
$428 million was wasted. Why did that happen? How could a project be started
and then written off a year later with losses of $428 million? What could have
gone wrong?
Contributing factors included problems with scope, lack of a full understanding
of risks and very poor project management. But the main problem was that
there was fundamentally no effective business case to begin with. The people
responsible thought it was a great idea and decided to jump into it without
further consideration.
It was a similar story with the solar bonus scheme. The NSW government
decided to pay participants 60c for every kilowatt of electricity they put into
the grid, and at the same time allow them to buy it back from the government for
approximately 20c. So everyone started selling into the grid for 60c and buying
back for 20c. What was that going to cost the government? The original estimate
was $362 million per annum—not too bad perhaps. Eleven months later, another
estimate revised the total to $4 billion. How did such a miscalculation occur?
Essentially, the same problems of poor thinking that occurred with the Sydney
Metro project were also issues here with the solar bonus scheme. Fortunately,
during the course of our audit and before we reported, government was aware
of these issues, and they changed some of the parameters. In fact, that loss of
$4 billion did not come to pass.
Turning to IT projects, we know from experience that very few are delivered on
time, on budget and on specification. The message to people then is that they do
not really have to try particularly hard, because expectations are already low.
If specifications are on the web, people are held to account more and have to be
more proactive. Yet time and again we are finding that IT projects run over time,
go over budget and are affected by under specification. Why is that?

Problems in the operations sphere
Performance problems can and regularly do occur in the operations sphere.
For instance, we conducted an audit on injured police, because we were losing
far too many highly skilled, highly trained police on medical grounds and thus
eroding our capabilities. New South Wales was losing five times more police
officers on medical grounds than Victoria. Our audit suggested the poor results
for NSW were largely down to operational matters and some neglect. In response
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to our findings, the government and the police force eventually made a number
of important changes. They have changed some of the rules to reduce liability,
and they have also increased the support available to police while they are
working. They have made several positive changes.
We also conducted audits on public complaints against RailCorp and looked at
efficiencies related to how much time train drivers actually spent at the wheel.
Why were passenger complaints going up? Behavioural economics might say that
people’s expectations were rising too quickly and that RailCorp’s performance
was not meeting these expectations. When investigating driver performance we
discovered that only 28 per cent of the drivers’ time is spent actually driving a
train. If we could increase that to 31 per cent (a 10 per cent increase), or even
double it to 56 per cent, imagine what we could do with the savings.

Levers to improve performance
Why do we have these projects and operations that do not do as well as they
should? There are many ‘tactical issues’ that auditors can uncover. By ‘tactical
issues’, I mean the elements of best business practice such as better business
cases, better gateway reviews, service level agreements (i.e. spelling out exactly
what’s expected from people), quality assurance processes, better contracts,
HR and IT capacities, security of information and so on. If we could do all of
those things a little better we might improve, for example, from 28 per cent to
31 per cent of drivers’ time at the wheel.
We can undertake these changes incrementally. However, there are more effective
options available to improve performance, particularly focusing on the strategic
aspects of policymaking—and I would nominate governance and leadership as
the two most important ‘levers’. In recent times, there is evidence we have been
able to use these to good effect in NSW.

Governance
Research from the Commonwealth Treasury shows that corporations which follow
the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) principles of corporate governance
have higher earnings per share (EPS) and higher sales growth than corporations
that have poorer governance (Brown and Gørgens 2009). The reasoning is that
better governance means you know the checks and balances are there, and also
that people will feel comfortable taking greater risks if they know there is an
effective governance structure in place.
In New South Wales, we found that most public organisations have only part
of a governance structure in place—for example, a risk management model,
code of conduct, ethics, annual audit committees—but they were not always
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harmonised, and they were not integrated. So we began a project that brought
all these pieces of corporate governance together into a best practice model.
We assembled a corporate governance lighthouse of 17 components, adapting
the ASX’s governance principles for the public service. For example, the ASX
emphasises a good ethical environment; we say as a bare minimum, agencies
need to have a code of conduct, fraud and corruption control, compliance
management and diversity policy. The organisations that use this model are
more effective than those that do not.
In putting together the corporate governance lighthouse, the biggest issue
we have encountered is that people think that having these 17 components,
ticking all the boxes, is all they are required to do—end of story. The challenge
is to show that this is a bare minimum—we need to have a much more effective
culture at the top to achieve change.

Leadership
In speaking recently to the heads of the agencies whose projects had
underperformed or failed in some way, I said, ‘Something went wrong. How can
we do it better? What can we do?’ I spoke one-on-one with these people—28
leaders in total—and asked them their opinion on how we could do things
better. It all boiled down to leadership and the leaderships skills we need in the
public service.
In our 2011 survey of leadership in the NSW public sector, on a scale of 0 to 10
(0 meaning hopeless leaders and 10 meaning excellent), perception of the public
sector leadership was at 5.2. In 2012, this rose slightly to 5.6, and in 2013 there
was a further increase—but not a comforting result. What was the response
from my survey of agency heads? They all said to me, ‘Well, there’s no definition
of what is an effective leader’, which dodges the issue. My basic criterion for an
effective leader is one whose peers think they are an effective leader.
The CEOs and chairs I spoke to talked about the attributes of a leader, the skills
of a leader, and the behaviours of a leader. Attributes of course are who we are.
The skills are what we can do, and the behaviours are what we actually do.
Each of my interviewees had a big list of what they thought were the necessary
skills, behaviours and attributes of a leader and we were able to systematically
analyse these to get an idea about what makes a good leader.
The commonalities my interviewees highlighted between the public and the
private sector included being a good communicator; able to set a vision; and
be people-focused. There is a list of many common things, but there is also
a list of some differences. Differences include the reality that in the public
sector you must be able to lead through ambiguity (this came out loud
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and clear), and the fact that you are responsible to ministers rather than a
Board of Directors—a significant difference. Also the public sector has different
stakeholders (and a wider range of stakeholders), different values, different
scrutiny, a need for thicker skin (particularly in operational areas), the need
to inspire and motivate staff, the tools rather than remuneration. Those are
important differences.
Then there is the volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity of the
environment, requiring new skills to be able to meet those changes in the public
service. There is tension between the short-term and the long-term approach in
the public sector—we need to focus on the long term, but we also need to meet
short-term needs. Essentially, however, my interviewees said that what makes a
good leader comes back to values. Whether we call it integrity or genuineness
or authenticity, unless we develop these qualities in the public or the private
sector, our leaders will not make it to square one and they will be unable to
enthuse their staff and organisations.
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INNOVATION IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR: BEYOND THE
RHETORIC TO A GENUINE ‘LEARNING CULTURE’
Andrew Podger

The Australian National University

There are several key points I want to highlight in this chapter. First, that
the word innovation has become very fashionable—you see it in the names of
organisations, departments and public service values, and so on—but we need to
be careful when using the term. This is not to say it is unimportant or irrelevant,
but that we need to clarify what innovation means, test the suggestions that
are made to promote it in the public sector and be conscious that there are
downsides and risks involved.
Second, and in the same context, it is also important to remember that stability
is in fact a core public sector role. Textbook public finance literature (Musgrave
and Musgrave 1980) identifies three functions of government, one of which
is stability. This refers mainly to handling the economic cycle and managing
the risks of inflation and unemployment, but it is also more generally about
setting the legal and economic framework within which individuals and private
organisations can go about their lives and businesses with confidence.
Innovation in the public sector has to take account of public sector factors.
Various Australian Public Service (APS) agencies have issued guidelines in recent
years on how to foster innovation. Some of them have useful suggestions; others
are more mixed, and in many respects do not square with the reality public
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servants work within today. Actions speak louder than words, and quite a few
recent developments have worked against, not towards, innovation. Innovation
requires a culture of trust and learning rather than a culture of control, and yet
the culture of control has been a hallmark of recent history.
For this reason I am going to propose two strategies: one is what I call ‘back to
basics’—things that we ought to do that we seem to have lost sight of recently.
We need more time and resources for policy research, regular statistical work,
and so on; we need technical expertise, not just generalist skills; we need more
permission and devolution—things that have been harder to find in recent
times; and we need to revisit the idea of learning organisations. If we get these
basics right, we can apply them equally in times of austerity as we can in times
of plenty, to help governments meet prevailing challenges.
In addition to some ‘back to basics’, I suggest we try some new approaches.
In particular, I suggest we explore the ideas of Charles Sabel about
‘experimentalist democracy’ and ‘pragmatic governance’ (Sabel 2004). These
ideas are not entirely foreign to Australia—we have successfully taken a
pragmatic approach to many of our reforms over the last 30 years—but I want
to suggest we explore how to pursue the approach more systematically.

International interest in innovation in the
public sector
Innovation in the public sector has become a popular topic around the world.
Interest seems to have started in the UK some years ago (the Improvement and
Development Agency (IDeA) established by the Local Government Association
(LGA) in 1998 (LGA 2014; NAO 2000; Mulgan and Albury 2003; DIUS 2008)),
then crossed the Atlantic to the Harvard Kennedy School (Eggers and Shalabh
2009). The Organisation for Economic Cooperation Development (OECD) also
became interested (Box 2009) and established its Observatory of Public Sector
Innovation in 2010. In Australia, we have had a series of reports starting with
Ahead of the Game (DPMC 2010—Terry Moran’s 2010 report on Australian
government administration) promoting greater innovation in the APS, and an
Australian National Audit Office (ANAO) guide (ANAO 2009), and an Australian
Public Service Commission (APSC) Management Advisory Guide (MAC) guide
(MAC 2010).
More recently, a few commentators have expressed caution. Wolfgang Drechsler
was in Australia recently questioning aspects of the enthusiasm for innovation
in the public sector (Drechsler 2012). He noted that the Schumpeter definition
of innovation is fundamentally about the market—it is not simply about
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inventions, but is a phenomenon where a new product or service is successfully
introduced and the innovator can exploit their short-term monopoly. That is what
innovation in the economic literature refers to. But good public administration
rarely, if ever, looks innovative in that sense. Yet it can—and has to—be
supportive of Schumpeterian innovation. Understanding this matters, because
some of the popular focus on innovation sounds like novelty for novelty’s sake,
and novelty for novelty’s sake can be counterproductive in facilitating private
sector innovation.1
As mentioned, another reason for caution is that stability is one of the three
core functions of government in a market economy (along with allocation of
resources and redistribution). The public sector sets the framework within
which individuals and businesses can go about their lives and operate with
confidence knowing society’s rules. This provides an environment conducive to
investment and innovation. So a degree of stability in government can actually
enhance innovation in society.
None of this means that innovation is not important in the public sector: it is
important and the popular interest in it is both understandable and appropriate.

Drivers and challenges
Some of the drivers for more innovation in the public sector are the same drivers
behind new public management (NPM) 25 years ago. These include the need for
agility and flexibility and the capacity to adjust to rapid change in society—
whether it be from globalisation, technological change or something else.
Efficiency in public administration is important—and it always will be. There is
a need to improve our responsiveness to the needs and preferences of citizens,
so we have to be able to adapt. Moreover, there are benefits from drawing on
private sector experience, including risk management, strategic planning and
performance measurement. This was the context for the new public management
reforms and they are no less relevant today to the current interest in innovation.
Promoting innovation offers additional benefits beyond those of NPM (and its
subsequent modifications and enhancements through network governance etc.).
In particular, it looks to foster new ideas and to subject these to experimentation
and practical evaluation. There is more emphasis on translating ideas into
practice—so implementation receives more attention than it did in the early
days of new public management. While it is consistent with continuous
1
Joseph Schumpeter argued that a fundamental force of capitalism is innovation and what he termed
‘creative destruction’ whereby entrepreneurs develop new products for which for some time they have a
monopoly (Schumpeter 1942).
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improvement, it also promotes testing of more radical change. This is perhaps
particularly relevant in times of austerity and crisis. Such times often permit
more radical change as well as require it.
In promoting innovation, however, we also need to learn from some of the
mistakes made in the NPM reforms. One of the lessons from our experience
was that private sector practice is not always the most appropriate model for
the public sector. The public sector context nearly always involves multiple
objectives which are not always able to be clearly articulated. Yet in new public
management we tried to set specific goals and targets; to use organisational
and programmatic stovepipes and principal-agent frameworks which could be
tightly managed or monitored, applying private sector practices. But we did
not always take sufficient account of the complexity of political accountability,
and the challenges of identifying the broader public interest. There were
also, at times, issues about the ethical application of public power, because in
our focus on results we sometimes understated the importance of means and
processes in the public sector.
When considering innovation in the public sector, we need to think about
the public sector factors that may be particularly important. One of them is
the importance of engaging with politics. Innovation is not just a matter for
technical experts or administrators; engagement with politics is essential to
making any major innovation work. That engagement will almost certainly
identify multiple and competing objectives, and it also offers a process to
allow these to be tested and weighed up. The other key public sector factor
concerns the role and values of public service: having impartial, professional,
consistent and stable management, notwithstanding the need to be innovative.
The challenge, as I once put it some years ago, is to promote innovation with
integrity (Podger 2004).

Australian guidelines for innovation
The two main guides issued in Australia came from the ANAO in 2009 and
the MAC (published by the APSC) in 2010. The ANAO guidelines discuss the
preconditions for innovation and the processes to foster and shape innovation.
Both give a lot of emphasis to what might be referred to as the ideal ‘policy cycle
view’ of the world of decision-making—you make a decision, you implement it,
you review it, you then look at the problems with it, you come up with a new
set of suggestions and make a new decision and repeat the cycle. I will return to
this approach shortly, as I am not sure it represents the real world or necessarily
the most desirable way to promote useful innovation.
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The two sets of guidelines include many very sensible suggestions, particularly
about the importance of organisational leadership (for example, fostering
a permissive or empowering culture) and having a supportive corporate strategy.
There is also quite a lot of emphasis on organisation capability: knowing your
business, having the necessary information, having the right information
flows and having capacity within the organisation to think outside the current
paradigm. Moreover, the guidelines promote collaboration and external
engagement, and rightly expound the importance of implementation.
But there seem to be several somewhat questionable elements. Firstly, the
guidelines are presented rather like cookbooks—a list of things to do and to tick
off—and I don’t think that is the way innovation is ever going to work. There is
also the suggestion that innovation is a core public sector value, when I would
say firmly it is not. Public servants should be innovative, but innovation is not
actually one of the core values that helps to define the public sector. It is a core
value of the private sector, which must retain a competitive edge.
Most importantly, I contrast what is presented in these guidelines with what has
actually been happening over the last five or six years. In that period—at least
at the Commonwealth level, and I suspect in most of the states—there has been
a reversal of devolution. There have been increased numbers of people at the
top, fewer ‘Indians’, and a lot of authority down the line has been taken away.
There has also been reduced tolerance of risk. The ‘pink batts’ story provides
a telling illustration. What are the lessons so far taken from that? Essentially,
they are: do not let such a thing ever happen again; put in place stronger central
controls; have more senior managers. And yet, the pink batt story included
some really innovative, clever ideas, such as the use of the vocational training
sector, and the Centrelink processes for actually managing payments, which had
never been thought about in the environmental field before. But the political
and bureaucratic lessons in practice are exclusively about minimising risk—not
managing risk and welcoming innovation. (This is not to suggest that risk was
managed well—it evidently was not.)
We have also experienced ever-increasing political control of communications
and policy debates. Consequently, departments are not engaging outside
their organisations as much as they used to, and they are publishing less and
speaking publicly less often. There are exceptions, but senior public servants
are understandably cautious about being drawn into partisan public debates,
particularly when they see colleagues get into political strife because of
misrepresentations of what was said. But such caution is hardly conducive to
the atmosphere and culture needed for innovation. There is also increasing
emphasis on being able to answer a policy issue immediately—allowing
no time to reflect, let alone to test different ideas and approaches. ‘We need
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something now … it’s in the press today … on the radio or in social media right
now … 24/7 … the minister has got to respond to stop the speculation building
further, so get the briefing with clear and firm points that are “on message” ….’
Even within Ahead of the Game, there is the disappointing suggestion that more
mobility is necessarily a good thing. Well, mobility can be a good thing, but
in many places much expertise has been lost in recent years and regaining it
is now more important than increased mobility. Stability is also important to
nurturing effective relationships with external stakeholders. Agencies need to
balance mobility and stability, and generalist and specialist skills: innovation is
often facilitated by bringing in different perspectives, but it also requires expert
knowledge and deep ongoing partnerships, and there is often nothing more
dangerous than generalists running off with what they think are clever ideas.

Two complementary strategies
This leads me to propose two strategies for promoting innovation in a way that is
relevant to the public sector: ‘back to basics’ and exploring more systematically
the ‘experimentalist democracy’ ideas from Charles Sabel.
The ‘back to basics’ strategy is about rebuilding our strategic policy capability.
This was one of the priorities in Terry Moran’s report Empowering Change:
Fostering innovation in the Australian Public Service to the Department of Prime
Minister and Cabinet 2010, one I strongly endorse. Steve Sedgwick (APSC
2013) and others have also referred to it publicly, including through the recent
capability reviews. Associated with this is the need to reintroduce some learning
organisation principles. This ‘back to basics’ strategy, however, is still within
a framework that is policy-oriented and rather top-down. The experimentalist
democracy idea is much more bottom-up and experiential. As such, it could
usefully complement the first strategy.

‘Back to basics’ strategy
What would the ‘back to basics’ strategy involve? First, notwithstanding all the
pressures on departmental budgets, we need to allocate resources to ongoing
policy research and data analysis in every department. This would assist the
ideal cycle of systematic policy development and informed decision-making
that I referred to earlier. More importantly, it would assist in the rather different
real world in which today’s policy advisers live. Most of us know that the policy
cycle is a normative way of looking at the world, but it is not actually how
it works. In practice what happens is an event occurs and departments are
pressed to give the minister immediate advice to respond to that event. So how
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do you make sure that advice is well informed? The key is for the department
to have invested in ongoing policy research and development and in ongoing
statistical data analysis, which can be drawn upon quickly as required. The
dedicated resources involved need to be somewhat protected from the 24/7
media cycle, but able to be promptly accessed. They also, in turn, need to have
close links with external expertise, whether in universities or think tanks or the
more skilled advocacy organisations. Getting the most from external expertise
requires considerable internal expertise, and internal experts are often in a
unique position to understand administrative data. I am also not sure the policy
cycle is necessarily an ideal approach; getting the most from external experts
often requires an iterative process leading to shared understanding often outside
the context of current policy debates.
Which brings me to the importance of retaining and nurturing expertise and
not overemphasising the role of the generalist: a key part of the ‘back to basics’
strategy is to ensure there is a balance between generalists and specialists.
We also need to think, once again, about devolved authority. Particularly
under the Rudd and Gillard governments, too many matters went to cabinet (or,
worse, to a small kitchen cabinet), and not enough was left to portfolio ministers
and their ministerial teams. Within portfolios and agencies, the idea of flatter
structures has largely been lost and with this the ability to push things down the
line giving people more management authority including in relation to policy
advice. Of course to do this you do need to have a framework of performance
management and risk-based quality assurance controls.
This strategy includes a renewed focus on leadership that promotes a culture of
learning (learning will also receive close attention in the second strategy). Doing
this requires activities such as regular forums for discussion of both program
experience and policy research. This may be harder than in the past because of
the greater separation of policy from administration (for example, where service
provision is contracted out or administered in a different agency or portfolio or
by a different jurisdiction), but it is essential to innovation that works.
It also encompasses engagement with external expertise and external
stakeholders. Australia (and New Zealand) have done a lot of good work in
this space in recent years, but a lot more needs to be done. Amongst other
aspects, access to the data that departments hold is still not nearly good enough
to promote effective interchange and dialogue, and there remains considerable
reluctance to engage fully with academic experts.
Peter Senge’s ‘Learning Organisation’ ideas (Senge 1990) are now more than
20 years old, but many aspects are still highly relevant. Indeed, some of the
more recent writings about innovation apply very similar concepts to Senge’s
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five ‘disciplines’, including in particular ‘systems thinking’—the need to
consciously consider connections and interactions between programs and
organisations when addressing significant problems. ‘Personal mastery’ is also
important, involving both expertise in the organisation’s core business and skills
with working with people. ‘Mental models’ are relevant to the appreciation
of different perspectives, understanding where people are coming from and
recognising the assumptions being made that may never have been stated.
‘Shared vision’ and ‘team learning’ are also relevant, going beyond learning by
each individual to group learning towards a shared objective. These principles
of learning organisations need to be taken on board again as part of the ‘back
to basics’ strategy, as they are particularly relevant in the press for innovation.
The reason why this ‘back to basics’ agenda is important is that we know from
past history that when we did these things well, we saw a lot of good policy
changes supported and initiated by the public service, including in times of
austerity. A number of prominent Australian public policy practitioners were
involved in these. I was involved in the 1976 family allowances reform: the new
Fraser government wanted budgetary savings, Treasury proposed means-testing
child endowment; a good cross-agency system of reviewing this proposal came up
with the alternative of family allowances—a much enhanced child endowment
system that brought together tax rebates and welfare payments, a very different
and innovative outcome compared to the one originally suggested. In 1983, the
new Hawke government was looking for budgetary savings to redirect towards
employment enhancing activities. One of many reforms that year was a total
rethink of housing programs, replacing highly expensive tax assistance with
enhanced support for public housing and other measures that both promoted
employment and helped more needy people. First steps were also taken that
year to remove distortions in our then very weak superannuation arrangements
as part of a review of the retirement income system. The youth allowance reform
was introduced over several years but it was in the context of the extremely
tough 1987 budget that it was finally pushed through, realising savings in
youth unemployment benefits in a package that aimed to promote continued
education and training. It was also around this time that the original Higher
Education Contributions Scheme (HECS) was introduced, involving not only
the budgetary savings from requiring people to repay some university costs
when their incomes later grew, but redirecting savings to greatly expand places,
including for disadvantaged youth.
I raise each of these here as they are all areas ripe for further reform, now that
we are in another period of austerity. The policy mechanisms and processes
in those times were, I believe, factors in their success even if, undoubtedly,
political leadership was the final essential ingredient.
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Sabel’s ‘experimentalist democracy’ strategy
The second strategy I propose is taken from Charles Sabel’s work on
experimentalist democracy (Sabel 2004). His focus is primarily on where ends
and means cannot be easily distinguished and where issues cross agency and
jurisdictional boundaries—‘wicked problems’. He is concerned that a top-down
approach using principal-agent mechanisms is often not appropriate in these
cases and he suggests instead a bottom-up approach often using civil society
actors who not only provide the services but have permission to both set many
of the rules and to supervise themselves. This is nonetheless subject to public
monitoring of that self-supervision and to the legislature setting and reviewing
the broad policy intent.
Democratic accountability is firmly in place in this model, but it allows much more
discretion than is currently the norm and relies on much more open, informed
debate and review. It is directed as much to improving public political discourse
as it is to improved public service management. Under the model, ‘framework
laws’ would commit society to identified broad goals. The administrative
infrastructure would help agents to set and revise standards in light of what they
learn and from pooling their efforts to improve (typically these would include
requirements for independent professional bodies to monitor performance and
to disseminate lessons). Independent monitoring and evaluation in turn would
contribute to regular reviews by parliament, including of the framework laws.
Sabel has written about a number of case studies in both Scandinavia and the
US. The Finnish one is particularly interesting: it concerns special education for
kids from particularly difficult backgrounds. The monitoring and evaluation
process, and dissemination of lessons learned, was led by independent
professional organisations, not the teachers’ unions. His other case studies
include food safety in the US and hospitals in Sweden.
There are limitations and risks associated with this model. The most obvious one
relevant to Australia is whether Australian politicians or the media would ever
allow this level of experimentation and discretion? This may suggest the model
should first be explored in areas where there is more likely to be bipartisan
agreement on the importance of the problem and of the uncertainty about the
best policy response.
In these areas, there is still the challenge to articulate meaningful, broad society
goals without detailed, specific objectives and program rules. For example,
one of the problems we have seen in the Indigenous policy field has been the
continued insistence at the top (whether it be the parliament, or the Council of
Australian Governments) to set detailed measures of performance when perhaps
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what we really need is something broader which allows detailed measures
and their objectives to be worked through at a more localised level subject to
independent monitoring and dissemination of lessons learned.
A related challenge is to decide when this highly discretionary, bottomup approach would be more likely to maximise public value, than our more
developed top-down performance management approach. Other contributors
to this volume have identified the advantages of principal-agent and provider
competition arrangements. This is not the model here—which is much more
about collaboration and learning. Which policy areas are most suited to
competition and which ones to collaboration and learning? There is no simple
answer, but relevant factors might include the complexity of the policy issue
and the extent to which the culture and values of the charitable sector and other
key external stakeholders have proven to be important.
Other challenges include containing provider self-interests, establishing
financial controls, balancing the desirability of discretion and experimentation
with concerns for equitable entitlements to services and treatment, and ensuring
ethical standards in the experiment methodology and practice.
There are a number of current initiatives which bear some resemblance to
Sabel’s ideas. The National Disability Insurance Scheme and its pilot studies
provide one example. To a lesser extent, the work done recently to give hospital
boards more autonomy and professional independence (but with high-level
performance metrics) fits the model. Regional primary healthcare organisations,
or Medicare Locals, have certainly been the subject of experimentation in
recent years. And there is scope to return to the agenda explored some years ago
through the coordinated care trials for chronically ill patients.
Perhaps the area most suited to the experimentalist approach, at least for
the Commonwealth, is Indigenous welfare. If we were to pursue this more
systematically, the following action might be considered:
• Establishing a joint parliamentary committee to agree society goals and
oversee developments (assisted by the National Congress of Australian First
Peoples).
• Allowing considerable bottom-up experimentation including reporting to
(not by) local communities.
• Having a lead Indigenous agency that can coordinate across government for
each community/experiment, with sufficient expertise and on-the-ground
experience to maintain close relations with communities.
• Various professions, researchers and independent Indigenous organisations
to ensure independent monitoring and sharing of lessons.
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A major state example would be child protection. The social benefit bonds
initiative in New South Wales discussed in this book is a good example within
this policy field. More generally, there may be scope for more carefully designed
experimentation even involving randomised trials, within a framework that
ensures findings are public and lessons disseminated. Other possibilities include
prisons (perhaps drawing on New Zealand experience) and special education.

Conclusion
The current interest in innovation in the public sector runs the risk of being
just another fad. We need to appreciate the public sector context and role.
This is not to deny the relevance and importance of innovation in the public sector
but to promote a more nuanced understanding. If we are to promote innovation
that contributes to public value, I suggest serious consideration be given to
two strategies: the first is to return to some practices which seem to have been
allowed to wither, and the second to explore a new approach that allows for more
experimentation and learning from practice, particularly in complex policy areas.
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UNLEASHING CHANGE IN GOVERNMENT
Steven J. Kelman

John F. Kennedy School of Government,
Harvard University

This chapter will explore organisational change in government with the aim
of enhancing productivity or bringing about service delivery improvements.
Specifically, in the context of government austerity and budget cutbacks,
I will discuss how we can unleash change as a response to those conditions.
In particular, I will focus on how we can initiate a change process and then how
we can consolidate it to good effect. My perspective will be one of a manager
at any level, from a Director-General or Minister right down to a frontline
supervisor. The chapter is based on my book Unleashing Change (Kelman 2005).

Do public servants really resist change?
I start with the proposition that it is usually difficult to change ideas in
government or in large organisations, because people in general resist change.
If change is difficult precisely because people resist change, then I would argue
what managers or leaders need to do is change the attitudes of those who resist.
Broadly speaking, there are two methods advocated by consultants, advocates
and scholars about how to get people to overcome their resistance to change.
One common view—a kinder, gentler approach—is to encourage employees to
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participate in the change process. This is an idea that extends back 60 years
in the academic literature. The article ‘Overcoming Resistance to Change’
(Coch and French 1948) was first published in 1948, but is still widely read today.
It involved a field experiment by two social psychologists at a pyjama factory,
who were researching how to introduce changes in the production process.
The control group of employees was told that there was a lot of competition, and
as a result production processes had to be changed. The experimental group was
told the same thing, but also asked for their ideas about how to design the new
jobs. The control group resisted, and did not change their processes, whereas
the experimental group did change, and their productivity increased. There is
now a whole strand of literature about how to introduce change to improve
performance.
There is also a harder approach, which is that those who resist change in
organisations will do so until they confront the metaphorical ‘burning platform’;
the image evoked is of some oil workers operating out in the ocean who are so
set in their ways that they will only change if the platform they are on is actually
burning. The presumption here is that people will only change or respond when
the circumstances are dire, even life-threatening.
But I want to query the underlying assumptions behind these arguments
and beliefs. If, for instance, we hypothetically presume that government civil
servants in general resist change, then that would suggest to me that those people
in government must be very different from people in general. For in everyday
life, it is obvious there are some people who resist change but also some who
welcome it—for example, in fashion. There are people with conservative taste in
clothes, but also trendsetting, ‘fashion conscious’ people who seek and embrace
change. Think also of technology. There are some people who resist change in
technology, but others who welcome change and are ‘early adopters’ of new
technology. Similarly in politics, there are some who resist change, and others
who welcome it. So, I would contend that in normal life we do not consider that
people in general always resist change—that some people do, and some people
do not.
This message is my starting point; that many civil servants do resist change—
but similarly many do not. My argument grows from the empirical context of
my own experience and research on trying to improve procurement systems in
the US to assist the government. Now, most outsiders would have said that if you
want to look at a prototypical activity of government where people will resist
change, look at a procurement system, especially if you are trying to deregulate
and free up the system. Most people would argue that this is precisely the source
of their authority—telling people they cannot do this or that—so why would
they ever want to change that? But, surprisingly, that is not what I found when
I started working on this project within government.
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Initiating a change process—the ‘change
vanguard’
In this paper, rather than begin with a purely academic argument, I will start
by giving an illustration. As part of my work with the government, I visited
a procurement office that was part of the Department of Defence responsible for
buying field clothing. In the course of the trip, I met a career civil servant whose
main job was to purchase uniforms for soldiers. He had been a civil servant
for 30 years, having gradually moved up the chain until he became the senior
uniform purchaser—the so-called ‘czar’ of uniform purchasing. What would be
your image of this person and what kind of person do you think he would be?
His business card that he showed me might surprise you. It included the usual
basic contact details, but in addition, this unusual civil servant had listed his
position title as ‘Starship Captain’ of the Field Clothing Branch of the Defense
Logistics Agency of the Defense Supply Center. The business card also contained
a photographic image of Doctor Spock from Star Trek giving his famous salute;
this image was subtitled ‘We Are The Force’.
My point is that not everyone fits our stereotype. What I discovered when
I came to work in government was that even in the procurement system, there
existed what I call a change vanguard. When using the term ‘change vanguard’
I am pointing to the reformers who advocate change before reform occurs. It can
include people of all levels inside the organisation, who themselves support
new ideas for change within the system. They support change not because
external consultants or clients are pushing them to make changes, but because
they believe it worthwhile themselves. In my case, when we began this research
project we in no way had to coax or persuade these change agents, they were
there before we arrived, and had good ideas. From my research, I estimated
that about 15 per cent of frontline employees, and about one third of frontline
managers in the system, make up the ‘change vanguard’. This group is far
from everyone in a large organisation, and it is usually not even a majority—
but equally it is not nobody.
So, why would a person be in this ‘change vanguard’? My research found that
the most obvious reason was that they did not like the way the organisation was
working at the time. These people often felt they wanted to be able to use their
minds and not be so passive in just applying the rules. There were also people
who believed in the mission of the organisation for which they worked, but felt
that the system was not helping this mission.
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In a survey of frontline and supervising procurement professionals, I asked
some questions that were not only unrelated to procurement, they were also
unrelated to government. I asked them to state whether they agreed or disagreed
with the following statements:
I can’t understand people who like to climb mountains.
When I go to a city, I like to explore the city without a map.

When I did the data analysis, the single strongest predictor associated with
whether or not a person was in the change vanguard was their response to the
questions above. These people had an individual personality trait of being more
open and adventurous. Similarly, their response to the following question was
further indicative of whether they would be in the change vanguard or not:
I consider myself to be an idealist more than a practical person.

Idealists were more likely to be in the change vanguard. These were not people
who were charged with running the present system, they were a little on the
outside of the system, but had been ground down by it. These were the kinds
of people who were ready to change even before we arrived.
The key here is that it is very easy for us to operate under the assumption
that we, as managers, are the ones with the vision, trying to introduce change,
and everyone is against us; and that we do not have any allies. Before anyone
in an organisation makes the assumption that everyone will resist change and
therefore we must get them to participate or scare them, remember that a ‘change
vanguard’ exists. It is not that we will have to persuade them to change, they
are already open to these kinds of reforms. The first question then as managers
we need to ask as we begin a change process is: Who are the people in our
organisation who can act as the ‘change vanguard’? And the second question is:
How do we use them to bring about a change process?
The additional message I want to emphasise when an organisation is initiating
a change process is that a ‘change vanguard’ cannot institute a change purely
on their own—perhaps because they are too few in number, or because they
are not senior enough. In my research I found that some of these managers
actually did try to do things on their own but were silently hoping for change
from above. Nor can the leaders do anything on their own—they rely on the
people at the coalface, the ones who actually do the work. Both groups need to
work together to get the change process to happen. The way a change process
gets started is that the ‘change vanguard’, when a change effort is announced
by leaders, sees this initiative as the opportunity for change that they wanted
but could not effect themselves. So when the leaders announce the change, the
‘change vanguard’, on its own, gets going.
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As a university professor, I believe in the power of words. I think managers fixate
too much on the word ‘resistance’. So, instead of talking about ‘overcoming
resistance’, I prefer to talk about ‘unleashing change’. Instead of worrying about
how to convince those who do not agree with the intended changes, I prefer to
focus on the change vanguard that doesn’t need to be convinced. If we can
encourage them to translate their verbal agreement with the changes into
action, that will produce a huge change by itself. This is a lesson on priorities
for leaders.

Consolidating a change process
Turning to consolidating a change process, how can managers transform a new
idea into a part of the way the organisation does ordinary business? If a change
effort does not actually eventually improve productivity or service delivery,
it will not be consolidated—and, indeed, I would argue it should not be
consolidated. There are many change efforts that seem like a good idea worth
trying, but they do not work in practice. Sometimes they are bad ideas in the first
place. But there is a lot of evidence showing that the initial effect on productivity
of a change effort is almost always negative, because there is a learning curve
effect. There will be an initial decline in productivity even if it eventually
becomes a more efficient way of doing things. However, if productivity keeps
falling, perhaps there is cause for concern.
Beyond the obvious that changes that don’t improve things won’t become
consolidated is the interesting idea that change can feed on itself. That is,
the very action of initiating an effort and persisting with it can set forces in
motion that encourage the effort to consolidate itself and keep expanding.
A number of years ago, some social psychologists from Stanford University did
an experiment where, in stage one, they went to a random sample of houses in
a neighbourhood and showed the residents a petition that said ‘we support safe
driving’. Everybody signed up. In the second stage they sent a different group
of researchers to the neighbourhood—half went to the houses from stage one,
the other half went to a different group of houses. This time the researchers
went with large, sloppily-made signs for people to place in their front gardens
that read ‘drive safely’. Of the people who had not been approached earlier,
only 20 per cent agreed to place the sign in their yard. Of those who had signed
previously, 62 per cent agreed to put the sign outside their house (Freedman and
Fraser 1966). This phenomenon is known as the ‘foot-in-the-door’ technique—
if you can earlier get someone to undertake a small change, it becomes easier
later to get them to agree to a big change. The take-home message is that if you
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can get people to commit to the simplest, most uncontroversial part of your
change program, it then becomes easier to get them to make more significant
changes later on.
So the lesson for managers is: don’t get bored as the change process unfolds.
This is simple to say, but hard to do. I believe that most change efforts fail
because the leaders of the effort abandon the campaign too early, and thus lose
the opportunity.

Change in the context of austerity
Let me conclude with a bit about change in the context of austerity. The ‘burning
platform’ concept contains an underlying argument—it starts with the idea that
those in government have it too easy, because government is a monopoly with
no competition, and that people cannot be easily fired. So how do we remedy
this and bring about change in government? One way is to introduce more
competition—there is a lot of evidence that suggests that competition spurs
better performance, at least in reference to innovation in the private sector—or
we could frighten people through job layoffs and budget cuts, with the hope
that they will be scared into improvement under this pressure. To what extent
and under what circumstances is either of these methods a plausible mechanism
for producing change?
The answer in short is not always clear cut. We often do not know enough to
be definitive about which types of pressure work most effectively, and I for one
hope to do more academic research in the future on the impacts of different
kinds of pressure. However, there is some relevant research in this area.
The first finding, from over a century ago, is the ‘Reverse-U’ impact of stress
(see Yerkes and Dodson 1908). When stress levels are low, increasing them
improves performance, but only up to a point; at very high levels of stress,
performance starts going down. It is hard to know in advance where you are on
that U. This is a well-established finding in social psychology.
Moving to competition in government, it is important to note that competition
in the private sector has both upsides and downsides. There are upsides if you
do well in the competition. But research shows that among companies that are
doing badly in competition, downsizing has a negative impact on productivity.
So in a government context, if the only benefit is avoiding being fired, it is
unclear whether this will have the same positive effect on performance as it
would in the private sector.
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There is a lot of other research showing that high stress over a long period has
negative health impacts. There is also evidence that threats may get people to
work harder on existing tasks, but reduce their creativity. They will concentrate
their efforts and lose their peripheral vision. It makes them narrowly focused.
So there is substantial evidence to say that productivity goes down in a threat
situation.
Accordingly, how managers ‘frame’ a crisis is crucial, because the performance
impact of stress depends on the extent to which people who are subject to
stress can conceive of it as a threat or a challenge. Framing stress as a challenge
leads to better performance. Managers should think about what they and the
organisation do to frame the stress. The bad budget environment in the US has
demoralised a lot of civil servants. A person who allows this to get to them, to
discourage and annoy them, is only hurting themselves—they will not make
the austere budget environment go away by feeling depressed about it. Instead,
they should think about how they can respond to it creatively, how they can
fight back and improve the situation.
These kinds of austerity crises may provide a window of opportunity, not so
much in relation to changing people’s attitudes, but by encouraging them to
focus more on the fact that their organisation has a tough financial situation and
they may want to do something about it.
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EIGHT-AND-A-HALF PROPOSITIONS TO STIMULATE
FRUGAL INNOVATION IN PUBLIC SERVICES
Jean Hartley

Open University Business School

Introduction
In this chapter I aim to distil some of the key ideas and practices that research
has revealed can stimulate or support the processes and outcomes of innovation
in public service organisations. Some of the propositions may be surprising to
readers, given the conventional wisdom about innovation, which sometimes
includes frankly wishful thinking. There has also been an over-reliance (still) on
the private sector for the understanding of innovation, and more written about
manufacturing than about service innovation.
I intend to set out how innovation can be fostered, in a way that recognises
the distinctive features of public services (Osborne et al. 2013; Benington
and Moore 2011) and that draws on but is not blinded by the private sector.
My hope is that these propositions will act as provocations to policymakers,
public managers and academic researchers, challenging current thinking and
creating new ways to approach innovation, drawing on evidence and the latest
research. The chapter originally consisted of 10 propositions, but following the
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global financial crisis, many public services have been cut, and this includes
academic writing! However, hopefully I have been able to do ‘more with less’
in this chapter.
This is an opportune time to revisit the processes and practices of innovation,
for at least two reasons. First, the cutbacks in public spending following the
global financial crisis have led policymakers and public managers to think
more closely about innovation—instead of ‘salami-slicing’—as a way to cope
(Kiefer et al. 2014).
Second, a new phenomenon of frugal innovation has been observed in emerging
markets such as India (e.g. Immelt et al. 2009; Prahalad and Mashelkar 2010),
and the concept is being picked up and applied to cash-strapped post-industrial
economies. Frugal innovation provides a different way to go about innovation:
instead of costly Research and Development (R&D) laboratories and top-down
strategies, innovation can also occur at the bottom of the corporate pyramid,
and can be undertaken with the careful use of resources and the avoidance
of waste. In public services, some innovation has always been of this type,
created by employees close to where services are delivered. The concept of
frugal innovation now perhaps gives this approach a greater respectability.
The Oxford Dictionary defines frugal as ‘simple and plain and costing little’.
As we shall see, a newer approach to innovation means that frugal innovation
involves borrowing and not just inventing, which entails an outward focus
beyond the organisation.
These two trends in thinking about innovation mean that public services
innovation has to operate effectively on very limited resources, given the financial
context of public services around the world. One of the most obvious ways to
stimulate frugal innovation is to reduce the costs of creating, developing and
trialling innovations, and the propositions here will offer some opportunities in
this respect.
Before presenting the propositions, it is worth addressing one myth about the
public sector—that it is not very innovative. Innovation is something often
seen as reserved for the private sector—this is an ill-founded view (Hartley
et al. 2013). We are surrounded by innovations created by the public sector,
not least the origins of the internet, but also a range of information technologies
such as the Global Positioning System (GPS), the touchscreen and Siri, as noted
by Mariana Mazzucato (2013). There are also many innovations in human
services including social innovations, such as microcredit, or the use of iPads
for pharmacists to check on the medicine-taking of elderly patients. We may
wish for more innovation by public organisations, or that it is done in different
ways, but there is already a great deal happening (Hartley et al. 2013; Osborne
and Brown 2013).
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To set the scene, we need to define what is meant by innovation. First, innovation
is more than ideas or invention—rather, it is about new ideas and new practices
that are actually implemented (Bessant 2005). Second, innovation is not the
same as change; it is a particular form of change. Many scholars argue that it
is disruptive change, or ‘step-change’ (Lynn 1997). So innovation is different
from continuous improvement, because it is not about gradually increasing
efficiency and making things better—rather, it is about doing things differently.
This may involve a different mindset, a different set of practices; something
that is quite disruptive for the organisation. Third, innovation should not be
conflated with improvement, or better performance, or success. It is quite
possible to have very interesting innovations that, for whatever reason, are not
successful at that particular time and place (or at all). Fourth, innovation is not
necessarily an entirely new idea never seen before—it is innovative if it is new
to the organisation or group adopting the innovation. Thus, innovation is about
newness to the organisation—it doesn’t matter that it is something that has
already happened somewhere else.
In order to examine the propositions carefully, it will help to draw on three
analytical phases of innovation: invention, implementation and diffusion.
Invention relates to the processes of finding or creating the ideas that will be
worked up into an innovation. It includes creativity and experimenting with
new ways of doing things. Implementation is about turning an idea into an actual
product or service. It might include piloting, trialling, and going larger scale
in the organisation or partnership; so it is about embedding the innovation.
Diffusion refers to the spreading of a particular innovation outwards across
different organisations.
This is, admittedly, a simplified view of innovation, as there are many different
models of the stages or phases (Hartley 2013). In addition, the phases may be
more emergent than planned. Christian Bason (2010) describes innovation as
more like a half-wound ball of yarn than a fixed set of phases. However, while
simplified, the three phases are useful for the analysis in this chapter because
they suggest different processes at different phases. Some of the propositions
will relate to some phases and not others, or have different effects according to
the phase. Having briefly outlined the characteristics of innovation, I now turn
to consider the propositions.
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Proposition 1: Market competition does not
necessarily stimulate innovation
Market competition can, but does not inevitably, stimulate innovation. Indeed,
sometimes it can hamper innovation. This sounds a little counter-intuitive,
especially in an era when there have been strong policy reforms designed to
make public organisations more competitive and/or create quasi-markets, and
therefore (so the logic goes) increase pressures to be more innovative.
The market competition linked to innovation argument has a long pedigree,
going back to Joseph Schumpeter (1950) and echoed since then in economic
arguments about ‘creative destruction’—the idea that firms are under continual
pressure to innovate or else they die. This notion has often been imported into
public services with attempts to bring about or simulate market competition.
But does market change really help to bring about innovation?
Analysis by Jean Hartley, Eva Sørensen and Jacob Torfing (2013) shows, from
a review of the literature, that private sector markets can produce both too
much and too little innovation (e.g. Teece 1992). Markets produce too much
innovation in the sense that competition often encourages firms to innovate at
the invention stage—they put a lot of effort into creativity and into protecting
their innovation prototypes through patents and design rights. However, many
firms deplete their resources at that stage and so are not able to capitalise on the
benefits to be gained at the implementation stage. So, there is less innovation
than one might expect. Markets also produce too little innovation where the
level and scale of competition leads firms to believe that they will not be able to
corral the benefits of the innovation to their own firm, but rather that other firms
are going to snatch the benefits. This degree of competition reduces innovation.
For the public sector, Richard M. Walker (2008) found that competition was
associated with marketisation as a form of innovation but did not affect other
aspects of innovation.
It is also known that market competition reduces the diffusion phase
of innovation, which involves spreading good (or promising) practices, because
it reduces or blocks the sharing of knowledge and ideas across competitor
boundaries (Nelson and Winter 1977). I will argue later in this chapter that
diffusion is a key element of innovation for public services. So, in increasing
competition between public services, is there a risk of damaging the willingness
to share and spread innovations?
From this first proposition comes the need to think carefully about the role
of market competition or quasi-markets in public services. Market competition
may increase innovation, or it may hamper it depending on the conditions—
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and this may also vary over time. There is a need for a more contingent view
of markets in public services—when do they stimulate and when do they
hamper innovation?

Proposition 2: Bureaucracy can be both a help
and a hindrance to innovation
Whether an organisation is in the private, public or voluntary sector, bureaucracy
can have contradictory effects (rather like competition but for different reasons).
I mean ‘bureaucracy’ as a particular form of organising characterised by job
descriptions, tasks, offices and division of labour (Weber 1947; du Gay 2000)
rather than a pejorative term.
Research suggests that bureaucracy (whether in the private or public
sector) generally makes it more difficult for employees to be creative and for
organisations to foster the early stages of innovation, which require imagination,
experimentation and risk (Thompson 1965; Damanpour 1991). Bureaucratic
organisational processes exist to reduce uncertainty, and enhance predictability
and efficiencies in mass production, stability and routine. So it is not really
surprising that the more organisational processes and cultures are ordered,
routinised and standardised, the harder it is to experiment with innovation
in the invention stage. Research shows that the private sector can be just as
bureaucratic as the public sector (Rainey and Chun 2005), so government
institutions are not particularly afflicted in that sense. One of the key challenges
for many organisations wanting to foster innovation is how to become
ambidextrous (e.g. Levinthal and March 1993; Utterback 1996). This means
being able to run business as usual—serving clients and citizens and so on—but
also being able to foster creativity and innovation at the same time. There are
different strategies to try to achieve this, not always successful because it is a
tough ask. However, some organisations illustrate that it can be done, and there
is a lot to learn from ambidextrous organisations.
So far, so conventional: bureaucracies make innovation more difficult. However,
research also shows that bureaucracy can aid innovation (Hartley et al. 2013).
This is perhaps surprising, but bureaucratic organisations sometimes find it
easier to implement innovation (Hage and Aiken 1967; Zmud 1982). Although the
invention stage is more difficult, once ideas have been trialled, developed and
accepted, then bureaucracy helps in embedding innovations. For example, the
processes of order and routinisation mean that new procedures and standards
get written down, and line management can be used to help implement the
changes. By contrast, less bureaucratic organisations can be creative at the trial
stage, but find it harder to ensure that new procedures or practices are followed.
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Fariborz Damanpour and Marguerite Schneider (2006) found that size (which is
often related to being bureaucratic) was helpful in all phases of innovation.
Finally, there is some evidence that larger organisations are better at diffusing
the innovations they have implemented, as was found in a study of UK local
government (Rashman et al. 2005). Overall, the concepts of ‘innovation’ and
‘bureaucracy’ are not as inimical to each other as is sometimes supposed.

Proposition 3: The key resource in organisations
isn’t primarily finance but human energy
In a period of substantial fiscal constraint, discussion about change and
innovation in public service organisations is often dominated by finance. As a
result, innovation is discussed in one of two ways: as either the quick-fix
technique to do more with less, or as an attractive but expensive luxury that
cannot be undertaken for the time being because there are insufficient funds.
However, while the focus is on finance and budgets, it can be argued that the key
resource is people. Emerging research suggests that the energy that they have
as individuals, as groups, as teams, as departments, is important. Nurturing a
positive climate for innovation can really help in the creation and development
of new ideas and new practices, and in their implementation (West et al. 2003).
The NHS Institute of Innovation and Quality (Land et al. 2013) has been
exploring five types of energy relevant to organisational performance:
• social energy (the energy that happens in teams, esprit de corps, energy
created through working with others)
• spiritual energy (a sense of a higher purpose and direction that people have
about the organisation; it is not defined as faith-based)
• psychological energy (courage, trust in other people, a sense of psychological
safety in taking risk)
• physical energy (to do things and make things happen), and
• intellectual energy (curiosity, horizon scanning, strategic analysis, planning).
This is a promising approach to thinking about how organisations are less
or more effective. Some of the types of energy have counterparts in existing
organisational concepts (morale, commitment, trust), but the originality lies in
thinking of the organisation in energy terms. Energy can spread or fizzle out.
The metaphor has intuitive appeal in that any manager can recognise a team or
department that has energy, buzz, initiative, proactivity, compared with one
that is flat, demoralised, lacking in energy. This initial research deserves further
attention.
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It is worth considering which of these energies are particularly present in our
organisations, and which ones are much weaker or absent. The NHS study found
considerable intellectual and physical energy (very bright people engaged in
strategic planning and healthcare analysis; as well as people doing things,
performing operations and caring for people). However, social, spiritual and
psychological energy levels were much lower.
Neuroscience provides valuable metaphors for conceptualising human energy
in organisations, and could provide an interesting research agenda (Butler and
Senior 2007). Chemical and electrical energy are constantly flowing and moving
between synapses in the neural system, continually creating new pathways and
neural networks. The network is dynamic as it responds to stimuli. Transferring
these ideas into an organisational or partnership context raises some interesting
diagnostic questions. Where does the energy move around in organisations and
partnerships? What are the conduits for it? Who are the people that act like
synapses, helping to translate energy from one neuron to another?
This provides a very different picture of innovation to one derived from a static
organisational chart. Energy concepts lie not far below the surface of some
accounts of organisational change and innovation. Consider this statement
about innovation:
A leader/entrepreneur is more effective if a bit of charisma is combined with a lot
of good judgment, tolerance of ambiguity and a love of argument, passion, risks
and action. Leave your door, and your mind, open (Lynn 2013, 41).

In the quotation, a number of words are about energy: charisma, argument,
passion, action. Innovation is something that alters the status quo, and supplants
or modifies existing ways of planning or providing public services. Arguably
therefore, human energy is at the heart of the process.

Proposition 4: Harvesting ideas and practices
from others can save time and money
The stereotype of innovation is that it starts with lots of people encouraged to
be creative within the organisation, perhaps working in an R&D department or
policy unit, or perhaps in a workshop or ‘sandpit’ event. In other words, the
assumption has been that invention happens within the organisation.
This was a dominant model of innovation in the private sector for a number of
years, but interestingly that model is radically changing across all sectors. It is
not always necessary to invent and create things from scratch, because a number
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of promising products and practices already exist somewhere and may be ripe
for use in a different organisation or in a different context. This represents a shift
from creating ideas to harvesting ideas as an approach to innovation.
Sometimes this can be ‘recombinant’ innovation—taking an idea, a product or
a practice from somewhere else, and using it in a different way (Hargadon 2003).
An illustration of this process comes from Great Ormond Street Hospital’s use
of ideas and practices from Formula 1 racing. Doctors were concerned about the
transfer of sick children from surgery to intensive care, which involves a change
of team and potential loss of key information in the transfer. Watching Formula 1
on television one day, some doctors were struck that a pit stop represented
an important concept that could be modified and applied in the hospital. The
transferable concepts were: a team-based approach, with each team member
having a clear and specific role; the clear communication of the current state
of the car through a set procedure; rehearsal of the pit stop so that everyone is
clear about the tasks and has had practice in what to do; and, having one person
in charge who makes the decision about whether the car is ready and safe to go
back out on the track. As a team, they used these basic practices, modifying
and adapting them for the different context and task. This is frugal innovation
because the team with the need for innovation harvested ideas from elsewhere,
and it was not a costly invention procedure. There are many opportunities to
use ideas from different (or similar) contexts, with careful thought about how to
apply or adapt those ideas in a different setting.
Another approach to harvesting ideas comes from open innovation
(Chesbrough 2003). This is innovation that draws on the ideas and suggestions
of users, clients, members of the public, and citizens. Some of these groups
are interested and knowledgeable about public services. They may be experts
in particular public services, either as users or as professionals who come
into contact with that service. For example, children are helping to design
hospital environments to make them child-friendly, and former drug addicts are
helping to design and develop addiction services in Denmark. Dennis Hilgers
and Christoph Ihl (2010) call this ‘citizensourcing’ (the public counterpart to
crowdsourcing), and argue that it is an important source of ideas and practices
for public organisations. It is different from public consultation (where a course
of action has often already been decided). However, unlike open innovation
in the private sector—where a firm can harvest ideas from anyone—public
service organisations need to carefully think through who contributes and on
what basis so that certain groups in society are not disadvantaged through the
innovation process.
Harvesting ideas rather than (or as well as) inventing them in-house is a radically
different model of innovation. It requires looking outwards, not inwards,
because the innovation may be a novel application of a product or practice in
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an entirely different setting. It still depends on a positive innovation climate—
energy and curiosity to engage with ideas from the external world beyond the
service or organisation.

Proposition 5: Diffusion of innovation is the
public sector’s secret weapon
Not enough attention is paid to diffusion as a phase of innovation in public
service organisations. This may occur for a number of reasons. The public
services innovation literature has, until quite recently, been over-reliant on the
understanding of innovation derived from the private sector (Hartley 2013),
in part because of the assumption that innovation comes through competition,
but also due to the lack of research from public management researchers. In the
private sector, diffusion is often the last thing that firms wish to engage in,
especially where there is stiff market competition enabling value capture by
other firms. Consequently, the literature on diffusion is still somewhat sparse
compared with the other phases of innovation.
Yet, for public services, diffusion can be a very effective way of undertaking
innovation. It reduces the costs of invention—instead of reinventing the wheel,
the existing wheel can be used, avoiding the development costs and mistakes
made by another organisation. Diffusion reduces the operational and political
risks of the innovation, because it has been tried and tested in another context.
Snags have hopefully been smoothed out, improvements in design or operation
can be made, and the political risk of working with an unknown product
or service reduced. The argument that risk is a problem for public service
innovation is thus mitigated by drawing on others’ experience. Furthermore,
in public services, those who have innovated are sometimes keen to share their
experience (Rashman et al. 2005). Finally, many public organisations have
a moral imperative to share their innovations, because society needs innovation
to be spread beyond the initial innovator. There is little value in having an
effective innovation in (for example) cancer care if it is limited to a single
hospital. Despite these arguments about the value of innovation, how much do
public managers allocate in the way of resources and organisational procedures
towards sharing good and promising practices, compared with inventing and
implementing innovation?
There are some important examples of diffusion, for example in health and in
local government. Diffusion is not simply replication or ‘copy and paste’ from
the innovator. In a large study of sharing innovation in UK local government
(Hartley and Benington 2006; Rashman et al. 2005), diffusion was found to be
widespread but also to involve critical processes of adaptation to local context
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and conditions. The UK’s Beacon Scheme was a national program operating
for over a decade in the early twenty-first century. It aimed to celebrate high
performance and innovation, and spread good practice from the ‘innovators’
to the ‘learner’ organisations. Among the learner organisations in 2004 that
had used ideas from the innovator, there were varying patterns in the way
that diffusion was implemented. Sixty-three per cent reported that they had
adapted the idea from the innovator. This shows that adjustment takes place as
the innovation moves from one organisation to another. Adaptation happened
more than adoption. In addition, 29 per cent reported that they accelerated an
idea which they already had. From interviews, it was possible to ascertain that
this gave the learner greater confidence in using the innovation, and also that
it reduced risk and built political (both small and big ‘p’) support. Finally, only
a small percentage—8 per cent—said they based their change closely on the
innovator.
Diffusion does not need to cost much. The innovations are already there, being
used, and with some known properties. Why is diffusion not more widespread?
And why is there not more research on diffusion as a critical stage of innovation
for public services?

Proposition 6: Knowledge creation and learning
is central to innovation
It is easy to get fascinated by innovative technologies—the information and
communications technology (ICT), the new equipment, and so on—and treat
them as though they are the innovation. But this is rarely the case; the innovation
is likely to be not just the technology but also the practicalities of making it
work—and that requires new knowledge being created and transferred between
human beings (Nonaka 1994; Hargadon 2003). Learning is partly undertaken by
individuals in relation to their own job, but it also involves learning in teams and
sections, and indeed learning across the organisation and between organisations
(Rashman et al. 2009). Knowledge and learning may be particularly critical for
service innovations, where the key elements of the innovation consist of the
new or substantially altered relationships in service creation (whether those
relationships are between service user and professional, between professionals,
or between managers and subcontractors).
Learning may involve new concepts and procedures, and also involve working
out how the innovation fits with existing practices and procedures (Behn 2008).
Adjustments may be necessary as plans are altered after ‘teething problems’,
or there is recognition of fine-tuning. Sometimes an innovation will create
unanticipated problems (and benefits) in areas not directly connected with the
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innovation (Hartley 2005). So observation, reflection, discussion and learning
are advisable as the innovation develops from invention to implementation
to diffusion. It is generally not possible to innovate without people (whether
managers, staff, clients, or politicians) having to learn new ways of doing things,
making mistakes, giving up particular ways of doing things, and adopting new
ways. This is essential, but often goes unremarked.
Innovation is rarely a primrose path—it is full of all sorts of obstacles, cul-de-sacs
and frustrations, and people need time to learn from that, and time to put this
learning into practice. Learners generally want to learn as much about the
frustrations, barriers and problems in innovation as they do about the successes
(Rashman et al. 2005).

Proposition 7: Public innovation can benefit
from the contributions of politicians
This might sound like an obvious proposition, but whether explicitly or under
their breath, some managers tend to feel that they could innovate much better
without politicians. In addition, relatively few academics have studied the role
of politicians in innovation. This may be a legacy of over-reliance on private
sector thinking about innovation.
Some research shows that elected politicians, whether national, state/devolved or
local, are important in all sorts of ways (Rashman and Hartley 2002; Hartley and
Rashman 2007). They can build public support for innovation before it occurs,
help to deal with sceptics, listen to the views of doubters and bring them round
to support, and mobilise various stakeholders, including collaborators across
sectors and services. They can provide the right climate to enable managers
and staff to experiment, and they can challenge technical thinking, combining
it with political nous. They can help unblock problems and build coalitions
to support the innovation. In short, they can be a key part of the leadership
of innovation (Hartley 2013). Not all politicians play these roles or play them
effectively, but they are active in case studies of significant innovations in
public services.
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Proposition 8: ‘Innovation and improvement’ is
not a single concept
‘Innovation and improvement’ is often used as a single policy phrase, as though
innovation were so naturally and inevitably beneficial that it always leads to
improvements (e.g. in service scope or quality, in efficiency, in value for money).
However, not all innovations lead to improvement, and not all improvements
require innovation.
An innovation, by virtue of its newness to the organisation or partnership,
inevitably carries some risk of failure or partial failure. Joe Tidd, John Bessant
and Keith Pavitt (2001) estimate that in the private sector approximately a third
of innovations fail, or are inappropriate for the particular time or context. In the
public sector the percentage may well be higher, because there is a more critical
and transparent environment within which innovations occur.
Some organisations in any sector suffer from having too much innovation.
Michael Moran (2003) argues that the UK state is characterised by ‘hyperinnovation’, with too many innovations being initiated. He questions the extent
to which this has had a beneficial impact. From a different perspective, Marianne
Jennings (2006) argues that hyper-innovation within an organisation can be a
sign of ethical collapse, where managers use innovation as an argument to take
unjustified ethical risk.
Conversely, not all improvement involves innovation. Improvement can occur
through continuous improvement methodologies, which are based on doing
things better, rather than innovation, which is based on doing things differently
(Hartley 2011). These different approaches to improvement have different
implications for managing change, leadership, motivating staff and the extent
to which one might anticipate the outcomes being planned or partly emergent.
Working out what magnitude and kind of change is desirable, in what context,
and over what timescale, may help to shape whether an organisation should
embark on continuous improvement or innovation.

Buy eight, get one free: Building a robust
evidence base
The final (half) proposition concerns the creation of a robust evidence base about
public innovation. I have noted several times in this chapter that policymakers,
public managers and academics are still overly reliant on concepts, frameworks
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and theories about innovation derived from the private sector. It is important to
construct and use a systematic evidence base about what works for innovation
in public services, and for collaborative innovation across sectors and services.
There is unlikely to be ‘one best way’ to innovate—it depends on the context,
the political climate, the purpose of the innovation. But what works, for whom,
in what circumstances, and why still needs addressing in detail. There is a
need to learn from failures as well as successes, rather than quietly sidelining
innovations that do not work. This is not easy of course, given the glare of the
media, particularly in relation to the more spectacular innovation failures in
the public sector. There can also be a ‘blame game’ in politicised environments
such as public services. However, public managers and others can gain from
understanding what went wrong, or what failed to thrive in particular contexts,
and use that to craft modified or alternative innovations. It is valuable to monitor
and evaluate both successful and unsuccessful innovation initiatives, across
all phases, including implementation and diffusion—not just the early buzzy
invention phase. Bringing together learning from academics, policymakers
and practitioners will create rich data about innovation for public service
organisations, and build better understanding of innovation for the future.

Conclusions
I have presented eight-and-a-half propositions about innovation to stimulate
debate, reflection and action. These derive from research findings, and create
a picture of implications for action that are different from conventional
thinking about innovation. For too long, innovation for governance and public
services has been in the shadow of concepts and research derived from the
private sector, and often a manufacturing perspective has been prioritised
over a service perspective. There is a lot to learn from aspects of private sector
innovation processes and outcomes, but like innovation itself, diffusion of ideas
from one sector to another needs adaptation not adoption. There is a need to
think carefully about the specific elements of the public innovation context,
processes, stakeholders and outcomes, so that approaches to innovation are
appropriate to context and purpose. So, quasi-markets or market competition
may be problematic as well as helpful, just as bureaucracy can help as well as
hinder. In public innovation, diffusion takes a much more prominent place than
has previously been recognised.
I hope that taking account of these eight-and-a-half propositions will help public
organisations, either alone or in partnership with the private and voluntary
sectors, to create frugal innovation. It is the right time to create and deploy a
more informed understanding of public innovation, given the current interest
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in innovation as a means to avoid ‘salami-slicing’ public services, and given new
developments in frugal innovation. I do hope these propositions have provoked
the readers of this chapter.
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STRATEGIC ADVICE TO THE PUBLIC
SERVICE FACING AUSTERITY
Paul McClintock

New South Wales Public Service
Commission Advisory Board

This book is about doing things with less or improving productivity.
In business this is linked with competitive advantage, given the role of outputs
in the equation. Business has a long history of reducing costs and driving and
measuring productivity, and most would agree that it is well ahead of the public
sector in this task. This is not surprising, as measuring productivity in the
public sector is difficult—the inputs are often reasonably easy, but the outputs
and outcomes are not. For some time, productivity in government has been seen
more as a reaction to ‘efficiency dividends’ than as a real analysis of the value of
what is produced for what cost.
I welcome the broader focus that is apparent in this book’s theme and structure,
set out particularly in John Wanna’s introductory background chapter. Yet
I still feel there is a real danger that we leap into the details of service delivery—
important as they are—and skip over the broader issue of the value of the
output we are measuring. To use a business analogy, we would be surprised if
the productivity of a car plant were measured purely by how long the workforce
took to screw a bolt on a car, as we all know that the greater productivity
benefits are likely to come from designing a car with fewer bolts. Equally in
the public sector, a focus on how to deliver more of the same with lower costs
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may miss the greater question of whether we are producing the right outcomes.
The best example of this mismatch is the shuddering reaction of business when
the government tells us a measure of its success is the number of pieces of
legislation it has managed to pass!
Difficulty in measurement should not prevent a broad view of the factors to
be considered when looking at public sector productivity. I consider it vital
to see the sector as part of the whole national economy, not just because of
its size but also for its impact on the rest of us. If there are opportunities from
austerity (as suggested by my former COAG Reform Council (CRC) colleague
Doug McTaggart in Chapter 2 of this volume) they must include a rethink of
what the public sector value-add really is, and is it delivering it at the best
possible price for the community?
Let me expand that question by looking at the regulatory burden impacting on
the costs of major infrastructure works in Australia, both public and private.
This topic has been analysed at length, with the suggestion that delays alone
caused by government in many projects add millions to the cost of those works.
Every dollar added unnecessarily to spending reduces Australia’s national
productivity and its international competitiveness.
Every politician and commentator in the country says this is the main game,
so one might think that there would be intense scrutiny of whether such costs
were justified, or whether the national goals sought, such as proper environmental
protection, could be achieved for less. This wider impact on productivity is
likely to be far greater than the question of excessive costs within the public
sector itself, yet the two are rarely added together to try to assess whether the
gains sought are worth the national cost. I very much hope that this book will
help us see the larger picture as being the real mountain worth climbing.
Lifting the productivity of policy work or administrative work is particularly
challenging. I once attended a lecture presented by the notable Canadian
Professor Roger Martin of Integrated Thinking and Design Thinking fame.
His talk was on white-collar productivity growth, which he argued from
his US studies was around 0 per cent. He went on to state that productivity
elsewhere, such as in the factory, remained at its historical average of about
4 per cent, so in terms of the national economy the white-collar workers were
seen as the problem. Yet, it seemed to me that the challenge he was throwing
out to private business to drive productivity in what he called the ‘decision
factory’ applied even more so to the public service, where white-collar work is
disproportionately located. So the challenge here is not one only for the private
sector but for the public sector too, and perhaps the sectors have more to learn
from each other than they perceive. Interestingly, Professor Martin’s thesis
for greater white-collar productivity in the private sector involved dramatic
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workplace flexibility, which is a huge challenge for the current way we appoint
public sector officials and give them considerable ownership of the static job
position they have won through a competitive process.
Let me propose five pieces of strategic advice for public servants and the public
service in general.

Be positive—austerity is an opportunity
First, try to look happy with austerity; it is your chance to get rid of boring jobs
you only did because the old minister was paranoid about something happening
on his or her watch—or perhaps anything happening at all. Your success is not
linked to the people in the department doing menial tasks, like auditors in the
old days checking the travel dockets. Spend some time developing really good
ideas on what could and should be axed, and take your minister firmly to the
issue of function before you get caught up with efficiency.
I tried this idea on a senior officer in the Defence Materiel Organisation, which
most readers will know is a large part of our Defence establishment. I suggested
that the organisation could not only shed the usual 5 per cent, but could be
half as big and much more fun to work in. It would need a different approach
to contracting, more discipline in what was bought, and an acceptance by all—
including the Auditor-General and the Senate Estimates committees—that while
leaving some discretion does sometimes lead to mistakes, the cost of second
guessing everything that is done may not be worth the price.

They are not ‘your dollars’
Second, and this is very relevant to the operation of the Australian federation,
give up the concept of a ‘Commonwealth’ or ‘state’ dollar—as if the jurisdiction
owns these resources. This applies more to the Commonwealth, as they have
more dollars to dispense. Efficiency dictates that the Commonwealth is the
logical national tax collector, but the Constitution assumes the states deliver
most of the services. If we continue to live with this level of vertical fiscal
imbalance, and jurisdictions still cling to the concept of ‘their dollars’, then we
will condemn the system to significant overlap between jurisdictions and the
consequential waste that goes with it.
I was impressed with at least the theoretical insight of the UK Public Accounts
Committee (PAC), which grappled with this dilemma when the Cameron
government was elected and was committed to devolve responsibility away
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from Whitehall and into local communities. The PAC is the House of Commons
watchdog, with centuries of lively history behind it, and they had come to
the view that they would not stop the oversight of a pound unless and until
it was handed over to another body with real political accountability for its
final destination. They were struggling, as the money was being spent by local
authorities that were not seen to have political structures strong enough to
ensure real accountability. What joy, I thought, that we have a federation with
a national government created by the states, where that level of accountability
is clear and well established.
During my six years at the CRC I am not sure I met many politicians or officers
who shared this joy and this insight, but it is the essential prerequisite for a
productive federation. The perennial round of arguments over school funding
is a good example. More money from the federal government always warms
the hearts of state politicians and their bureaucrats, but the difficulty in
providing such largesse was created by other levels of argument about the
appropriate level of Commonwealth involvement in school education. I hope
that this debate was conducted thoughtfully in private, concentrating on the
many benefits that Commonwealth involvement would bring to the quality of
our children’s education nationally. In public, however, we rarely got past the
‘Commonwealth dollar’ point, and most of us watching on got no sense of the
value-add of the Commonwealth’s arrival—apart from their money. Given that
it is difficult to think of an area more in the heartland of state government than
school education, it is understandable that the benefits of federal wisdom did
not seem self-evident.

Convince the Australian public about long-term
sustainability
Third, try arguing that long-term sustainability can be sold to the Australian
public as a worthwhile goal. I know this goes against all the accepted wisdom
that expediency triumphs, but perhaps politicians have not tried hard enough.
Certainly austerity is a great companion for this view. A pertinent example here
is ‘generational health reform’, and before anyone thinks that we had done that
already under the Rudd–Gillard governments, let me tell you we did not get
far. We were offered generational change, but instead of asking the difficult
question of how to identify and implement a long-term sustainable health
system, the reform went straight to telling the states how to fix their public
hospitals. The old joke that you wouldn’t start from here is apt, as it is hard to
conceive a worse place to begin. The Bennett Commission inquiry had given
some leads to the question, suggesting that the 20-year development and roll-out
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of the health system in the Netherlands was the best attempt at new thinking on
how to build long-term sustainability into our system—an option for Australia
called ‘Medicare Select’ by the Commission. That recommendation was largely
ignored, and yet I felt it was the most important insight in the entire report.

Distinguishing our jurisdictions: We can tell
the difference between state and federal
responsibilities
Fourth, we must keep challenging the view that the Australian public is
incapable of distinguishing between the roles of different governments. This is
a new view largely but not solely held in Canberra, and fed by the growing
confusion about the roles of the different levels of government. But it is wrong
to accuse the public of driving this confusion—they managed for a century to
understand that if hospitals, police, schools and urban infrastructure (including
public transport) were inadequate, you blamed the state government. Equally,
when issues of the economy, national defence or immigration arose, you looked
to the Commonwealth. Now, with a tendency to create blurred accountabilities,
we end up in situations where no one is really accountable, or prepared to accept
accountability. But this does not need to be the case.
As the head of the CRC, I put it to the prime minister of the day that the
Commonwealth government could not give adequate political accountability
for an individual hospital, but a state minister could—and did. Accepting that
the Commonwealth was by now the dominant funder (and recognising that
that was an important development) was bound to move responsibility to the
Commonwealth. But, I argued, the responsible Commonwealth minister (whether
the Treasurer or the Health minister) could not deliver real accountability for
delivery and day-to-day operations. There seemed little acceptance of that view
in Canberra. I also could not work out why a Commonwealth minister wanted
to have responsibility for each public hospital, given the difficulties inherent in
that task.

Attempt tasks that are ‘too hard’
Fifth and finally, I would urge our public officials to push the boundaries on
issues that they know are right but which common wisdom suggests are too hard.
Austerity affords us a window where conventional wisdom can be challenged.
I am conscious that many officials work closely with the political executive, and
therefore are constrained in what they can argue for in public, but I wonder
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whether the boundaries are really being pushed in the comparative secrecy of
government offices and away from the public arena because we have lowered
our expectations of what can be attempted.
In my own personal journey over the past few years I have entered the public
arena on four ‘too hard’ issues: federalism (on behalf of the CRC); medical
insurance regulation (on behalf of Medibank); proper process in the Australian
Human Rights Commission; and a level playing field for GST tax on imports
(both on behalf of Myer). In each case, cautious or wise advisors could have
said I was wasting my time or I was taking on vested interests best left alone,
but I felt strongly on all four and I thought my arguments should be made with
conviction and in public. I was satisfied with the hearing I got in all cases, and
although none of them seem as yet to be fully completed I did feel my decision
to enter the debate at least enhanced the quality of the discussion. I hope it also
improves the final result in each of them.
In my experience, there is nothing more dispiriting than being told by a national
leader, politician or official that the points you are making about where Australia
could go are both accepted and important, but too hard. This defeatism needs to
be fiercely opposed.
Not so long ago I delivered the Sir Roland Wilson Lecture at The Australian
National University, and in it I argued the logic for a review of how our federal
system is working. In particular, I argued that a change of culture was needed,
as I had consistently since I took up the CRC job six years earlier:
Do the players really understand each other? Have they got to know each other
and understand their respective talents, experiences and perspectives? Do they
train together, think strategically together, spend time together beyond what is
required to do today’s tasks? Or is the great collective effort of leading Australia—
which is shared by all our governments—a hostage to the electoral cycle, marked
with cynicism, suspicion and lack of respect? (McClintock 2012).

This is a challenge for us all. The federation needs a great deal more investment,
and our think tanks and executive development agencies such as the Australia
and New Zealand School of Government (ANZSOG) should be a key part of
the solution. I then went on to argue that both major political parties should
have an approach to the federation to put to the electorate, so that they can
‘read any policies that are impacted by the federal system—including health
and education, disability and indigenous disadvantage, housing and training—
in light of that federalism policy. If they are not in harmony, put a serious
discount on the lot!’ (McClintock 2012).
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After that speech I was pleased to see the Coalition’s commitment, given in the
Leader’s Budget Reply speech of 2013, to conduct a review of the federal system
with the states, leading to a White Paper within a couple of years of their election
to government (Abbott 2013). This exercise is perhaps a real opportunity to give
these issues the attention they crave, and a new philosophical base will give us
real guidance on how the whole system should run. I also welcome the growing
prominence given to this issue by my business colleagues, particularly by the
Business Council of Australia. So maybe we will have another chance at major
reform and produce tangible benefits and lift national productivity—I know
many are waiting for it.

Conclusion
To sum up, I urge all those who seek to influence government to try out
my principles:
1. Embrace austerity and be creative on function.
2. Give up the ownership of a tax dollar—it belongs to the community and not
to any government—and let responsibility flow to the party who controls
the outcomes.
3. Long-term sustainability must be championed in the community and its
support will be secured.
4. The community is capable of holding different levels of government
accountable if they stay out of each other’s business.
5. Challenge the ‘too hard’ assumptions—get a bit ambitious, or least get us
free from mediocre aspirations that will leave us in the austerity zone for a
long time.
This may sound simple, although I do accept that it is not. But let me end with
a view of what is at stake. Australia has a wealth-generating sector that has
been successful enough to fund generously a government sector empowered to
control the use of that wealth, and to encourage its further generation. I have
observed the Australian political scene closely for nearly half of the life of the
federation—I started as the young son of a senior Canberra official—and the
confidence and respect between the public and private sectors is profoundly
low. It affects not only the political class, but also the public service. This gulf
will do great damage to the nation if it is not addressed, and we all have a part
to play.
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CAN ‘NUDGING’ CHANGE BEHAVIOUR?
USING ‘BEHAVIOURAL INSIGHTS’
TO IMPROVE PROGRAM REDESIGN
David Halpern and Rory Gallagher
UK Behavioural Insights Team Cabinet Office

David Halpern
Observations from the UK’s No. 10 Cabinet Office
Behavioural Insights Team
Behavioural insights is, in essence, quite a simple idea: if we adopt more
sophisticated models of what it is that drives human behaviour—including
judgements of risk and what people actually do—we might make better
policy which is easier, more effective, and more cost effective too. It is
important to note from the outset that we use behavioural insights (rather
than behavioural economics) to refer to that range of literature about human
behaviour from behavioural economics, social psychology, neuroscience and
sociology. We prefer the term ‘behavioural insights’ mainly because it is less
doctrinal, and I know that there are many psychologists out there who feel that
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‘behavioural economics’ has been appropriated by economists to the exclusion
of psychologists. The UK Cabinet Office team feel that ‘behavioural insights’
is a broader, more encompassing term.
The Conservative–Liberal Democrat coalition government in Britain, particularly
in 2010, brought this idea forward—that we could support and help people
make better choices for themselves. It has been our brief for almost four years
now, and we have had some fantastic results.

Nuts and bolts changes
There are two kinds of projects we do. One is ‘nuts and bolts’ changes,
some of which have been quite long in the design and making. An example
is a 2012 change to the defaults on employer-funded pensions (superannuation).
We moved from an opt-in system to an opt-out system for employer pensions,
leading to about 90 per cent of people staying in the system. It is a remarkable
result. For decades, people have struggled to get the savings rate up of workers,
and simply by changing the default we have achieved this remarkable effect.
We are by no means the only ones in the world to do this, but it is still powerful
and gratifying to see it working.
There are other examples I can mention. We have run many randomised control
trials to test the effects of small ‘nudges’ across a number of areas of domestic
policy. One great success has been our initiative to change the letters issued
by our tax office, Inland Revenue. Our tax authorities write millions of tax
letters every year. We found that small changes in the wording—for example,
telling people something that is true: ‘most people pay their tax on time’—can
be a very effective way of encouraging people to pay their tax. Even a small
variation on that—saying ‘most people in your area have paid their tax and you
are one of the few that are yet to pay’—turns out to be a very effective way of
increasing compliance and tax rates. Interestingly, it also reduces the number
of complaints. The marginal cost of these changes is almost zero, and they are
now bringing in hundreds of millions of pounds in forward payment on tax in
the UK.
Figure 11.1 reports our findings graphically. We identified a control group of
people who needed to pay their self-assessment tax, and 34 per cent responded
to a standard control letter. When we included a statement about the UK norm
(e.g. ‘9 out of 10 people pay their tax on time’), the response rate went up to
35 per cent. When we added the local norm (‘9 out of 10 people in Exeter pay
their tax on time’), it went up yet again, to 36 per cent. When we included the
debt norm (highlighting that the person receiving the letter is in the minority
of those that have not paid), the response rate increased further still. When the
local and debt norm were put together (e.g. ‘9 out of 10 people in Exeter pay
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their tax on time; this puts you in a minority of 3,000 people’), this resulted in
a more than 5 percentage points increase in payment compared to the control
group. This was a huge result simply generated by changing a few lines on
a letter.
39.0%
37.2%
35.1%

35.9%

33.6%

Control (8,558)

UK Norm (8,300)

Local Norm (8,403)

Debt Norm (8,779)

Local + Debt Norm
(8,643)

Figure 11.1. Percentage of taxpayers paying outstanding taxes after 23 days,
by type of tax letter received
Source: UK Behavioural Insights Team Cabinet Office.

Another example relates to employment and changing what happens in job
centres. We made substantial changes to the way the job-seeking contract
operates. Instead of asking people to prove retrospectively that they have looked
for at least three jobs in the previous two weeks, we asked them, ‘What are
you going to do in the next two weeks?’ And prompted them as specifically
as possible to tell us ‘When? How?’ and so on. An example a client might give
could be: ‘After I’ve taken my kid to school on Wednesday, I’m going to get
on such and such a website and I’m going to look for retail jobs in Essex’.
This small change was surprisingly effective, leading to a significant increase
in the number of people who were off benefits at 13 weeks. After the success
of this trial we are now seeking to replicate through a much larger trial across
a wide chunk of the UK.
Many of these reforms though are ‘nuts and bolts’ changes; they are very
practical and it is the kind of demonstrable results I have mentioned that have
persuaded often quite sceptical public servants.
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Structural and fundamental changes
Sometimes in relation to specific issues, we can use the same insights to change
policy more fundamentally or structurally. In many areas, we find that markets
do not work perfectly even if they are competitive in a formal sense. In such
cases, there can be difficulties and friction in working out the right thing to do.
Mobile phones are a good example. In the UK there are millions of alternative
phone network combinations. Customers want to know whether they are on
the best phone plan. But in the marketplace that is hard to know. However,
if consumers had access to their own transaction data, it would be a game
changer. When we look at another area—energy markets—most people do not
care all that much about where their energy comes from, but the basic question
remains: Do they know what tariff they are on? Do people know whether they
use more electricity at night compared to other people? Imagine if someone’s
electricity bill had a Quick Response code with their data and information, and
they could hold their mobile phone up against it and it would tell them ‘the best
tariff for you is the following. Would you like to change?’ and they could click
and it would happen in a few moments. You can see straight away why that is
also a game changer in the way markets operate.
These two structural examples change the way the system works. Rather than
investing resources simply in tariff control, we might just be able to make things
much easier so that people are able to be economically literate (‘econs’) when it
comes to making decisions, as we read in the textbook models, rather than the
normal human beings with other preoccupations that we are most of the time.
In the UK we have found that these kinds of approaches have been incredibly
promising across a wide range of domestic policy areas.

Rory Gallagher
Applying ‘behavioural insights’ in Australia
Behaviour change has a long history in public service around the world.
However, the systematic application—and robust evaluation—of insights from
the behavioural sciences is a more recent phenomenon. In 2009, the Australian
Public Service Commission stated that ‘behavioural insights can help us to better
analyse problems and provide more effective and efficient ways of achieving
particular goals’. This recognition was heavily influenced by the publication
of Nudge (Thaler and Sunstein 2008), which significantly helped bring these
ideas into the heart of the government in both the UK and the US, and now
increasingly also in Australia.
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Australia has some world-leading examples of behaviour change, perhaps most
notably in cancer prevention. For example the pioneering ‘Slip! Slop! Slap!’
campaigns around the use of sunscreen were enormously effective in changing
the behaviour of a wide population. More recently, plain packaging of cigarettes
is another good example, while innovative new approaches to helping smokers
quit have been developed here. For example, the My QuitBuddy app, funded by
the Australian government, is an excellent example of the use of behavioural
insights. It allows users to create their own commitment devices involving their
family and friends. Consequently, when they start to feel a craving, they can
email or call them, or they can play and record sounds to create a panic button
alarm. For example, when a My QuitBuddy user feels the need for a cigarette,
they can hear the voice of their kids saying ‘Daddy, please don’t smoke’. These
seemingly minor prompts can have a profound effect on personal behaviour.
Another strategy is the use of mutual pledges: for instance, if I give up smoking,
what will my friend give up—they can try and give up something as well. These
are innovative methods compared to the standard warning slogan of ‘smoking
kills’. Smokers already know that smoking kills, but there are other tools and
techniques available to help people achieve behaviour change.
In service delivery, the federal Department of Human Services has a fantastic
app to help students track their working hours. The problem in this case is that
students were getting into trouble for not letting Centrelink know when they
were working. If we look at the behavioural literature and try to understand the
problem, two traditional hypotheses might be: 1) students are lazy; and 2) they
will not want to tell us how much they work because they do not want to be
taxed. But quite often it is simply because we do not make it easy for them to do
what we want—because of the numerous forms they have to fill out, and the fact
that it is difficult to find the relevant information. The department realised this
and developed a hugely popular app, which has helped many more students log
their working hours, simply by making it easier for them to do so.

The methodology used by the Behavioural Insights Team
There are four basic stages for most projects that we undertake (see Figure 11.2).
1

2
Define the outcome

3
Understand the context

4
Build your intervention

Test, learn & adapt

Figure 11.2. Four basic stages for most projects undertaken by the
Behavioural Insights Team
Source: UK Behavioural Insights Team Cabinet Office.
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The first is to define the outcome. Anyone involved in government will know
that this is a crucial stage, but that it is also an iterative process. We begin
by trying to work out what is sitting underneath the overarching concern—
what is the actual problem we are trying to solve? When we run a trial, we
try to quantify the outcomes we are trying to change, as well as the order of
magnitude by which we are trying to change them. The second stage is to
understand the context of the problem, which often involves doing qualitative,
in-depth fieldwork. For example, the fieldwork we did in job centres in the UK
involved spending weeks speaking with and observing frontline workers and
services users. It’s this combination of fieldwork with a deep understanding of
the behavioural science literature that helps us build the intervention.
Wherever possible we co-design our interventions with frontline staff. The extent
of this participation varies from issue to issue. When we were working with
the tax office, for example, it was very difficult to engage users—we did not
go out to find people who should be paying their tax, but we did talk to the
call centre staff and to those writing the letters. We asked them, ‘What do you
think? How would you change the form? What are the sorts of complaints you
get? What are people asking? What are they not understanding? What do you
think about this?’ Wherever possible, co-design is the best way to go, because
if there is no ownership within the organisation of the eventual solution, it will
never be scaled up. The staff themselves are usually far better messengers or
champions of the intervention. They can spread it within their agency much
more effectively than those of us at the central agency by saying, ‘Well, that trial
worked, so let’s go to the head centre now and say everyone should do this’.
The final stage is to test, learn and adapt. We have made heavy use of randomised
control trials, which until relatively recently were very rare in government.
The basic idea is to randomly allocate people to either a control group or a
treatment group, and then test the outcome. Because they are randomly allocated,
we do not get the usual selection biases and we can identify causation. So we
attempt to run randomised control trials wherever possible, and try to use that
data to build our evidence base for what works. It is not always possible, but we
are trying to increase this evidence base and embed a more empirical approach
to government.
Those are the four stages. However, note that they are not linear—we will often
move back and forth between those various stages.
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The underpinning themes and principles
Context matters
These stages are underpinned by a set of themes and principles. The first is that
context matters. If behavioural insights teach us anything, it is that government
should be more humble in looking at what works, because often we actually do
not know. There is around 40 years’ worth of evidence in behavioural economics
and related fields, but its application to government has only been investigated
in recent years. When we first attempted changes in tax letters, we had some
intuition from the evidence base that social norms would work, but we had no
idea to what extent. Even now, when we are applying similar principles in NSW,
we have to be open to the fact that just because it worked in the UK does not
mean it will work in NSW. So we need to continually trial interventions.
Quite often techniques that have worked in the laboratory do not work
as we expect in the field. That was one of our problems early on in the UK,
when we visited various departments talking about the ideas in Nudge.
Quite understandably—and correctly, I think—a lot of Permanent Secretaries
thought, ‘Sure, that’s quite interesting but it doesn’t relate to my justice system,
or my education system’. It was only when we had put together an empirical
base of randomised controlled trials that people started to take notice, because
we were then able to say, ‘This is the effect we had, and these are the savings’.

Details matter
A second thing to note is that details matter. Even if you create the most perfect
policy and get all the conditions right, if the way that it is implemented on the
ground or communicated to citizens is not right, it won’t have the impact that
you intend.
One of the most interesting and helpful things in Nudge is the concept of choice
architecture. The argument is that in government we are all choice architects:
when we design a process or a communication, we are influencing someone’s
behaviour. In government, we often strive to maintain a purely neutral tone
and make sure everyone’s got all the information they could possibly need.
However, the truth is that people do not want to wade through five pages of
information; if they really want more detail they will look into it themselves.
What we must do instead is capture the most important information and use
that information to persuade someone to achieve the outcome that you want.
Often it is just a matter of making it easier and simpler. We have found that
relatively small changes (for example, to tax letters) can have a profound impact.
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Government often focuses too much on the big structural elements and does not
give enough attention to the small micro changes that can create large savings
and have significant implications.

People matter
The third one is that people matter. I have already mentioned the benefits of
co-design—but none of this will work unless the people on the frontline want
it to. We spend a lot of time and energy working with the people who are
delivering the service, to make sure that they get the chance to provide feedback
on anything that we design—that they have had a chance to design. The success
we have had is largely due to those people then becoming champions within
their own organisations; they take it and run with it.

Evidence matters
Too often we see policy-based evidence making as opposed to evidence-based
policy making. Government can often commission research to tell us what we
want to hear. But if we are spending taxpayers’ money on an intervention,
we really need to know whether it works or not. Evidence really matters.

Agile implementation
Agile implementation is the final principle. We ran a successful experiment about
sending text messages including people’s first names. The automatic reaction
from the agency was: ‘Fantastic, we’ll just send personalised text messages to
all our services and that’s it—all of our problems solved’. But in fact, it worked
in one trial, in that particular circumstance—that did not mean that we had
found the universal answer. We should keep varying those text messages even
with that group, rather than thinking that this will be the answer for all the
other problems we want to solve. One of the questions I get asked most is about
the sustainability of behavioural techniques, and I think that is something we
genuinely need to consider. The effect of some of these techniques—changing
the wording of communications, for example—may well wear off over time.
But for me that does not undermine the overall principle; I think our approach
should be to continue to change and adapt.
We often hear in government the words ‘change management’ and we think of
that as a negative thing. In actual fact, change should be a great thing; we should
embrace it. Most private sector companies are changing all the time. You want
to keep your core values and your core services while changing things about
how you engage consumers and the sorts of services you deliver. Change is often
a good thing, and in government we should embrace it more readily.
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EASY

ATTRACTIVE

TIMELY

SOCIAL

Figure 11.3. The four EAST principles for policy development
Source: UK Behavioural Insights Team Cabinet Office.

The four EAST principles for policy development
There is now a vast behavioural science literature out there—over 40 years’
worth of studies—so we have attempted to make this more accessible to
policymakers by simplifying it to a simple checklist: EAST. If you want to make
your policy more grounded in human behaviour make it easy, make it attractive,
make it social and make it timely.

Easy
There are always ways to make something easier, but we do not necessarily do
that in government; we think about it quite coldly and rationally. So the first
tenet is: make it easy. This is Richard Thaler’s mantra, and in government we
often do not make it easy for people to do the right thing. We send out very
long, wordy letters written by policy teams and then pored over by the lawyers;
or we create other little frictions that are enough to stop people undertaking the
behaviour that we want to achieve.
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We have mentioned earlier some ‘macro’ changes—changes to defaults on
pensions, for example—opt-out rather than opt-in for pensions. A lot of what
we have done has just been about simplification. A lot of our quick, early wins
were in that space. How do you simplify processes and language, and how do
you take out little frictions in the process?
Another experiment we ran with the tax office letters is illustrative. In one
letter, we informed people in a control group about the generic webpage
appropriate for the particular tax they had to pay; in the other, we sent the
same letter, but this time we sent them to the exact webpage form that they had
to fill out. So the only difference between the two letters was two clicks to one
click. That is all people had to do extra from the control group to the treatment
group. We found that for people who were sent to the general webpage details,
19.2 per cent responded; but when we sent them directly to the form page,
23 per cent did. That is roughly a 4 percentage point increase. This result does
not sound world changing, but when it is scaled up across millions of people,
that is a significant saving of administrative costs in following those people up.
It is a saving achieved literally by sending them straight to a tax form.
That is what we mean about details. There are many little frictions in the way
of people doing things like paying their tax, going to the gym, and so on—and
because of these tiny barriers we can lose people. So it is worth thinking about
ways in which we can reduce those barriers for citizens.

Attractive
The second rule is to make it attractive. How do we make it salient? How do
we personalise it? How do we make it fun and appealing? Think about who
the messenger is. Often in government we talk very abstractly—messages come
from ‘the department’ rather than real individuals, and citizens generally want
to know who they are dealing with and see who is the face of the government.
Communications should come from a person that people can actually call and
get in touch with, for example.
There was a trial run with an investment bank in London, encouraging
investment bankers to pay a day of their salary (a decent amount of money,
considering the average salary of a London investment banker). We had five
treatment conditions. The control group received a general email from the
chief executive officer (CEO) outlining the scheme and saying: ‘Please donate
a day’s salary’. Five per cent of people responded. That is not a bad result;
it is still a decent number of people and a significant amount of money that
they are donating. But when we sent them the same email, but personalised at
the beginning (for example, ‘Dear Rory’), the response rate rose to 12 per cent.
The effect was doubled just by adding someone’s name. And when we gave
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people a small box of sweets—worth around 50 pence—as they entered the
building, the result was more than double that of the control group: it went up
to 11 per cent. This technique draws on feelings of reciprocity—charities will
often send you something and then you feel good about it and want to donate.
That is the feeling of reciprocity.
When we combined the personalised email with the sweets, it became three
times more effective—so for the cost of a small bag of sweets we were getting
a tripling of donations. This led to about £600,000 worth of donations on this
particular day. If everyone had been given the most effective treatment, it would
have been well in excess of £1 million in donations. This is an example of how
we can achieve very significant results by paying attention to relatively small
details.

Social
Make it social. Some of our work with the tax office is a good example of
our effective use of social norms. As we indicated in the example shown in
Figure 11.1, when we used social pressure to get people to pay their taxes
the response rates of timely compliance went up. Our baseline control group
only managed a compliance rate of 34 per cent, but when we invoked social
norms telling our treatment groups about who pays their tax on time in their
local area and which minority are still in debt, the response rate jumped to
39 per cent. The message is: people might not volunteer readily to pay taxes
to ‘the government’ but they do not want to let down their local community
or stand out from the herd. And better compliance rates saves the government
millions simply from how socially a letter is worded.

Timely
Finally, make it timely. How do we engage people when they are most likely
to change their behaviour? If you want someone to install energy efficiency
measures around the home, or to change their commuting habits, a good time
to do this may be when they have just moved house. They have just moved
in, but have not got all their belongings in yet, and importantly they have not
established their new routines—so that is a great time to intervene. When people
have been driving to work every day for 14 years and can do that route with
their eyes closed, and then someone comes to introduce them to a great new
scheme (e.g. a free bike or a bus pass), they are unlikely to listen to it because
they have an ingrained behaviour. In contrast, when people have just moved
and are not sure about their routine yet, and someone gives them bike and
public transport options, they are much more likely to consider it.
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The private sector is good at this. They know that we are all pretty brand loyal,
but there are certain times when this is challenged—for example, when you
move in with someone or when you have a baby, your life is turned upside
down. At these points in your life you are more susceptible to change in your
shopping choices, and many private sector firms are very good at targeting
that. Similarly, there are many touch points that government should consider,
involving the best time to give these messages. But also the messages do not
even need to come directly from government—there is a great example from
our paper Applying Behavioural Insights to Charitable Giving (BI Team 2013)
of using lawyers to ask people about charitable giving when they are writing
their wills. We achieved some very good results simply by asking people at
the right moment. Government could spend millions on advertising campaigns
encouraging people to donate, but it may not be timely: the most effective time
is when people are sitting down with their lawyer drawing up their will. We can
work with third parties to harness those key moments.

Behavioural insights in New South Wales
We are implementing three projects in New South Wales: one each in the areas
of tax, private health insurance, and return to work for rehabilitated workers.

Tax enforcement letters
The first intervention we introduced was on a tax form that the Office of State
Revenue (OSR) sends out concerning speeding offences or vehicle infringements.
It is an enforcement order (that is they have gone into debt with OSR), which
is the third letter issued when a person has not responded to either an initial
reminder notice or a penalty notice. We worked with OSR staff to co-design
a new, different looking enforcement letter as well as a new reminder notice.
Using theory and evidence from the literature, and looking at techniques
that were used successfully in the UK, we engaged with OSR staff to get their
feedback on different options. As with anything, there are always practical
barriers. For instance, initially we could not point people to a specific webpage,
we had to send them a generic one. And there are some elements that we had to
retain in the letter for legislative reasons.
The new letter has a clear call to action, includes much clearer consequences,
and we spell out our preferred payment options on the front page. The layout
and the language have been simplified. We personalised the letters on a sliding
scale, beginning with the amount owed and gradually getting to the point of
saying ‘You owe’, so we escalated the tone and the language throughout the
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enforcement process. And where appropriate we used social norms (things like
‘9 out of 10 firms nominate a speeding driver’) and highlighted factors like what
the likelihood of success is if people decide to appeal.
The NSW Behavioural Insights Unit published the trial results to date in
Understanding People, Better Outcomes: Behavioural Insights in NSW (June 2014).
We were pleased to report that this trial led to 8,800 fewer vehicle registration
cancellations and driving licence suspensions, as well as an estimated
$1.02 million in additional payments over the year. All told, our trials with OSR
combined have been projected to result in 60,000 late fees being avoided each
year—thus saving NSW people $4 million a year in late fees. It also equates to
an additional projected $10 million in fines being paid by their due date, not to
mention a saving of $80,000 just in printing costs!

Private health insurance
The second case was about encouraging citizens to use their private health
insurance in public hospitals. Our intervention here made it easier for patients
to use their insurance and for staff to process this. We also explored the benefits
for patients and staff. At present there is supposedly a focus on choice of doctor,
but many people do not know what that means in practice. So we looked at
introducing small but tangible rewards, such as overnight gift bags with
toiletries for those selecting a doctor and using their insurance. But equally, it is
not always clear what the benefits are for hospital staff for encouraging people
to use their private health insurance, and there are no immediate rewards for
individual wards or hospitals, because anything that comes in from health
insurance funds is directed back into the overall health budget. We are looking
at how we might feed some of the benefits of private healthcare back to a ward
level. We could give them clear targets that they work to, and allow them to
think about and choose what life-saving equipment to purchase if they hit
those targets.
The results of this trial as of July 2014 have been overwhelmingly positive.
One Emergency Department at Westmead Hospital generated a 2 percentage
point increase in the use of private health insurance. This may not seem like
much, but it equates to an additional $1.7 million dollars in revenue and cost
savings just during the trial period. Importantly, there was very positive
feedback from both patients and staff about the changes we had introduced,
and it saved staff time and effort. This money is now being reinvested into
the hospital, with staff themselves having chosen to allocate a proportion to
purchasing more life-saving equipment. Replicating the trial at Auburn Hospital
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has seen even greater increases, jumping from an average of around 2 per cent
of patients using private health insurance over the five-month period, to an
average of 5.4 per cent.

Return to work
The final example is about helping injured workers return to work.
We collaborated with an insurance company and a government department to
improve and speed up their progress rates for injured or rehabilitated workers
returning to work. As in the case of the hospital, the first step was streamlining
the process. We found there were up to 20 pieces of paperwork for an injured
worker to read through in the first 21 days after they reported their injury.
As noted earlier, government tends to swamp people with large amounts of
information, some of which is about complex legislation. By about the third
letter, it is not difficult to imagine that people switch off and don’t even bother
opening the material, let alone engaging with it.
We also used commitments to elicit a return-to-work goal. The original process
was very passive for the injured person—the government took the lead and the
initiative, saying to the injured worker: ‘This is when we think you should be
back at work’. What we wanted to do is ask them to say when they thought they
would be able to go back to work, and ask what they would do to help achieve
that goal. And there would be reciprocal commitments from the support team as
well, so it would be a much more active process for all parties.
The trial ran from September 2013 until July 2014, with encouraging results.
Injured employees returned to full capacity 27 per cent faster in the first 90
days of the trial compared to the control group. Also, workers in the trial were
nearly three times more likely to have completed their claims within 30 days.
And again, we checked with staff and injured workers to get their qualitative
feedback on what they thought about the new process. Both found the new
approach more engaging, with one case manager saying: ‘I’m noticing from
my conversations with injured workers that they actually give us some great
information that we can use as goals and actions without even asking for them,
we just need to listen more. The new process has really opened my mind and
ears up to what these workers say and how we can work with them.’
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Conclusions
Behavioural insight is having a major impact in the UK, and increasingly now in
Australia too. It provides new tools, frameworks and approaches for policy and
process improvement. Most policy areas can be at least informed (if not driven)
by the application of behavioural insight, but it is by no means a silver bullet.
In essence, we argue for a more experimental approach to government. When
we roll out policies, how do we acknowledge that we need to vary it for the
particular context rather than having a ‘one-size-fits-all’ model? The context,
detail, people and evidence all matter—more so than we in government may
have appreciated before.
There is a long way to go before these approaches become embedded. We have
made a lot of ‘nuts and bolts’ changes such as changing letters, because they are
easier to implement and measure, and we needed to prove the effectiveness of
our unit. The challenge now is to move upstream to policy design.
There is also a question around sustainability: do those interventions continue
to work year after year? What about segmentation? This chapter has looked
at population or aggregate response levels, but drilling deeper, how do
commitments, for instance, work with young people as opposed to older people?
How do they work with young people who have already been through the
system before? These are the specific data we still need to gather and analyse.
Finally, there are some enablers in the system that will help sustain this approach.
Having more data will assist the process of segmentation, while the increasing
move to digital services will allow us to do some of this testing in a new and more
efficient way. The theme of this book is ‘delivering under pressure’ and under
reduced budgets. And we believe that the application of behavioural insights
can provide cost-effective new approaches for governments around the world.
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PART THREE: COLLABORATION WITH
THE PRIVATE AND THIRD SECTORS

12

FRUGAL INNOVATION: BEYOND THE
CONCEPTS OF ‘PUBLIC’ AND ‘PRIVATE’
Gary Sturgess

University of New South Wales

Mixing public and private provision
In Denmark, around 85 per cent of ambulance services and 60 per cent of fire
services are delivered by a private company—Falck. This has been the case
since the 1920s, when a socialist government allowed local councils to contract
with external providers. Unlike its public sector counterparts in Denmark,
and most other places in the world, Falck offers an integrated rescue capability
that brings together all manner of emergency and non-emergency services.
The company’s slogan, ‘Always There’, captures rather neatly this vision of an
integrated service.
In addition to the traditional emergency services, which are provided free of
charge, Falck offers a wide range of subscription services: patient transportation,
an ocean salvage corps, auto assistance at home and abroad, animal rescue, trauma
counselling, chiropractic treatment, and even care of chronic illness through
telemedicine. They have agreements with the police to tow illegally parked cars,
provide divers for searches, and remove bodies from crime scenes. The Animal
Protection Foundation contracted with them to transport sick and injured
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animals. As a Chief Executive explained to me some years ago: ‘We’ve acquired
this role. If you need help, call Falck, irrespective of the problem you might
have.’ No one else provides such a broad service. If you were to contact your
local municipality, you would not know which department to call. But if you
needed help, you only needed to contact Falck. If a horse fell in a ditch, it was
always Falck. If a storm removed the roof from your house or you needed to
pump water from your basement, you phoned Falck.
The cartoon (see Figure 12.1) was published more than 100 years ago in Denmark,
and neatly depicts this idea of an integrated rescue service. As you’ll see, Falck
is everywhere, rescuing portly gentlemen who have fallen into fountains,
recovering hats on the street corner, holding screens to provide some privacy
for couples who are canoodling in the street.

Figure 12.1. Danish cartoon about Falck

Source: ‘Blæksprutten’ (Octopus), an annual Christmas cartoon about the year’s events.

Among the Danes, Falck is seen as a public service. In local directories,
the company is listed after the emergency services number 112 and ahead of the
police. At Legoland, the fire engines bear Falck’s name.
I first became aware of Falck in 1995, when the ABC interviewed British
academic Norman Flynn about the denationalisation of public services in
Europe. Flynn was clearly uncomfortable with the whole idea of privatisation
and outsourcing, but he struggled to categorise Falck. He said:
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Falck’s an anomaly in Europe, it’s a complete aberration. Everyone trusts Falck like
they trust the state, it’s a quasi-state thing. It just happens to be privately owned.
But it is a national monopoly for these emergency services, but it’s interesting
because the Danes trust Falck as they trust the state (ABC’s Life Matters).

To a much greater extent than those of us in the English-speaking world
recognise, the social democratic countries of Western Europe rely on a mixed
economy for the delivery of their public services.
I was reminded of this while facilitating a seminar on behalf of the Forum of
Federations in Melbourne in mid-2013. There had been a series of front-page
articles in the Melbourne press about some scandal in the state’s hospitals, and
a British academic, Clive Grace, held up a newspaper and observed that it could
just as easily have been the headline of a paper in the UK. I could not find any
of those exact headlines again, which probably indicates it was one of those
passing crises that the media discovers and quickly moves on from. But here is
a random list about crises in Australian public hospitals:
Nurses to strike at 160 public hospitals (Sky News, 21 July 2013).
Only one SA hospital meets emergency department patients target
(Advertiser (Adelaide), 25 July 2013).
Hospital target waiting times down, fewer surgeries performed (ABC News,
6 June 2013).

The speaker after Grace was German academic Wolfgang Renzsch from the
University of Magdeburg. He commented that such an issue would not make
a headline in Germany, because with the exception of some veterans’ facilities,
German hospitals are owned and managed by private, not-for-profit, and
municipal providers. The management of hospital services is not the responsibility
of state and national governments, and therefore politicians would not be
caught up in these stories. In examining, from here, the role of public services
in the social democratic countries of northwest Europe, we overlook the extent
to which they are mixed economies. In part this is because the Europeans do
not draw the same crisp distinctions between public and private that we do in
the English-speaking world, and as a result, the privatisation debate resonates
in a different way.
My proposition is that we would have a better chance of pursuing innovative,
new approaches to public service delivery if we were to bridge the deep and
largely ideological gulf that we have constructed between public and private.
If we were to reframe the debate, to move beyond simple concepts of public and
private, we might be able to advance this discussion about new models and new
approaches in an age of austerity. In fact, over the past decade there has been a
discernible softening of this strict divide, particularly in the UK and Australia.
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On both sides of the political fence, governments have increasingly turned to
external providers for the delivery of public services, and we have begun to see
the emergence of public–private hybrids that defy simple classification.
In truth, the boundaries between public and private were never as severe as
the ideologues would have us believe. There was certainly a preference for
large, industrial institutions over the first half of the twentieth century, but
the public sector was always a mixed economy with hybrids that did not easily
fit in any camp. Private and not-for-profit schools have always been part of the
education sector in Australia, and the debate over state aid that has raged since
the 1960s is not about whether we will proscribe non-government schooling,
but whether taxpayers will subsidise them with partial vouchers. Britain had
grant-maintained schools as early as 1902.
Much the same applied when it came to the health sector; in NSW we have a
number of privately owned and operated public hospitals, established in the
early twentieth century, and known in the relevant part of the Health Services
Act 1997 as ‘affiliated health organisations’ or ‘Schedule 3 hospitals’. The most
prominent of those is St Vincent’s Hospital in Darlinghurst, Sydney. It is an
iconic part of the public hospital system, but is in fact a not-for-profit private
hospital operating as a public hospital. The vast majority of what we now call
community services were conceived and created—and to this day are still
operated—by the not-for-profit sector. I grew up in a little country town in
southeast Queensland, and I can remember watching the cars from the ‘Blue
Nurses’ come and go in the street as we played cricket in the front yard. It was
just one of those community services that were a continual presence in the
background as one grew up.
The voluntary sector has always been the great innovator when it comes to the
development of new public services. Indeed, it is difficult to think of a public
service—apart from those which required some element of coercion—which
was not invented by the voluntary sector. These include hospitals, schools, fire
brigades, ambulances, ocean rescue, social insurance, home care for the sick and
disabled, the concept of a probation service, and even professionally designed
and maintained highways.
I have often challenged audiences to name a non-coercive public service that
was developed by government, and over three to four years of putting that
challenge to my audiences, nobody’s been able to identify one. Somebody
once suggested urban planning (which is a regulatory service, but could also
be regarded as a public service), but in fact the garden city was conceived by
a private individual, Ebenezer Howard, and the first garden cities in England—
Letchworth and Welwyn—were constructed by not-for-profit organisations
that he created (Parsons and Schuyler 2002). Indeed, England has a history of
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privately developed towns which date back to the Middle Ages. In the UK,
someone suggested the National Health Service (NHS). But the principles of
integrated healthcare, which was supposed to be one of the unique offerings
of the NHS, were drawn from the Great Western Railway (GWR) Medical Fund.
This was established by the GWR at Swindon in 1847—a very innovative model
that influenced the early design of the NHS a century later.
The Australian Public Service sector is, and always has been, a mixed economy
with a diverse range of public, private and not-for-profit providers. My rough
calculations indicate that approximately one third of public sector services in
this country are provided by independent proprietors. In some community
services, it is as high as 90 to 95 per cent: in health and education it is around
one in three; whereas an average of one in five prisoners are held in privately
managed prisons. In some other public services such as policing, of course,
the role of external providers is negligible.
There is bipartisan agreement in this country on the desirability of having a
mixed economy—nobody is suggesting that the aforementioned ratios should
be wound back. Indeed in the last few years, we’ve seen Labor governments as
well as Coalition governments substantially expand the role of private and notfor-profit provision. In arguing that in its search for solutions to the austerity
challenge, the Australian government should move beyond simple notions of
public and private, I maintain that it needs to look at the full range of public
service providers, not merely those that are directly controlled by public
officials. Among the 30 per cent of public services that is provided by public
and not-for-profit organisations, there are monopolies that need to be opened up
to contestability. There are services delivered under programs that are decades
out of date, and are in urgent need of being recommissioned. If we reframe
the debate so that we are scrutinising the performance of, and drawing upon
the capabilities of, the full range of public service providers, we substantially
expand the scope for reform.

Benefits from contestability
Let me suggest another way in which we can reframe the debate about reform.
Many of those who advocate privatisation or outsourcing as a means of
transforming public services base their argument on an assumption that the
private and not-for-profit sectors are inherently superior to the public sector—
‘private good, public bad’. With limited exceptions, that proposition is not
borne out by the evidence, and to maintain such a proposition is offensive to
the hundreds of thousands of men and women who have dedicated themselves
to a career in the public service.
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The evidence suggests that it is contestability, rather than privatisation, that
delivers the benefits. While the concept of contestability is deeply challenging
to policymakers engaged in frontline delivery, and while there are some public
services where an uncontested government monopoly is unavoidable (and indeed
desirable), there is nothing inherently offensive in the slogan ‘competition good,
monopoly bad’. The public at large is generally sceptical about privatisation or
outsourcing of public services, but it has little sympathy with monopolists in
either sector. The public likes the idea of user choice—just witness the overnight
popularity of Australia’s National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)—and it
warms to the idea of competitive tendering, as long as it can be reassured that
the tender is conducted openly and fairly.
One of the significant breakthroughs over the past decade in thinking about
public service reform has been the discovery of contestability. Contestability
is not just outsourcing, and it does not necessarily involve competition—it is
the credible threat of competition, or ‘benchmarking with teeth’. Where there
is already a monopoly in the private sector, simple outsourcing will result in a
less contestable outcome than robust benchmarking or other innovative models
that involve public sector provision. Contestability is limited by contracts
that have a longer term than is necessary or justified by the nature of the
contract. Traditional outsourcing is often inappropriate where public services
are inherently monopolistic, where the services in question are unique or so
closely integrated that they can’t be broken down into parts, or where there is a
problem with physical or human asset specificity.
To my knowledge, the first person to explore the application of contestability to
public services was Chris Ham, then Professor of Health Policy and Management
at the University of Birmingham, who published a brief note on the matter in
the British Medical Journal in 1996. Ham was seconded to the Department of
Health from 2000 to 2004, where he served as Director of the Strategy Unit.
He is now CEO of the King’s Fund, which is probably the most influential think
tank in the UK health sector. In that 1996 note, following the collapse of the first
experiment with the NHS internal market, Ham wrote:
While competition as a reforming strategy may have had its day, there are
nevertheless elements of this strategy that are worth preserving, not least the
stimulus to improve performance which arises from the threat that contracts
may be moved to an alternative provider should not be lost. The middle way
between planning and competition is a path called contestability. This recognises
that healthcare requires collaboration between purchasers and providers and the
capacity to plan developments on a long-term basis. At the same time, it’s based
on the premise that the performance may stagnate unless there are sufficient
incentives to bring about continuous improvement. Some of these incentives may
be achieved through management action or professional pressure, and some may
derive from political imperatives.
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In addition, there is the stimulus to improve performance that exists when
providers know that purchasers have alternative options. The essence of
contestability is that planning and competition should be used together, with
contracts moving only when other means of improving performance have failed.
Put another way, in a contestable health service, it is the possibility that contracts
may move that creates an incentive within the system, rather than the actual
movement of contracts. Of course for this to be a real incentive, it must be said,
contracts must shift from time to time (Ham 1996, 71).

In some situations, outsourcing is still the most appropriate course of action.
There is now a well-developed market in this country for warehousing and
logistics, and the onus of proof must now rest on those who would argue that
warehousing and logistics should be done in-house. This is the so-called ‘Yellow
Pages test’, which was described by California Governor Pete Wilson as follows:
‘If a service provided by government is advertised by private companies in
the Yellow Pages, it’s a good candidate for privatization’ (Wilson 1996, 29).
Put another way, if you can find somebody in the Yellow Pages that’s doing this,
you really ought to be asking the question: Why are you doing it in-house?
Note that he uses the term ‘privatisation’ here rather than ‘contracting’.
In some cases, the technological capabilities of private sector firms have
outstripped those of the public sector, and in those cases governments might
decide outsourcing is the most suitable course. The innovative new road
maintenance contracts tendered by the NSW Road and Maritime Services
(RMS) are an example of this. Each of the shortlisted consortia has one or more
international companies involved in their bid, because the RMS is drawing
heavily on models that have been developed in New Zealand and the UK.
The NSW government has elected not to develop its capabilities in-house or form
joint ventures with international corporations, and this is an understandable
decision.
There are also situations where, in order to create a credible threat of competition
in the rest of the system, governments may elect to outsource a proportion of their
services. It was for this reason that the NSW Labor government did not permit
an in-house bid when it conducted a competitive tender for the management of
Parklea Prison in 2009. Throughout the rest of its term in office, Labor employed
a policy of contestability in the reform of its prisons. Contestability drives
robust benchmarking, and it motivates public service managers to undertake
serious reform. It recognises that private sector monopolies are no better than
public sector monopolies and, in many cases, worse. It is a good example of
an approach to public sector reform that goes beyond the traditional debate
of public versus private.
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Performance contracting
I spent 10 years in the UK running a corporate think tank for a large public
service company. The first research project we undertook after my arrival was
to interview contract managers who had previously managed the same service
in the public sector—the same people who were doing the same job, but in a
different model. It was a very insightful piece of work, and we found that many
of the benefits of competitive tendering come not from competition but from
contracting.
Competition is by no means unimportant; the process of winning a competitive
tender bestows on management a powerful mandate for reform, which enables
them to renegotiate custom and practice. But a great deal of work is done by
the contract itself. A performance contract provides much greater clarity to
frontline managers about the government’s priorities. When they are written
into a contract, performance targets provide predictability, so that management
and staff know how they will be judged and are able to adapt their behaviour
accordingly. A term contract provides frontline managers with stability so that
over a period of five to seven years, for example, they are isolated to some extent
from the policy churn that has become a feature of modern politics.
It is unsurprising, then, that contract managers who used to work in the
public sector reported that the contractual shield provided them with a great
deal more authority and autonomy in managing their team. However, they
also reported feeling personally much more accountable. Since the boundaries
of the organisation were more clearly defined, and since performance targets
were more predictable and stable, they knew that they would not be able to
shift responsibility to someone else. Service level agreements between the
commissioners of public services and public sector agencies have made little
impact because they have failed to comprehend the essence of what makes
a contract work. Again, if we reframe the question so that we focus on the
contract rather than just competition or contestability, we can open up a whole
new range of tools to use in addressing the challenge of austerity.

Recognising diversity
The concept of diversity offers us another way of doing this. Some of the
examples and themes that I am about to refer to have been woven into the fabric
of this book. Traditionally, public service commissioners have drawn on a very
limited range of tools in the design of solutions to policy problems. That has
begun to change, but there are still not enough tools in the policymaker’s
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toolkit. As psychologist Abraham Maslow observed: ‘I suppose it is tempting,
if the only tool you have is a hammer, to treat everything as if it were a nail’
(Maslow 1996, 15).
Our capacity to understand the problem in front of us is constrained by the
range of possible solutions at our command. If the only tools you have available
to you are a hammer and a monkey wrench and someone gives you a watch
and asks, ‘What’s the problem and can you fix it?’, you are going to struggle
because you have got two tools that are not particularly appropriate for the task
at hand. Privatisation and outsourcing have certainly introduced diversity into
the range of models from which policymakers can draw—but not very much.
There are many public services where privatisation and outsourcing would be
decidedly inappropriate. Much the same applies to ‘digital government’. It is
a useful addition to the toolkit, but it is only one instrument in a range of
alternatives we should be exploring.
Over the past few years, we have seen the emergence of new models that are not
easily slotted into the old categories of public, private and not-for-profit. Simone
Walker’s chapter in this book relates to social impact bonds. While we have not
really moved beyond the pilot phase even in the UK, and certainly not in the
US or in NSW (where the first two pilots are underway), there is significant
interest in this radical new approach. What is interesting, given the subject of
this chapter, is that in the UK some of the providers in these consortia of social
impact bonds are public entities, local governments and similar institutions.
We are also seeking public–private hybrids that provide scope for contestability
where traditional outsourcing would not. In the UK, one of the most interesting
is GSTS Pathology—a public–private joint venture between two leading NHS
hospital trusts and a large public service company. The NHS trusts bring to the
joint venture their expertise in pathology, while the private company brings
its expertise in management. NHS staff are seconded rather than transferred,
so that the trusts have retained their negotiating power within the joint venture.
This is not soft and woolly—rather, it is a grown-up, very commercial joint
venture. Now we have seen the emergence of some hybrids here in Australia, for
example the Chris O’Brien Lifehouse, a new oncology facility at the Royal Prince
Alfred Hospital (RPA) in Sydney.
In the UK’s welfare to work and rehabilitation sectors—the probation sectors—
we have seen the emergence of a new service model, generally referred to by
public officials as the ‘integrator model’. Table 12.1 shows Serco’s model; G4S
have adopted this approach as well. In this particular case, the company assumed
significant financial and operational risk for delivering service outcomes,
but the integrators deliver none of the actual services themselves. Rather,
they assemble and then closely manage a diverse supply chain on behalf of
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government. There is then an interesting argument that the integrator is acting
as manager of the government’s supply chain, rather than being the head of a
virtual organisation selling into government.
There is widespread criticism of ‘public service mutuals’ in the UK. Private
corporations dismiss them as nostalgia for the cooperative movement of
the nineteenth century. Union leaders insist they are just another form of
privatisation. In fact, employee-owned enterprises are relatively common in
one part of the private economy—the professional services sector. Lawyers,
accountants, consultants, and some healthcare professionals usually operate
under a partnership model, which is essentially employee-owned. Structural
features explain why employee ownership is common in professional services,
and in my view, those features occur in many parts of the public service economy.
Other than lack of imagination, I find it difficult to understand why public
service mutuals could not succeed as an alternative business model (see the later
chapter by Hems in this volume for greater discussion on mutuals).
Table 12.1. Serco Welfare to Work model
Coventry

Staffordshire

Herefordshire

Shropshire

Engage

Sarina Russo

Shaw Trust

Beacon
Employment

Shropshire
County Council

Enable

Trainbrains

Stoke on Trent
Council

Beacon
Employment

Shrewsbury
College

Empower

Shaw Trust

Inspire 2
Independence

JHP Group Ltd

Shaw Trust

Specialists

Birmingham Chamber Training; Royal National College for the Blind

Note: Each provider listed in the table above is indicative of each of those elements of the model; in the
full model, there are two to three providers in each category.
Source: From Serco Group plc, ‘Work Programme West Midlands & South Yorkshire’, presentation to
the author, 20 April 2012.

Some of the greatest innovation is taking place in India, where social
entrepreneurs are developing profoundly different models of public service
delivery in circumstances where governments, because of inadequate tax
revenues, cannot hope to meet the needs of a population demanding basic
services such as health and education. In fact, the term ‘frugal innovation’
comes out of these social entrepreneurs developing these new models in India
(‘First break all the rules: The charms of frugal innovation’). Examples include
high volume, high quality heart surgery performed at a fraction of the cost of
comparable services in the West. In large part this is possible because these
industries are lightly regulated in India; the professional guilds do not have
the same capacity to prevent experimentation with innovative new approaches.
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While the Australian public will not want their governments to directly adopt
those models, I think it is highly likely that they will be deeply influenced by
the lessons that have been learned out of the ‘frugal innovation’ period in India.
In the exploration of alternative service models, it is vital that government
ensures appropriate transparency and accountability; issues of competitive
neutrality inevitably arise, but these issues are by no means insuperable. I was
intimately involved in the development of the competitive neutrality principles
in this country, when we were designing a framework for the corporatisation
of government business enterprises in the late 1980s. Contrary to what some
analysts now maintain, corporatisation was not developed as a staging post
on the way to privatisation, but as a means of enabling government business
enterprises to behave in a more commercial way and to compete fairly in the
wider economy. Corporatisation was intended as a reform to carry the debate
beyond public and private, and a succession of reports by the Productivity
Commission and the NSW Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal bear
witness to the massive productivity gains produced by that process.

Stopping budgetary elephants in a time
of austerity
Surveying the recent debates over the parlous state of the Commonwealth
budget, there is little doubt that Australian governments are in for a period of
sustained austerity. Scope for further tax increases will be limited, and both
state and federal governments must look to the effectiveness with which they
deliver public services. The fiscal gap is now so large that it cannot be closed
just through staff freezes, efficiency dividends and waste-watch committees.
In looking at plausible reform tools, I have been deeply influenced by Aaron
Wildavsky’s assessment of zero-based budgeting in the US government in the
1960s. In his writings on the matter, he quoted a public servant he interviewed:
‘Some butterflies were caught, no elephants stopped’ (Wildavsky and Hammond
1965, 336). Governments have to start looking for the elephant-stoppers and,
done well, contracting and contestability offer that potential. But governments
must also offer solutions that are capable of commanding bipartisan support.
They must find a framework that unleashes the energy of the change vanguard
(see Kelman, in this volume). They must find a narrative that will generate a
broadly based reform coalition within government, well beyond that vanguard.
To use a metaphor taken from Steve Kelman’s book, having made the effort to
get the flywheels spinning, they must find a way of maintaining the momentum
of reform over time, through successive changes of government (Kelman 2005).
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It must outlast any electoral cycle. There are a variety of ways in which this
might be done, but none of them will be possible, in my view, if we do not find
a way of moving beyond traditional concepts of public and private.
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THE ROAD TO GENUINE PARTNERSHIPS WITH
THE THIRD SECTOR: ARE WE THERE YET?
Peter Shergold

University of Western Sydney

Liberation
I am a ‘liberated’ public servant—I retired from the Australian Public Service
(APS) six years ago. Nevertheless, I continue to serve on a range of government
boards, councils and committees. Indeed I sometimes feel that I am more
engaged with a wider range of public policy issues today than when I was a
public servant. Living now in a world of ‘care without responsibility’, it’s easy
to think boldly about the future. It’s easier to preach if you don’t practise: the
burden of administrative routine and political crises tend to overwhelm one’s
strategic impulse.
I hope I am not simply a blowhard. I strive to ensure that the enjoyment
I get from being an agent provocateur on public administration is matched by
active engagement in new approaches. I chair, for example, the NSW Social
Investment Expert Advisory Group, overseeing one of the most interesting
innovations in policy. Social Benefit Bonds involve the harnessing of private
sector social finance for the creation of public good through a not-for-profit
intermediary. It is a particular form of ‘social impact investing’. The state’s
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purpose is to attract private investors to fund early intervention by community
providers. The original goal was to reduce the need to place at-risk children in
out-of-home care, and to lower the rate and cost of prisoner recidivism, but the
NSW government has now announced a significant widening of its ambition.
If successful, the result will be significant budgetary savings and a more civil
society. This represents a quite different way for a government to undertake its
business.
Until taking a position as Chair of Opal Aged Care, I also headed the
Commonwealth’s Aged Care Reform Implementation Council and its successor,
the Aged Care Sector Committee. In my recent address at the Leading Age Services
Australia convention, I talked about the potential transformation of aged care
delivery, focused in particular on the value of ‘consumer-directed care’ (CDC)
approaches. This, too, represents an unorthodox approach to implementing
publicly funded services. I envisage the possibility that as citizens become used
to tailored, individualised, self-managed and ‘self-directed’ funding (not only in
aged care but in the provision of disability services and mental illness support),
they will become empowered. Instead of learning to be helpless recipients, they
will be encouraged to take control of the government assistance they require.
They will refuse to accept the constraints imposed upon their autonomy both
by public service agency ‘purchasers’ and the third-party service ‘providers’
that presently deliver standardised services through block grant funding.
The main focus of this chapter, however, is on ‘the road to genuine partnerships
in the third sector’. This is another matter that arouses my passion. I served
on the Western Australian Economic Audit Committee and, in particular,
contributed to a volume that emphasised Putting the Public First (Economic
Audit Committee 2009). For more than three years I then chaired the Partnership
Forum that the report had recommended. This body brings together the key
directors-general and not-for-profit CEOs in Western Australia. Together they
negotiate more equitable financial arrangements for providers, simplify and
streamline the administration of outsourced service delivery, and ‘co-produce’
program design. It was an energising experience because it was an initiative that
actually walked the talk of collaboration. The strong support of the Premier,
Colin Barnett, and the leadership of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet
provided the necessary authorising environment.
More recently, I have worked with community organisations (particularly the
Victorian Council of Social Services) and the Victorian government on new
ways of improving collaboration in the development, as well as the delivery,
of publicly funded human services (Shergold 2013). In response to my
recommendations, which were based on extensive consultation with the state’s
not-for-profit sector, Minister Mary Wooldridge announced the establishment of
a Community Sector Reform Council. Like WA’s Partnership Forum, the Council’s
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goal is to bring together senior representatives from across the government and
non-government sectors to plan the implementation of reforms in the delivery
of human services.
I also bring my interest in cross-sectoral collaboration to the NSW Public
Service Commission Advisory Board, which I chair, and the Queensland Public
Service Renewal Board, of which I am a member. Unfortunately, it was recently
abolished by Annastacia Palaszczuk MP. In NSW, the board released a public
report on collaborative partnership (NSW PSC Advisory Board 2014). Make no
mistake: changes are afoot.
I still believe major reform in the public sector is an imperative, and new
approaches are needed to improve performance. It is true that some of today’s
administrative creativity is partly driven by financial austerity or the buzz
words going around—‘frugal innovation’. To be honest, however, I see the new
approaches much more as ‘disruptive innovation’—and my sympathies are very
much on the side of the disruptors. Partnership approaches can reinvigorate the
participatory nature of Australian democracy. They can build networked forms
of governance. They can increase trust in the state and its institutions; create
more flexible structures of public administration; and, in the process, help us to
re-envision and revitalise the significant role of public servants.
That is what I hope for. Sometimes I think we might actually make it happen.
Others, who are more cautious and less optimistic than I am, counter that
public organisations tend to become trapped by their past. I do not think that
organisational sclerosis is inevitable. Certainly I am doing my level best to try
and make sure that public administration is not resistant or impervious to
change. The desire of governments to deliver services more effectively, driven
in part by budgetary pressures, will ensure that the status quo is challenged.
Opportunities beckon.

Embrace contractualism
I want to tell a tale. This story may have begun before your time as a public
administrator, or it may be a narrative in which you have been an active
participant. Its beginning coincides with when I entered the public service a
generation ago. It was a period when public services started to talk seriously
about ‘contestability’ and ‘outsourcing’. Often that discourse was associated,
usually critically, with the so-called new public management. The focus
was on ‘managing for results’. One key element of that change process was
the willingness to pay organisations outside the public service to deliver
a government’s programs and services.
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Some of you will remember what now seems a rather dated language:
the organisational distinction between ‘purchaser’ and ‘provider’, and between
‘steerer’ and ‘rower’. The terms, contractual or metaphorical, implied profound
change in the nature of delivering government. Public servants would be
required to benchmark their cost-effectiveness and evaluate their performance,
and if there was ‘value for money’ in it, they would fund third parties to
implement government policy under service agreements.
Part of the reform process was marked by the privatisation and corporatisation
of government enterprise activities that had traditionally operated in the public
domain. In the construction of public infrastructure it often took the form of
public–private partnerships. In the area of human services it was epitomised by
the contracting out of the delivery of support programs.
Perhaps delivery of services through third parties seemed newer than it was.
Gary Sturgess (see his chapter in this volume) is quite right: the popular notion
that Australian governments had traditionally delivered public services only
through public servants is ahistorical. If you are a student of colonial Australia,
you will be aware that so much of what we now consider the role of the public
service was initially provided by the business or community sector—whether
it was Australia’s first charity, the Sydney Benevolent Society, which supplied
health, nursing and a range of essential social services; or the Australian Mutual
Provident Society, which wrote its first policies in 1849, one of a number of
mutual and friendly societies which provided funeral benefits and life insurance;
or the range of agricultural and retail cooperatives, which redistributed their
profits back to members. Contracting out government was commonplace. It was,
to revert to my earlier work as an economic historian, the primary means of
transporting convicts to NSW. Nevertheless, to many public servants in the
early 1990s, the contracting of not-for-profits to deliver government programs
appeared as the shock of the new.
It was, I remember, a matter of fierce political debate. I found the process
quite exciting. What most interested me at the time was the development and
delivery of family and community support, disability care, employment and
training, Aboriginal affairs, education, health services, and aged care. In those
areas implementation was predominantly, although by no means exclusively,
outsourced to community-based organisations.
As Secretary of the Department of Employment, I had particular responsibility
for the early days of the Job Network (now Job Services Australia). I supervised
the second tender process, at the conclusion of which the delivery of employment
services was divided more or less evenly between the private and not-for-profit
sectors. It was apparent that public sector organisations such as Employment
National found it hard to compete. For 50 years, labour market brokerage had
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been largely a government monopoly, provided by a network of Commonwealth
Employment Service offices. Now, in the mid-1990s, the delivery of services was
moved out of the APS.
Similar developments occurred in many other areas of public policy.
Today, at both the state and Commonwealth levels, a wide range of human
services is delivered not by public servants but by contracted providers,
predominantly in the community sector. Critics, usually in academia, sometimes
characterise this development as the emergence of the ‘contract state’ or the
‘hollow crown’. I see it differently. I was a naïve enthusiast in the 1990s,
and I remain a wiser (more chastened) supporter today. My major frustration
is that the potential of commissioning service delivery has too often been
undermined by administrative red tape.
The scale of outsourcing is enormous. The 2010 Productivity Commission
research report on the contribution of the not-for-profit sector found that each
year about $26 billion of government services was delivered directly through
the sector. This is a profound transformation. The amazing thing is that most
Australians do not really understand it, nor are they even fully aware of it.
It has happened largely beneath the radar of public opinion. Not-for-profit
organisations that traditionally saw themselves as charities, and often as
advocacy organisations, are now regarded by public services as ‘government
service providers’. I emphasise that this is not how most of them see themselves.
I witnessed this change take place at first hand. When I entered the public
service, my task was to set up the Office of Multicultural Affairs (OMA).
Together with the Department of Immigration, OMA made many grants to
ethnic groups and migrant centres that provided settlement services. Most of
those grants were intended to subsidise what community organisations were
already doing of their own accord. In other words, government assessed that
their activities were beneficial and in the public interest, and so provided small
grants of public money to assist them. Accountability was based on acquittal.
This is a very different approach to the typical relationship today. Most of the
direct government funding now takes the form of contracts: they are intended
not to supplement community-developed public services but to deliver the
government’s programs.
The implications of this change are often inadequately comprehended.
Neither side of the contractual equation—public service purchasers on the
one hand and not-for-profit providers on the other—has clearly appreciated
the substantive difference between a grant subsidy and a payment-for-service
agreement. Too many of the contracts that are being written remain ambiguous
in their nature. This is unfortunate. Trust depends on both sides entering into a
relationship with eyes wide open.
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Experimental transformation through
cooperative partnerships
I continue to believe that outsourcing the delivery of government human
services to ‘third sector’ community organisations is a good thing. Scores of
evaluations leave me in little doubt that in most cases the provision of programs
through the not-for-profit sector has resulted in better quality services being
delivered to clients at a lower cost. This is not unequivocally a good outcome.
Many community organisations that tender for contracts may end up effectively
cross-subsidising government for the delivery of services. In other words,
community organisations—which raise funds from donors for charitable
purposes, employ workers at lower wage rates than public servants, and make
extensive use of volunteers—may find themselves delivering services at below
their real cost. Their mission (to help those in need) persuades them to do it.
PricewaterhouseCoopers estimated that in WA, community organisations were
generally being paid about 30 per cent less than the true cost of service delivery.
I suspect that situation would not be different in other jurisdictions. It is to
the great credit of Premier Colin Barnett that he addressed that underpayment
in his state’s 2011 budget. He saw it as the first essential down payment on
partnership.
So whilst I am still supportive of contracting the community sector, I believe
that the relationship needs to be made over. In my view the potential revolution
in public administration has only been half-fulfilled. The aim of outsourcing
should be to create a wider diversity of providers, greater choice for users, and
more experimentation in delivery. Instead, there is a bureaucratic impulse to
standardise programs, to control delivery processes, to micromanage the service
agreements and to avoid risk. It is time to pause, reassess and rethink where we
have arrived, and consider where we should go from here.
We have the capacity to create a ‘public economy’ that is delivered by a crosssectoral collaboration between public, private and not-for-profit organisations.
Governments need to set, tender and pay deliverers on the basis of agreed
outcomes. The ambition should be to provide citizens in need with flexible
options. The arrangements should encourage social entrepreneurship. We need
to stop perceiving contractual relationships, built over a quarter of a century,
as merely transactional. Let us instead ask the question: How can we do things
differently so that the process can become transformational? The answer,
I believe, is to build collaborative relationships which allow public servants
and community workers to design in a cooperative fashion the best ways to
maximise value for the expenditure of public funds.
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Let us stop thinking about how to build ‘mind labs’ and ‘design centres’ at the
periphery of public administration. Let us instead seek to change the core. Let us
harness the power of partnership to develop and deliver government services
on behalf of government in ways that empower the citizens that access them.

Promoting a collaborative environment
There are four distinct aspects to the creation of a public economy.
First, we need to do more to appreciate and embrace the experience of community
organisations. Many of them have been in this game for a long time, and their
workers have considerable frontline experience. Imagine how it must appear for
many of these not-for-profits: a government decides on policy and announces it;
a public service department, either through legislative or administrative means,
translates that policy into particular services and programs; the contracts and
guidelines are written to protect the government from risk; and only at that
final stage is the delivery of the policy tendered out. Consider how it would feel
to be at this low-value end of the development chain—especially if you believe
that if your organisation had been consulted at an earlier stage, the programs
and services could have been better formulated. ‘Co-production’ and ‘co-design’
are the keys to maximising public value and beneficial social impact.
Second, we need to encourage the latent entrepreneurship of community
organisations. Of course things are tough—governments face an environment
of shrinking revenues and soaring demand. But which businesses in Australia
typically live in an austerity environment, often not knowing from year to
year how they are going to survive? Answer: those in the community sector.
Their constant struggle to pursue their mission whilst ensuring financial
sustainability drives a willingness to embrace considered risk-taking.
Unfortunately, when governments contract those enterprises, they often
constrain organisational creativity by imposing an unnecessary burden of
regulatory controls. Outsourcing should present an opportunity for diversity:
it should be a means to challenge a variety of organisations—whether private
or community-based—to come up with new and exciting ways of delivering the
public interest.
Third, we should learn from ‘the wisdom of the crowd’. Here I am talking as
much about frontline public servants as community organisation employees.
If you monitor the work of public servants at the most junior levels, you
will often observe a remarkable degree of innovation. Unfortunately, it is to a
significant extent diverted into developing the day-to-day ‘workarounds’ that
enable staff to subvert the inflexible administrative guidelines under which
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they operate. We should learn from people at the grassroots level, and provide
them with greater autonomy in the ways in which they deliver the outcomes
sought by government. Bureaucratic hierarchy may provide an effective basis for
quality control, but it can also diminish the capacity of policy to be informed by
experience. We need to get more serious about devolving responsibility down
the line. We need to value experience more highly.
Finally, we should seek to attract social finance from the private sector.
Social Benefit Bonds (see Walker’s chapter in this volume) are an exciting
new financial instrument, but they represent only one small part of ‘impact
investing’. Governments can provide capital loans on a low-interest basis to
‘social enterprises’, allowing them to start up or to scale their growth. Social
enterprises are not-for-profit organisations that raise revenue through engaging
in trade, including through the delivery of government services, and then invest
any surplus in their social mission. Governments would do well to help those
enterprises to grow. Governments can make social investment more financially
attractive. They can support financial intermediaries to provide capital (equity
or debt) to social enterprises.

Facilitating genuine relationships—there is hope
Governments can act to promote a more collaborative environment. They can
encourage public sector leaders to themselves become ‘intrapreneurs’, pushing
change from the inside. We know public servants are good at this: in the last 25
years of public administration, most of the key reforms have been driven from
within. Many public servants have the capacity and the will to do this; they just
need the government authority and encouragement to act.
There exists an opportunity to push public sector innovation from the central
point of the Venn axis at which public/private/not-for-profit engagement cross
over. In the area of human services, in particular, contracted organisations
should be afforded a genuine opportunity to contribute to policy. They should
be enabled to participate actively in the design of more integrated and holistic
wraparound services. Of course they should be paid and held publicly
accountable on the basis of outcomes—but outcomes delivered in their own way,
without unnecessary interference. That will make it possible for governments
to move away from the delivery of templated programs. To my mind, it does not
make sense to move delivery from the public service to a range of businesses
and not-for-profit organisations, and then dictate that the service they provide
must be implemented and managed in one particular way. It is possible to
release the transformational potential of outsourcing by accepting that different
organisations will have different ways of delivering outcomes and, by doing
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so, they will enable citizens to have a real choice in the services available.
This, above all, should be the motive driving governments to commission the
execution of their political goals.
That objective will be enhanced by an extension of local solutions—and by that
I do not simply mean the regional demarcations that public servants construct
for administrative convenience. I am talking about ‘place-based approaches’ that
can be implemented at the level of urban neighbourhoods, remote townships,
or Aboriginal settlements. I am also talking about devolving decision-making
to schools, hospitals and social housing estates. These ‘communities’ should
be afforded more opportunity to make their own choices and be given greater
responsibility to use the government funds at their disposal.
The value of outsourcing will be enhanced by putting citizens in control of the
services they need to live a full life. That means giving them the opportunity
to manage their own budgets, to select their own services and to choose their
own providers. This is not intended to diminish the responsibility or the status
of public administration, but it does require the role and situational authority
of public servants to be redefined.
The public service leaders of the future will be facilitators. They will be
empathetic listeners, skilled negotiators, team-based designers and effective
coordinators. In other words, public servants will play a crucial role as partners
in the delivery of ‘network governance’. They will be the stewards of public
value and accountability, bringing together diverse actors that collectively give
effect to the will of the state. This, then, will place them at the centre of a public
economy, in which ‘private-for-purpose’ businesses, ‘surplus-for-mission’ social
enterprises and the ‘public-qua-public’ agencies collaborate in the delivery of
public value in the most effective manner.
The good news is that all of this can be done. The future is already with us—it is
just not evenly distributed yet. When we talk about the potential of consumerdirected care, local-based solutions, cross-sectoral collaboration or social
impact investing, we know that examples already exist. The innovative pilots,
demonstrations and trials that are already underway need to be evaluated and,
if successful, to take their place at the centre of mainstream public administration.
That is the horizon at the end of the road to genuine partnership. We are not
there yet but we are on our way.
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DEVELOPING SOCIAL BENEFIT BONDS
IN AUSTRALIA: THE NSW FAMILY AND
COMMUNITY SERVICES EXPERIENCE
Simone Walker

NSW Department of Family
and Community Services

In the Department of Families and Community Services (FACS), New South
Wales, we have been working on a Social Benefit Bonds (SBB) pilot for two years,
and it is now starting to come to fruition.1 The benefit that I am most proud of is
that it really is about combining a new financial tool with—in our case—better
outcomes for children and young people.
When this process first started, my role in FACS was Executive Director for the
Service System Delivery area, which relates to funding and contracting. I was
involved in the pilot because it was a very new and different way to contract.
Subsequently, I have become the Executive Director for Out-of-Home Care; it
has been a good marriage of roles and positions. This is a bold direction, and
one which we are very proud of in NSW. It is groundbreaking because it centres

1
This paper is based on a talk delivered in 2013. The bonds and outcomes it discusses have been
progressing since this time.
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on the ability to bring together new money (from investors), with outcomes for
children and young people, in a better and safer way. That sort of alignment is
something we do not get to work with very often.

Children in out-of-home care
In 2002 there were over 9,000 children in out-of-home care (Figure 14.1).
These were children the NSW Children’s Court had decided were not safe if
they remained with their families. In June 2013, that number had more than
doubled, rising to 18,400. This is a significant population increase, requiring
urgent action to find better and safer alternatives for this population. We have
a strong reformist government at the moment (2015), and we have a number of
reforms currently sitting in this space. Simultaneously, FACS is moving out of
the business of direct service provision; we are transitioning all of our statutory
out-of-home care to the non-government organisation (NGO) sector. This is the
context in which we began to explore the introduction of SBBs.

Figure 14.1. Number of children in out-of-home care in NSW, 2002 and 2013
Source: Family and Community Services, 2013, Transition Dashboard.
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This transition to the NGO sector probably will not have a dramatic effect on
the population, but we anticipate that it will produce much better outcomes for
children, partly because caseloads in NGOs are currently around 1:13, compared
to 1:28 in Community Services. In order to reduce the population, we turned
to SBBs, and especially a pilot investment scheme known as the Newpin bond
on which we have worked closely with UnitingCare Burnside—a leading child
and family support organisation in NSW. This bond is strongly focused on the
restoration of children to their families. Because this is all about restoration and
aligning the outcomes with the financial tool, an upfront assumption that we
needed to make with this bond is that children are better off with their birth
families when it is safe. We know that most children in out-of-home care have
poor outcomes, especially when compared to children in similar circumstances
who stay at home with their families of origin. When that is your underlying
assumption, you are extremely motivated to make this work, and I think that
has been a driving force in the partnership between UnitingCare Burnside and
Community Services. Where it is suitable to return these children to their birth
families, with the right support, the right energy and the right service provider,
that is what we will try to do.

How the bond works

Figure 14.2. What is a social benefit bond?
Source: Cowling and Walker 2013.
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Figure 14.2 is a very simple diagram, and it might oversimplify the concepts and
processes underlying SBBs, but it is a good basic starting point. First, beginning
with the green arrow, investors interested in social outcomes provide the upfront
funding for a given service or outcome. The Newpin bond through UnitingCare
Burnside is a $7 million bond; and we have an additional $10 million bond with
the Benevolent Society, which was extremely successful in the subscriptions
(see below). The government’s aim here was to tap into the development of the
social finance sector to support additional or better out-of-home programs.
Second, the NGO service provider delivers an agreed social outcome. For this initial
pilot, what we were looking for was a known provider, an organisation that had
a proven track record—and that was UnitingCare Burnside. We needed to be
able to say to them, ‘We want to put the responsibility and a substantial part of
the risk with you as the provider for doing this work’. The desired outcome we
agreed is about returning children to their birth families. The principal benefit
in this outcome, from a measurement point of view, is that it is binary: children
are either in out-of-home care, or they are not. This is very important for the
measurement of performance in relation to the bond, especially when taking
into account a return to investors. Ultimately, returning children to their birth
families in a safe and considered way will result in an improvement in clients’
lives, reducing the need for acute services. Consider that for each child in outof-home care, even those with the simplest needs, an NGO receives $37,000 a
year. If a child comes into out-of-home care aged two and stays until they are 18
(as many do), the figures mount up exceeding half a million dollars per child—
and become especially high when you consider how many children NSW has in
statutory care. Despite the additional support required by some birth families
to keep the children at home with them safely, this is still a much better option
for the NSW government (from both a financial and an outcomes perspective).
Third, it is the savings to government associated with these outcomes that are
what really make the social bond work; some of the savings are returned to
investors (as illustrated by the blue arrow in Figure 14.2). It is important to note
that the returns are capped, because the idea of this bond is not for people to
make extraordinary returns. This gives assurance to government, as well as to
other people scrutinising the purpose of the bond, that this is not just a money
creation scheme.
The key difference operating with the UnitingCare Burnside Newpin SBB is
the availability of funding levels to which we had previously not had access.
We are starting to see the untold potential of being able to tap into private
funding sources as a way to get better social outcomes. We are very focused
on performance outcomes and performance accountability, which goes to some
of the comments made in John Wanna’s introduction to this book. However,
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given the incredible energy it has taken to get the social bonds up, we are not
able to consider any new bonds in the immediate future, but there is enormous
potential here for other government agencies.

The Newpin process—three different bonds,
three different models
The Newpin SBB was a twinkle in the eye of the previous government, but
the O’Farrell–Baird governments in NSW have really taken it on; they are
100 per cent committed to this social bond innovation. A request for proposals
was approved by Treasury in September 2011; after an evaluation process,
proponents were selected in March 2012.
We currently have two bonds. The first is the UnitingCare Burnside SBB,
called the Newpin bond, which has raised a $7 million bond over seven years.
The main focus is restoration, but it also includes family preservation services.
The response from the market was an unknown in early days, although there
was a considerable amount of market testing. We originally thought that
philanthropists would be very interested in the bond process, but what we
have discovered over time is that it has actually been more popular with ‘real’
investors who are looking for a return on their dollars, and for a whole range of
reasons has been less attractive to philanthropic investors.
A second social bond is with the Benevolent Society, which is focused mainly on
family preservation (i.e. preventing children from going into out-of-home care).
Because there was an overwhelmingly positive response to the Newpin SBB, that
has given us great confidence that the Benevolent Society SBB will also be wellreceived. It is a $10 million bond over five years, and the Benevolent Society
have partnered with Westpac and the Commonwealth Bank. It is a completely
different financial model from Newpin, and there is a clear message here for us:
there is massive opportunity in this space, but it needs to be something where
people are passionate about the outcomes, because of the sheer amount of work
that goes into making it happen.
It took two years to work out the financial models and other details. These were
fit-for-purpose models, so it was very difficult to make the transition from one
model to the other. In the Newpin bond, there will be annual payments for
successful restorations. In contrast, the Benevolent Society will receive a large
upfront payment, and then no further payment until five years later; at that
point, we will measure how many of the children they worked with have ended
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up in out-of-home care. So there is a significant degree of risk to the agency at
the five-year mark, but on the other hand there is a very large upfront payment,
which represents a substantial risk to government.
As a result, we consider it crucial that we work with known substantial providers
who are prepared to fully commit their staff, resources and reputation, but
who are also big enough to sustain themselves throughout the process. This is
not something that we could do with a small provider, or a niche innovative
organisation.
A third bond related to recidivism, with Mission Australia, is still in the early
stages of development. It is still on track, but there are some definite differences
in relation to quantifying the savings for government. This is because of the
nature of jail infrastructure—in out-of-home care we do not have to factor solid
buildings infrastructure into the program, but jail infrastructure is an extra
element that they are grappling with in the development of the recidivism bond.

The negotiation phase
Besides a lot of time and energy, a diverse set of skills was required to get this off
the ground. We needed skilled project managers. We had significant input from
people with expertise in specialist financial modelling, just to help us model
what the potential savings to government were. Our economists and statisticians
had to pull a vast amount of data to formulate a projection for children and
young people. This was made more difficult by the questionable veracity of
some of our data in FACS—it is not consistent, and timeliness and accuracy are
not always high. This has certainly given us reasons to do a lot more work on
our data systems.
We also worked closely with Crown solicitors. This is a commercial contract,
something very different for us. Elements like the guarantee of referrals put a
degree of requirement on FACS that we do not experience in our normal service
agreements. In addition, we worked closely with representatives from Treasury.
This process has been fantastic for the relationship between Community
Services and Treasury, and there are clear benefits to knowing each other’s
business, understanding it and working so closely together on the financial
modelling. Out-of-home care is the third biggest risk to the NSW government;
our budget for 2013–14 is $799 million—not an insignificant sum. We should
engage Treasury more about why we are the biggest risk, but also why we are
thinking of different ways to tackle the issues, and why we want their support
and backing to find innovation.
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The other important thing was to have negotiators and executives meet frequently
face-to-face. We met weekly for the last six to nine months, and we had to be
able to make decisions in real time as the communication went forward—this
feature of the process makes it very different from the way we work in most
other circumstances. I needed to be able to say, ‘I have the imprimatur in the
room to make the decisions so that we can move these negotiations forward’.
My role was to ensure that the Steering Committee and the Executive were
aware of the direction, and their role back to me was to give me the imprimatur
to push this forward. Knowing that our minister is 100 per cent committed was
also important. Her message to us was: ‘Find a way to make this happen’, and
our role in the room was to do just that.

Counterfactuals and controls
A significant part of the work has been building the outcomes and measurement
framework, so this is where much of the resources were required. As I mentioned
previously, a referral guarantee is something very new and different for FACS.
We had to commit to delivering a certain number of families to the program,
and the risk then transferred over to UnitingCare Burnside in their work with
the families. FACS has had a chequered history with referral for some of our
family programs, but it is something that we are working on consistently.
This highlighted a need for quality data collection systems, and we have found
that the Executive now wants to commit to more of that.
We also had to develop a counterfactual rolling control group, which became
the basis of the measurement. We needed to work out how many children return
home from out-of-home care, regardless of intervention. This process took many
months, and ultimately, the figure we settled on was carefully negotiated. We as
a government needed to be sure that we were not paying for outcomes that were
going to occur even with no intervention, and UnitingCare Burnside needed
to know that there was veracity in our figure so that they were achieving at a
level where they would get a return for the investors. The weaknesses in our
data systems were crucial here, because every time we felt our data let us down,
it put us from a negotiated position to a worse place. What we determined, to
the best of our ability, is that 25 per cent of children going into care will go
home, regardless of the intervention that they receive. They are what we call
our ‘business as usual’ group. Thus for any payment to be made, UnitingCare
Burnside needs to achieve a restoration rate higher than that 25 per cent—that
is a big ask for an agency, but one that they have absolutely committed to.
Another positive outcome of this program is the rolling control group. We will
have a control group of 300 children at any point in time through the eight years,
and we will move children through that group depending on their experience
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in out-of-home care. This will give us not only a sense of how many children
go home with or without an intervention, it will also give us a great amount
of data and detail. The nature of our systems at the moment means that this is
essentially a manually driven control group. With 300 children in the group,
we are working hard to build the supporting systems to make sure that we
have accurate data. All of the data will be independently verified, because it
is crucial in calculating the payment to Burnside, and then the return to the
investors.

Criticisms of the social bonds initiative:
‘Cash for kids’?
One criticism that has been presented to us internally from our case workers,
and also from places like the Council of Social Service of New South Wales, is the
risk of this program being perceived as ‘cash for kids’—the idea that payment
is made for each successful restoration. This is something that we did have to
wrestle with during the planning and negotiation phases. We needed to ensure
that there was no opportunity for gaming on either side of the negotiation.
With this being a commercial contract, we needed to ensure that Community
Services did not cherry pick the most difficult cases to refer to UnitingCare
Burnside. We also needed to make sure that restorations were safe, that they
were real, and that they were successful.
We have used the contract to make these specifications, so there are very solid
criteria about the children that are referred. Firstly, there has to be agreement
about each child transferred between FACS and Burnside. Secondly, successful
restoration may be paid upon year two: we test the restoration in the following
year, and if a child has gone back into out-of-home care during that year, the
payment is reversed. That indicates how much pressure is upon Burnside, but
also how much pressure is on the data—we need to be sure that we are tracking
these children accurately. However, these arrangements have also served as an
avowal that this program is absolutely about good outcomes and not, as some
people have described, about cash for kids.
Implementing SBBs has been a very exciting opportunity, and so many times I
have said to people, ‘This is like being part of history’. Looking back, I simply
underestimated how hard history can be to make. And yet, it has been exciting;
it is something to get passionate about, because there is so much opportunity
to make an impact. The chance to mix the part of the work that I love (good
outcomes for children) with something new and different in contracting has
been brilliant. I would encourage people to think about the opportunities that
sit in their spaces, as well as the challenges that may come with them.
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SITUATING MUTUALS IN THE AUSTRALIAN
PUBLIC SECTOR CONTEXT
Les Hems

Ernst & Young

First, here is some contextual information relating to the potential of public
service mutuals in Australia. Cooperatives and mutual organisations have a
rich history in Australia, but largely go unrecognised. In fact, it was only in
2013 that for the first time a National Business Council for Cooperatives and
Mutuals was established, launched in Melbourne at the Royal Automobile Club
of Victoria (RACV) Club. This lack of recognition is quite startling when we
consider the numbers. There are 1,600 cooperatives and mutuals nationwide,
yet it is only recently that there has been a national register (usually it is difficult
to capture the work of these organisations across state boundaries). At present
eight in 10 Australians are members of cooperatives or mutuals. In fact, there are
more members of coops and mutuals in Australia than there are shareholders.
Some of these organisations have huge asset bases, whether they are financial or
insurance companies, or big agricultural coops. They are a very powerful part
of the economy. Nor are they a completely new phenomenon; some of these
cooperatives and mutuals have been delivering public services for years.
My own experience of Australian public policy dates back to the end of 2009 and
the beginning of 2010. Approaching the 2010 federal election, a productivity
report was released on the role of the not-for-profit sector, especially in relation
to public service delivery. I was shocked at the scale of the not-for-profit sector
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here—huge organisations like UnitingCare, Anglicare, the Salvation Army,
and so on. This contrasts with the UK, where post-war many comparable
organisations were nationalised and pulled into the National Health System
(NHS). That did not happen here. The scale of outsourcing to the not-for-profit
sector is quite different here to the UK, and I think that raises the issue of what
the scope is for ‘spinning out’ parts of government, when in effect the not-forprofit sector is already providing a lot of that service.
Over the last three years, I have been very impressed by the innovative
organisations and hybrid forms that have emerged to deliver public services.
During this time, we have seen the failure of a large for-profit public service
provider (ABC Learning Centres), which was a private company that delivered
a lot of fundamental public services supported by government funding.
ABC Learning Centres was taken over by what is called a ‘social enterprise’.
There was a significant amount of involvement by the leadership of the previous
for-profit organisation in creating a not-for-profit social enterprise solution to
a public sector problem. Relatively recently, we have also seen the emergence
of social impact bonds (see the chapter by Simone Walker in this book). Social
benefit bonds have been piloted in NSW, and many states are looking at payment
for results or ‘payment by outcome’ mechanisms. There is an increasing interest
in employee ownership as an alternative to both for-profit and mutual-type
organisations.

Research into ‘twenty-first-century
public services’
On the back of these two developments, I have been working with a number
of organisations to investigate the potential role for cooperatives and mutuals
in delivering what I call ‘twenty-first-century public services’. We are looking
not only to a different organisational form for delivering a public service, but
specifically to these organisations being innovative and coming up with new
methods of delivery. In other words, we are interested in innovation within the
mutual and cooperative movement. I have enjoyed the support of the emergent
and now launched Business Council for Cooperatives and Mutuals, and also
of bankmecu, which is Australia’s first customer-owned bank. They are very
committed to the notion that although they are engaged in a commercial activity,
they must still deliver community value.
I have tried to conduct my research using a co-production methodology and
action learning—I work with organisations and individuals who are undertaking
the things I am studying, and make sure they are an active part of the research
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process and that the research is both applied and relevant. Ultimately, I hope
to influence both policy and practice—and the research is geared towards this
end.
The key theme of my research is: what is the added value or advantage of using
a coop or mutual model? In order to explore that cross-cutting theme, I have
examined theory and analysed policy, looking specifically at UK, Canadian,
French and Italian public policy in support of cooperatives and mutuals. I have
been trying to assemble a body of case studies—both from the UK (which, thanks
to the excellent resources from the Cabinet Office, I have been able to compile
relatively quickly) and from Australia. My aim is to build an evidence base
for the purpose of public policy, and also for practice. I will combine these in
the form of a green paper, which will hopefully set out the potential for coops
and mutuals in delivering public services (Hems et al. 2014). It will be aimed
at academics as well as practitioners—those who are already in cooperatives
and mutuals or who potentially could be undertaking their activities through
a mutual form. There must be a facilitation and an encouragement of this
approach, because it is not a good thing to push people in this direction when
they are not ready or do not understand it. I hope that a green paper will be a
way of raising interest in this option.
Some of my other research interests include:
1. Incentive optimisation and trying to change the nature of some
of the relationships between producers and consumers. Sometimes
intermediaries facilitate the linking of producers and consumers. Obviously
cooperatives can either be producer cooperatives that are employee-owned,
or they can be consumer cooperatives where the clients group together to
purchase services. I want to understand the nature of the incentives for
each of those different groups in using a coop/mutual form rather than the
traditional government or market solution.
2. Information asymmetry. We are on the cusp of change in the public
service delivery landscape—for example, under the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS), individuals will have control over the purchasing
of services for themselves or for their family member. Information asymmetry
is a significant problem. Perhaps a coop/mutual form would actually provide
a better vehicle for resolving some of the problems related to this.
3. Governance. There are real issues around community ownership and
community democracy, and once again cooperatives and mutuals may have a
way of addressing these. Communities are a source of capital and resourcing
for service delivery. There are opportunities to understand the comparative
advantage of alternative forms (Billis and Glennerster 1998; Birchall 2011).
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4. Would a cooperative-designed service look different if it were planned
as such from the beginning? Exploring what public service delivery
systems look like if you start out using cooperative and mutual principles, as
opposed to government or market-based systems.
5. How to access funds. There is a pot of money that can be used to solve
problems of access to capital. I want to look at whether things like social
enterprise investment funds actually work.

Mutuals in practice
I am very interested in cases and examples of services involving a government
monopoly. The Cleveland Fire Service is a great example of how a government
monopoly service has recreated itself as a community interest company that is
going beyond its core mandate to deliver significant value to the local community.
An example from the UK is the City Health Care Partnerships, which provide
healthcare in local communities. There are Australian examples as well: an oftquoted one is the West Belconnen Health Coop in Canberra—a mutual that
offers bulk-billing Medicare services to a population that includes a significant
proportion of low-income people. This is a people-owned cooperative. The
patients who use the General Practice (GP) services become members if they
choose to, which effectively makes them part of the ownership structure of that
health service provider.
Another example from the UK illustrates further issues around complex services:
MyTime Community Interest Company works with people with complex mental
health problems, many from the former Yugoslavia. The traditional support was
inadequate, so the ‘patients’ got together as a community and designed their
own services to address their needs. They are hoping to get a social impact bond
to scale up their activities. There are many more examples of in-home care and
vulnerable groups.
Where there is both a market and a government failure, mutuals and cooperatives
can step in. I am referring here to many remote and rural towns on the edge of
being failing, unsustainable communities. This may be a way for communities to
take control and retain community assets: the Fox & Goose in Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire, is a case in point of a community seeking to buy a pub in order
to retain that institution (see Fox & Goose Co-operative Pub). There are many
communities here in Australia that might benefit from a similar approach.
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Issues in the Australian context
I recently completed a feasibility study for social impact bonds in New South
Wales, and one of the things I felt we needed to understand was the appetite for
such innovations. I would also argue that we must do a similar thing in relation
to some of the policy levers that can lead to mutuals, and especially in relation
to the notion of mutual and cooperative bodies being involved in public service
delivery. I am keen to test how individuals, communities and organisations
would respond to a policy lever such as a right to request, a right to provide,
or a community right to challenge.
I sense that there is currently a very polarised response by different parties and
stakeholders to payment by results. In the lead up to the 2013 Australian federal
election, I did a survey of leaders in the not-for-profit sector. There is definitely
a fear of the future around payment by results in the social welfare sector.
Essentially, there is strong opposition to payment by results as a concept—
although I found pockets of support as well. However, when it comes to social
impact bonds (which are obviously based on payment by results) a majority of
people do actually support it because it is bringing in new types of finance.
It is important to understand the different stakeholders’ perspectives, and this
is where incentive optimisation comes in. Cooperatives and mutuals might
actually be attractive to many stakeholders but we have to make sure we ask
them the right questions and that they understand exactly what a public service
mutual is.
Are there parts of the Australian public sector that might be interested in
exploring these types of mutualism in the public service? One of the obvious
ones to look at, being one of the biggest monopolies, is Australia Post. The
Royal Mail Service in the UK is going through the process of looking at
employee ownership, mutualising sections of the service. There are parts of the
Australian public sector that would certainly look at this type of opportunity
as very favourable. By the same token, we should also think about challenging
some of these very large not-for-profit organisations, such as Mission Australia
or UnitingCare, to give their frontline staff, people working in teams in
communities, a similar kind of offer—the kind of offer where staff can spin out
the delivery of a particular local service, so there is much greater control by the
people who are actually doing the job on the ground.
Similarly, I am keen to look at those policy areas that are going through
significant change at the moment. The NDIS is one case in point. What would
that scheme look like (and perform) if a cooperative or mutuals solution was one
of its fundamental components? The same approach could be taken with inhome care, out-of-home care and foster care, affordable housing, independent
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living and shelter living for the ageing population, schools, environmental
issues—there is a whole raft services that I think would be very open to this
type of option.
Another critical issue in the Australian context is that we need to come up
with our own definition of a public service mutual. There are concerns here,
and we should recognise them. The Mutation of Privatisation (Whitfield 2012)
is a report that describes how this may be privatisation through stealth. Other
people would say it is anti-competitive, because it is fundamentally anti-market.
There are trade union perspectives—many zero-hour contracts run in many
organisations in the UK at the moment, and there are concerns over what mutuals
mean in relation to contracts.
And what of the future? If we do jump on this, what would it look like in 20
years? Would we have a better society if we went down this path? These are all
complex questions we need to consider.

Enhancing the potential of mutuals—but let’s
do it properly
To conclude, I think that as a niche idea, cooperatives and mutuals have huge
potential to grow in Australia, and to be operating at scale in the future. But we
need to learn from the UK experience; we need to think through what this means
in relation to federal, state and local government, and where the opportunities
are—the low-hanging fruit.
I think a public services mutuals taskforce would be instrumental in starting the
conversation. If we do go down that route, there is a raft of expertise already
here in Australia, people who are thinking about these things. But I also know
from my contact with these practitioners that the cooperatives and mutuals
themselves are thinking about this. They are thinking about this more on a
shared value proposition; some of the big health insurance companies, for
example, want to be playing a much bigger role in delivering social impact.
They do not want it left to the state to resolve things like obesity and type 2
diabetes. There are a number of health service and health insurance mutuals
that are actively working on this now because they see a role for themselves in
addressing these social problems.
If we do take these ideas forward, I would call from a researcher’s perspective
for this to be done in an experimental way—not a pilot, but rather a scientific
experiment where variables and outcomes are measured, so we know whether
they work. There is already some very good organisational-level work taking
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place, but it needs to be measured. There are some great community-level
experiments that we can pick up and develop further. For example, we could
use the NDIS to conduct a case study in one community to analyse the suitability
and effectiveness of using this type of approach.
As I have outlined, there is great potential in this area, but also a lot of work to
be done. I am hoping that the community of policy analysts, policymakers and
advisors, and politicians, can turn some of this into reality. If it can deliver some
of that comparative advantage, there is actually going to be a better way to do
good public service delivery.
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